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The Kaito KA105 has a striking aluminum alloy 
front panel. This stylish portable tunes AM from 
520-1710 kHz (10 kHz steps), shortwave from 
5.95 to 15.60 MHz (5 kHz steps) and FM from 
87.5 to 108 MHz. Tuning is easy with manual 
tuning, seek tuning. memory tuning and direct 
keypadentty. It fealures 30 memory presets. A 
dual 24 hour dock has alarm and sleep func- 
tions. Other controls indude: stereo-mono 
switch, lock switch. and LCD lamp switch. There 
is a jack for extemal power (3-5 VDC) or the radio 
opérâtes from two AA cells (not supplied). There 
is a buift-in ferrite antenna for AM and a tele- 
scopic whip for SW and FM. There is also an 
extemal antenna jack for SW. The KA105 
cornes with: AC adapter, cloth cany pouch, 
extemal wire antenna. wrist strap and stereo 
earbuds. Size: 4.25x2.9x0.9 inches One year 
limited mfg. warranly. 
Kaito KA105 Order*0105 *49.95 

GRURDIC 
YB-550 PB 

The incredibly at- 
tractive Grundig YB-550PE is the 
newest member 
of the venerable 
Yacht Boy family. Form and fonc- tion are combined to offer an excel- 
lent shortwave 
experience. Six tuning methods 
are available to make tuning the 
bands easy and quick. Enjoy AM. 
FM, FM Stereo (to 
earphone jack) and full coverage shortwave 
from 1710-30000 kHz. Direct keypad frequency 
entry is possible or Up-Down tuning is available 
to suri the bands. A bar-graph tuning meterputs 
you exactly on frequency. 100 memories store 
your favorite stations. The built in clock can 
wake you lo the radio audio or a buzzer. The 
large backlit LCD shows lime and frequency, The YB-550PE cornes with a carry case. Add 
*12.95 for Grundig 550ACA AC adapter «3039. 
3.5 x 8.75 x 1.75 inches 1 Lb 5 oz. 
YB-550 Order «0550 *99.95 
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USED GEAR 
Visit our website for great used equip- 
ment values. It now features photo- 
graphs of select items. 
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The Kaito KA1101 is a dual conversion portable 
radio covering AM. shortwave and FM. This radio 
cornes with 3 Ni-MH rechargeable batteries and 
the AC adapter (and charges the batteries auto- 
matically while in the radio). AM coverage is from 
520-1710 kHz (9 or 10 kHz steps) and shortwave 
coverage is 3000 to 26100 kHz in two bands. (The 
FM-L band covers 70.0 - 95.5 MHz (or the Japa- 
nese FM band and Bussian FM band. if traveling 
in these areas). The radio features 50 memories 
(10 for SW1. 10 for SW2, 30 for AM/FM/FML). 
Tuning is via manual up-down buttons and scan 
plus direct frequency entry via the keypad. The 
built in digital clock has two alarms, sleep function 
and can be set to wake you to beeper or the radio. 
Other features include: two position tone, lock, 
wide-narow selectivity, Local-DX switch and 
backlit LCD. There is even a light sensor lhat 
déterminas whenthe LCD needs lo be illuminated 
(when buttons are pushed). There is a line oui jack 
for use irtrecording off-lhe-air or feeding an exter- 
nal audio amplifier plus there is an extemal an- 
tenna jack. A spécial battery icon shows remain- 
ing battery I fe in four steps. 
The KA1101 cornes with; AC adapter, three Ni-MH 
rechargeable AA cells. protective carry case, wrist 
strap, stereo ear buds and extemal wire antenna. 
One year limited mfg. warranty. 
Available in a silver or gray (shown). 
KA1101 Silver Order «1101 *69.95 
KA1101 Gray Order «2101 '69.95 

The Kaito KA1102 is adual conversion portable 
radio covering AM, shortwave and FM. AM cov- 
erage is from 522-1710 kHz (1/9/10 kHz steps) 
and shortwave coverage is 3000-29990kHz m 1/ 
5 kHz steps). Single side band (SSB) mode is 
available on shortwave with fine tuning. 190 
memories are availabfe in 19 banks. A keypad 
allows direct frequency entry. Auto scan and 
auto memory is supported. A built in dock has 3 
alarms and wakes yeu to beeper or radio. The 
large, attractive LCD is backlit and it features a 
signal strength indica;o.'. The front panel controls 
and side panel controfs are easy lo use. There is 
a DX-Local switch and an FM Mono-Stereo 
switch. Addrtionally tnere is a two position tone 
switch. There is also a button that selects Wide- 
Narrow selectivity (or Mono-Stereo while on the 
FM band). Other refrrements include: battery 
power indicator, lock and sleep. There are exter- 
nal antenna and a staeeo earphone jacks. 
This radio cornes with three AA Ni-MH recharge- 
able batteries and AC adapter. The AC adaptor 
not only works as DC power source, but it also 
charges the batteries automatically. With wrist 
strap, protective carry pouch and stereo 
earbuds. An Owneris Manual and Operating 
Guide Sheet are al.so included. One year 
manufacturées limited warranty. Size: 5.6 x 3.7 x 
1.25 inches. Available in a silver or black. 
KA1102 Silver Order «1102 '99.95 
KA1102 Black Order «2102 *99.95 

W 
TEN- 

RX-320D 
DRM" Capable 
PC Recelver EC 

Through the magie of D.S.P.. the TEN-TEC RX- 
320D computer receiver provides features and 
performance previously unavailable even at twice 
the price. This latesl RX-320 *D' model is capable 
of receiving DRM digital broadeasts with extra 
software (not supplied) and appropriate sound 
card. The new D modef has a 12 kHz l-F output 
jack on the back panel that allows received signais 
to be streamed from the l-F directly to your 
computer's sound card for Digital Radio Mondiale 
decoding. Visit the Universai website to leam 
about this next génération of shortwave lisleningl 
RX-320D Order «0321 *328.95 

EF-SWL tTCTTTOHTCS 
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The Par EF-SWL is an end-fed short wave 
antenna optimally designed for 1 -30 MHz récep- 
tion. The radiator is 45 feet of genuine # 14 gauge 
black polyethylene coated Flex-Weave wire ( 168 
strands of #36 gauge-woven copper). This mate- 
rial is very strong yet can easify be coiled like a 
rope (or portable work. The UV résistant match- 
box houses a wideband 9:1 transformer wound 
on a binocular core. Unlike other translormers, 
extemal stainless studs on the matchbox allow 
the user to configure the primary and secondary 
grounds for best noise réduction at theîr particu- 
lar location. Output is via a silver/leflon S0239 
UHF connector. The radiator also attaches via 
a stainless stud allowmg it to be removed. 
Par EF-SWL Order «2205 '57.95 

1 Universai Radio, Inc. 
1 6830 Americana Pkwy. 
1 Reynoidsburg, OH 43068 
■ 800431-3939 Orcters & Pricôs 
I 614 866-4267 Information 
m 614 866-2339 FAX 
II dx@universal-radio.com 
Il www.unlversal-radio.com 

www.universal-radio.com 
Guaranteed lowest prices on the web? 
Not always. But we DOguarantee that you 
will find our website the most informative. 
Please stop by for a lock. We offer a wide sélection of new 
and used shortwave equipment, antemas and books. 

« Prlces and specs are subject »o change. Prices shown are after mfg's. coupons. 
Retums are subject to a 15% restock (ee. 

«■ U.S.A. orders under'WO shlp for 
'4.95. Under '500 ship for '9.95. Exc«pt A'aska. Hawaii and Puerto Rico 



N4SHâ Notes 

 Richard A. D'Angelo » 2216 Burkey Drive * Wyomissing, PA 19610 » rdangelo3@aol.coin 

This is the month forthe U^annual Winter 
swl Festival in beautiful Kulpsville, pa! There 
is nothing like it. It's not too late to make 
last minute plans to attend, if you have not 
already made your plans. Join many of your 
fellow club members at the best radio gath- 
ering around. Rich Cuff, John Figliozzi and 
a team of lively volunteers make this club 
sponsored event the place to be in March. As 
usual, we expect to have an international 
flavor to the event thanks to the Winter swl 
Festival's Worldwide following. A great pro- 
gram is on tap with events running late into 
Friday evening and ail day Saturday. There is 
always plenty to do and lofs of good people 
to talk to at the Fest. You can't beat the 
combination. It is a great event that brings 
together a lot of radio enthusiasts for a 
wonderful weekend of fun. Check out Rich's 
Easy Listening column for any last minute 
updates. I hope to see you there. 

By popular demand we will be premiering at 
the Winter swl Festival a line of t-shirts, 
sweatshirts and coffee and beer mugs. Dé- 
tails are in Mike Wolfson's Company Store 
column in this issue and were also contained 
on page 41 in Mike's mini-column that 
appeared in last month's Journal. We plan to 
offer these items by mail as well. Again, 
watch Mike's column for the détails. Stay 
tuned. 

Jeff White of the National Association of 
Shortwave Broadcasters (nasb) was informed 
by Merlin that in February, hcjb began doing 
a weekly half-hour program of jazz music in 
drm which is just before the Voice of the nasb 
program on Sundays at 1330 UTC. (HCJB's 
program will be at 1300.) This makes for a 
larger block of DRM programming. However, 
in order to put the two programs together on 
the same frequency, they had to change 
from 9785 to 9565 kHz (because 9785 is not 
available at 1300). In addition, due to some 

technical problems that have occurred with 
their drm transmitter during some of the 
nasb programs, they are extending the Voice 
of the nasb sériés from six to nine months at 
no additional charge. So the programs will 
now end on July 18th. On March 21, there 
will be a spécial édition of the Voice of the 
nasb recorded at the naswa sponsored Winter 
Shortwave Listeners Festival in Kulpsville, 
Pennsylvania with the various nasb members 
who will be there. Don't forget that the 
analog version of the program can be heard 
in North America on Saturday nights at 
10:30 PM Eastern Time on wrmi on 7385 kHz 
(currently 0330 UTC but changing to 0230 UTC 
with the daylight time shift). 

Bruce Baron and Frank Aden will be hosting 
the 2004 International Radio Club of America 
(irca) convention in Boise, id from 23-25 
July 2004. The tentative schedule will in- 
clude station and transmitter tours, auc- 
tion, the irca 40th anniversary quiz and a 
visit to Bonneville Point on the Oregon Trail 
where there have been several DXpeditions. 
See the Calendar of Events for further dé- 
tails. 

Martin Schoech informs us that The QSL 
Information Pages at http:// 
www.schoechi.de/qip.html présent zipped 
qsl files for about 40,000 loggings from more 
than 8,000 radio stations coming from 240 
différent radio countries. Much of the infor- 
mation is presented free but there appear to 
be certain areas that subscription fees ap- 
ply. Check it out. 

DxAsia is a new website introduced and 
edited by Alok Dasgupta and Victor 
Goonetilleke. The aim of the site is to 
provide accurate and timely schedule infor- 
mation for listeners interested in radio broad- 
casting to and from the South Asian région 
with emphasis on India, Pakistan, 
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Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and sunounding coun- 
tries. The initial offering in late January 
featured full schedules, domestic and inter- 
national, for AU India Radio. Eventually, the 
site will be database driven, with user se- 
lectable options for displaying schedule in- 
formation by country, time, language or 
other criteria. At the outset, the site dis- 
plays static information derived from an 
offUne database that is constantly updated. 
The editors are anxious for feedback and 
suggestions. These can be sent to 
feedback@dxasia.info. You can visit DxAsia 
at www.dxasia.info. 

Let's keep in mind that the Journal always 
needs active support from its merabership to 
keep it on top in the hobby. Please continue 
to report your loggings to our Log Report 
editors (Sheryl Paszkiewicz—Flashsheet, 
Dan Ferguson—Tropical Band Loggings and 
WallyTreibel—International Band loggings). 
If you have received an interesting station 
schedule, why not pass along that informa- 
tion to Al Quaglieri for the Listeners Note- 
book! Rich Cuff always could use input from 
members about their Easy Listening habits. 
Of course, Sam Barto would like to hear from 
you about those interesting QSis for inclu- 
sion in the QSL Report. The Journal is a team 
effort and every member of the club is a part 
of the team. Please contribute! Thanks! 

Over the last few weeks, the electronic 
Flashsheets for Walt Amos and Bill Smith 
have bounced back with "permanent fatal 
errors." Gentlemen, please contact me with 
your latest e-mail address so that the weekly 
electronic Flashsheet can continue to be 
deUvered to your e-mailbox. Thanks! The 

best way to stay on top of breaking short- 
wave news and information is with the club's 
electronic Flashsheet. As we steam toward 
our second 100 issues, there is no better way 
of staying on top of the ever-changing dx 
situation than with the electronic flasbsbeet. 
You can participate by sending your latest 
logs to the electronic Flashsheet edited by 
Sheryl Paszkiewicz, spasz@dataplusnet.com 
or P.O. Box 716 Manitowoc, WI 54221-0152. 
Each week the electronic Flashsheet brings a 
lot of exciting, late breaking DX news and 
information to our members. The electronic 
newsletter is an excellent supplément to the 
monthly Journal for the timely dissémina- 
tion of dx loggings and breaking news. This 
is a service that is only available to mem- 
bers. Deadlines are posted in the NASWA 
Flashsheet each week. If you are a current 
member of the club and want to receive the 
electronic NASWA Flashsheet just drop Rich 
D'Angelo (rdangelo3@aol.com) a note with 
your e-mail address, location and member- 
ship expiration date from your mailing la- 
bel. 

Remember to please direct ail communica- 
tions about subscriptions, bulletin delivery 
issues, the use of PayPal as a payment 
method, etc. to Bill Oliver at the club's 
Levittown address or to his electronic ad- 
dress, weoliver@comcast.net. The regular 
postal address is the familiar 45 Wildflower 
Road, Levittown, PA 19057. Inquires sent 
directly to me in Wyomissing only slow down 
the process. Thanks! 

That's it for this month. Enjoy this month's 
édition of the Journal: ifs another good one.^^ 

Contribute! 

Send your loggings and qsl information off to our Distributing Editer, Bob Montgomery 
(Address: p o Box 1458, Levittown, pa 19058). He will forward them to the appropriate editor. 
Remember, Bob also distributes qsl report information and totals for the Scoreboard 
column. He can also be reached through the Internet at: RMonty23@netzero.net. Please 
note, this is a new e-mail address. The at&t e-mail address has been discontinued. 
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Calendar Of Events 

Mar 12-13, 2004 Convention. The 17th Annual Winter swx. Festival, sponsored by naswa, 
will be held at the Best Western—The Inn at Towamencin (Kulpsville to the rest of 
us), located at Exit 31 on the Northeast Extension of the Pennsylvania Turnpike, 
on 12^ and 13th March 2004. Richard Cuff and John Figliozzi co-chair the 
organizational committee. It's never too early to begin planning. See you there! 

Mar 19 Meeting. Philadelphia Area naswa Chapter. Kulpsville Holiday Inn, Kulpsville, PA 
at 7:30 PM. For more information contact Dan Cashin at 610-446-7831 or Internet; 
dcsckp@aol.com. 

Mar 19 Meeting. Boston Area naswa Chapter. The Boston Area oxers have found a new 
location for meetings. Inquiries about the BADXers may be sent to Paul Graveline 
at 978-470-1971 or Internet: ctreditor@aol.com. The URL for the baux guys is 
http://www.anarc.org/naswa/badx/ 

Apr 10 Meeting. The Cincinnati/Dayton Monitoring Exchange (monix) meets at the 
Lebanon Citizens' National Bank (LCNB), 425 West Central Avenue (Ohio 73), 
Springboro, Ohio at 7:00 pm. For more information contact Mark Meece at 937-743- 
8089 or e-mail at <antennapig@siscom.net>. For additional information about 
monix, check out their web site at <http://www.siscom.net/~mmeece/monix.html> 

May 12-13, 2004 Conférence, aib Global Media Business Conférence. Association of 
International Broadcasting will hold its third global média conférence 12-13 May 
2004 in Prague, Czech Republic bringing together public and commercial interna- 
tional broadcasters. Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty will host the conférence at 
its Prague central offices. The 2004 Conférence will build on the previous AIB 
conférences tackling the problems and concerns of the international broadcasting 
industry. Further détails to follow. 

Jun 4-6, 2004 AGM and DX Camp. The Danish Shortwave Club International will hold its 
Annual General Meeting (agm) and dx Camp at Vejers Brach on 4-6 June 2004. 
Further détails will follow. 

Jul 23-25, 2004 Convention. The 2004 International Radio Club of America (irca) 
convention willbe held at the Rodeway Inn (115 North Curtis Road, Boise, ID 83706 
or 1-800-272-5003) from 23-25 July 2004. Room rates are $59.95, which includes 
a continental breakfast. Convention fee is $25.00 to Frank Aden, 4096 Marcia 
Place, Boise, ID 83704. E-mail inquires can be sent to IRCA2004@aol.com. 

Aug 2004 Get-together. The lllh annual Madison Get-together for nxers and Radio 
Enthusiasts will be held on a Saturday in August 2004 beginning at 1:00 PM CDT 
in Milwaukee, WI. This is an all-band event. Further information will be provided 
as we get doser to the event. 

Aug 2004 Convention. The lO"1 Annual Mexican National dx Meeting for Dxers and radio 
listeners is scheduled for Veracmz. Further détails will be published as received. 

Members are invited to submit items to be included in this calendar to Rich D'Angelo 
(Internet: idangelo3@aol.com) or Ralph Brandi (Internet: ralph@brandi.org). 

Visit our club home page on the World Wide Web at http://www.anarc.org/naswa/ 
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Musings 
This column provides a forum where members can express commente, ideas, and thoughts 
about naswa or the SW radio hobby. Pleasefeel free to comment on anything presented this 
month (orprevious months). Opinions expressed here are are solely those ofthe submitters. 
Please submit ail Musings to Richard A. D'Angelo, 2216 Burkey Dr., Wyomissing, pa 19610 or 
via email: rdangelo3@aol.com. 
Robert D. Wells, 544 Thompson Street, Peshtigo, wi 54157-1441 

First, since February 1997, l've been a member of naswa and enjoyed every issue—cover to 
cover. 

l've been a swl since sometime in 1954. It was exciting then, as it is new; even with ail the 
changes in broadcasting. swl is more than a hobby, it is a way of life that is filled with 
adventure and, it sure beats the hell out of video games and most of the stuff on télévision. 
Also, the most interesting thing about médium wave and shortwave is ail the frequencies 
that can be received long distance. However, shortwave is the mainstay of the airwaves. 

Today we are faced with the so-called bpl, which would increase noise greater than it is now, 
in addition, to broadcasters switching to the drm. Both affecting the hf bands, ail of which 
would cause swl, hams, and other hf users to either upgrade their rigs or purchase new 
equipment ail at the expense of the consumer. Thus, making your présent rigs into expensive 
boat anchors and possibly destroy the hobby because new equipment would most likely 
become cost prohibitive. 

As always, government and big businesses only see the financial prospects of more taxes 
and user fees and even regulate the equipment we would be using in every aspect of the 
hobby. 

Second, I suggest that naswa issue membership cards, so we have some way of identifying 
us proud members at ail the festivals and shows, and any other event. As it is now most 
anyone can say they are a member when, in fact, they aren't. How about a member id card 
to prove we have some form of interest in the swl hobby? 

The Journal is the best of ail the swl magazines l've read and I very much like the compact 
size ofthe super publication. One last point, l'm no electronics expert, ham operator or any 
kind of a technical whiz and don't own or use a computer. I don't even collect qsl cards. I 
only log stations received. I only listen to shortwave because I enjoy the excitement and 
adventure dx broadcasting has to offer, while struggling with propagation and weather 
elements. 

Well, I said my 2 cents worth of opinions and such. 

73, Robert 

William (Bill) Patalon m <wpcubed@aol.com>, 1903 Angleside Road, Fallston, Maryland 
21047 

Hi, my name is Bill Patalon. I am a naswa member, living in Fallston, Maryland (near 
Baltimore). I work at The Baltimore Sun as a Business reporter focusing on biotechnology. 

I was an swter back in the mid seventies, as a teen, and loved it. But "life"—cars and drag- 
racing, then collège, grad school, jump-starting a career, a book, travel abroad, then 
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marriage and a house—seemed to swamp that hobby, much to my regret. But l've been back 
about a year, now, and you folks have really helped make my return a great one. Your fast 
action, and "personal touch," is emblematic of how great this group of people is. Thanks 
for being so great. 

I really have enjoyed naswa a lot. I hope to attend Winterfest, although it falls close to the 
RC airplane show I attend with my father (I build and fly and write about model airplanes.. .1 
hope to start writing about SWLing, too. I think I could find plenty of things to write about.) 

The Winterfest sounds terrifie. My return to radio has been a pretty strong commitment. 
I put a 10-metre magnetic mount ham radio antenna on the roof of my Ford Explorer and 
listen via a small stable of handheld portables to the airways on my hour-long drives to and 
from work. It's amazing the hits l've gotten. Just today I picked up, on the $29.95 Grundig 
Mini World pe. Radio Africa's Channel One English transmission to Africa from Johannesburg, 
in the low 15 MHz range. I thought that was an amazing pull for that pocket receiver, which 
surprisingly didn't overload with that big antenna feeding it signal. Had the radio had a 
tuning knob instead of a thumb wheel, I would have listened to it the whole way to work. 
But with the small size of the radio, and the imprécision of the tight-to-turn thumb wheel, 
it would have been too difficult to deal with while trying to drive on 1-83 heading into 
downtown Baltimore. 

I once actually heard Radio Korea read my letter on the air last year while out with my wife 
at the unusual time of 5:30 Saturday morning. Once you hear the story, you'U realize that 
this is Uterally a "lottery odds" type of situation. 

My wife Robin had to go to the office to get some paperwork (she's an accountant, and an 
early riser, while I, as an "ink-stained wretch" journalist, am a night owl, which I guess 
makes me a perfect swi candidate! Just kidding.) Anyway, I had picked up Radio Korea about 
six weeks before on a Grundig Traveler n while driving home on 1-95, my first-ever pickup 
of that station. I wrote, asking for a QSL. Six weeks later, my wife Robin, (she's gorgeous and 
brilliant, but married me anyway), was headed to work to get those documents to work on, 
as I mentioned. 

Well, first, I never get up at 5 a.m. on a Saturday. Never. But she didn't want to go there 
alone at that time, and I wasn't about to let her. It was a last-minute décision on her part, 
and she came into the bedroom and shook me awake, then explained why she did it. No 
problem. But that early hour was the first out-of-the-ordinary factor. 

It was also the reason she drove. That was the second factor, since, almost as an 
afterthought, as we're leaving the house, I grabbed that trusty Grundig (which recently 
broke, breaking my heart in the process). But my wire antennas were downstairs, and she 
was asking for me to hurry. There just happened to be, there on our breakfast nook, what 
Uterally was a short hunk of wire, which on one end had an alUgator cUp attached. I grabbed 
that, too. That's coïncidence number three. We went and picked up her papers, then drove 
toward home. Robin decided to stop at a grocery store that has a Starbucks concession. She 
went in to get a coffee for herself, and a hot chocolaté for me. I stayed in the car. Coïncidence 
no. 4. 

It was warm, so I had the window rolled down a bit. I cUpped the alUgator lead to the whip 
antenna, and dropped the rest of the wire out the window. I started tuning the bands. Pretty 
soon, I came a across a broadeast that, though it was EngUsh language, was definitely of 
Asian origin, due to the announcers' accents. I figured it was cri from Beijing, or Radio 
Taipei. 
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Well, it was Radio Korea, and they were just that minute starting to read letters from 
listeners. Robin was near the car when I heard my name emanate from the radio's speaker. 
I couldn't believe it! I yelled for Robin to hurry her pretty.. .well, never mind, I told her to 
hustle. So she was in the car to hear most of the part about me. They were apparently really 
enthralled with the fact that I listened in the truck while driving with my jury-rigged 
contraption. But it was so cool to hear them read that! Robin was just as excited as I. After 
it was over, it dawned on us how remarkable this was. The odds against this are stunning. 
My dad, an engineer with two degrees in physics, said it's tough to easily compute the odds, 
but he said to "go buy a lottery ticket" for that day. That's how improbable the incident was. 

I mean, I never get up early Saturdays, Robin just happened to need to make that trip, there 
just happened to be that wire on the breakfast nook, I just happened to stay in the car, just 
happened to décidé to tum on my Grundig SW receiver, and just happened to tune through 
the entire shortwave spectrum just before the mailbag program came on the air. And out 
of the 1,300 or so shortwave stations (that's a number I was told, might not be right), I chose 
Radio Korea, which I did by mistake, essentially, thinking it was someone else. Oh, and they 
just happened to read my letter—and they just happened to choose a letter that had been 
sent to them six weeks before. Stunning. 

I have a qsl from that first letter, and just recently re-submitted my cover letter and report 
from this incident, since I really want the qsl from that réception. I had sent it in last year, 
shortly after this ail transpired, but didn't hear back. There's some question, apparently, 
over whether that letter actually arrived there, which is why I sent it again. 

I really am thinking about coming to the Winterfest. I would like to meet ail the folks. 

Sincerely, Bill 

Lawrence H. Bulk, 138 Dogwood Drive, Muilica Hill, nj 08062-1909 

I am a member of naswa and I would like to receive the electronic naswa Flashsheet. I am not 
an avid DXer as I was in the past; I am what you call a "program listener." However, as I am 
temporarily disabled and unable to work, I have had much more time to listen to SW, a hobby 
I have enjoyed since 1958. 

I listen with a Grundig Satellite 800 (purchased June 2000 and recently upgraded to current 
standards by Drake) and I use an AOR Wl-500 Window Loop (Active) Antenna, the best indoor 
antenna I have found (and Fve tried many!) for sw. I use a C. Crâne Justice am Antenna 
sometimes in conjunction with a Select-A-Tenna for mw. (I live in a small townhouse and 
I cannot erect an outdoor antenna.) I also own quite a number of portable sw radios, most 
notably the Sony ICF-SW7600GR (I have three of them) which I use with the Sony an-lp1 
Active Antenna. I have many other SW radios besides (these things tend to accumulate). 

Unfortunately for Dxing, the area in which I live is "loaded" with electrical noise which it 
is impossible to eliminate and this, along with my inability to erect an outdoor antenna, 
limits the signais I can receive. 

Have I told you about the Bell+Howell Radio? I got a mailing from a company called Starcrest 
of California, which enclosed many sheets advertising household items ("Electronic Nail 
File," "Pumice Toilet Scrubber", "Acrylic Placemat," and other vital such products) but also 
enclosed was a sheet advertising a "9-Band World Radio with TV Sound—A radio has never 
been so entertaining!" The price? $9.00! With Free Shipping (if your order totals $25.00 or 
more, though there is a $3.00 "handling charge")! I had to see what $9.00 offered so I 
ordered one (along with some items without which Roz could not possibly live such as the 
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"High Energy Stain Remover" and the "Silicone Muffin Pan"). The silly thing works! It 
doesn't actually pick up TV sound (except for Channel 6 at the bottom of the FM band—it 
may have been set to pick up Mongolian or Outer Slobovia tv sound), but it does pick up 
SW signais. The dial scale calibration is utterly hopeless, but if you know what you're doing, 
it is pretty easy to get the stronger signais. l've even had the AU India Radio on it using its 
built-in whip antenna. l've used it a few times just for the heck of it to see what I can do 
with it. BeUeve it or not, it doesn't drift at ail. It uses two aa batteries which seem to last 
forever. l've ordered a bunch more; I figure they can be given as a gift to a kid and maybe 
it will "spark" some interest. It's really a lot of fun and is unbelievable value for the money. 
I can only imagine what it would have been like if we had had this 40 years ago! If you're 
interested in ordering one, let me know and ITl send you ail the information. Of course you 
need it like a hole in your head, but you know me—I love toys! 

Thanking you in advance for your service, I am, 

Yours very truly, Lawrence 

Sheryl Paszkiewicz <spasz@dataplusnet.com>, P.O. Box 716 Manitowoc, wi 54221-0152 

Well I am so disgusted with sw réception here, l'm ready to throw out the radio! Thus other 
sw oxers and I are turning to médium wave. I logged a new province last night—nb on 1070. 
I am using a Sony 2010 with a Select-a-Tenna. Works really well. 

Well tonight I tried différent receivers (sw) and plugged in the antenna tuner. Lousy. As you 
know, I live in an apartment building so what I am using for an antenna is a random wire 
strung along ail 4 walls in the radio shack. I Uve upstairs so I think the antenna is high 
enough off the ground. Now I thought since the antenna is along ail 4 walls, it would be 
omnidirectional and thus better. Well I think there just isn't enough length in any one 
direction. So tonight I thought what about a vertical antenna? So the only receiver I have 
with one is the Sony. Lo and behold, I picked up Korea on 9560 very well. I must say the 
Sony products have very good audio quality and thus I am picking up less noise than on 
the Icom for instance. I might actually be able to do some serious oxing here! I had been 
chasing Pio Doce on 5952 andjust couldn't get enough intelligible dialog. The Sony is worth 
a try! 

Did I tell you I bought an XM Radio on New Years Eve? No, I wasn't drunk, hi. I love it. It 
even has the BBC so I can Usten to John Peel through the stereo (although the signal isn't 
actually in stereo on that channel). That's the only foreign radio station although they have 
BBC concerts on another channel and some world music channels. 

73, Sheryl 

Richard A. D'Angelo <rdangelo3@aol.com>, 2216 Burkey Drive, Wyomissing, pa 19610 

After two successful DXpeditions in November and December, I was ready to tackle the snow 
and the French Creek hillside for another oxpedition. After two months of rough winter 
weather with snow, ice, freezing rain and arctic températures, it was good to visit our DX 
haven. The Friday weather before our visit was snow followed by freezing rain followed by 
an inch or two of regular rain. However, French Creek was snow covered and picturesque. 

I arrived early but not as early as Kris who already had three antennas set up even though 
we didn't have the keys to the cabin. I began running my 500-foot wire somewhat north 
up the back snow covered slope and a 250-foot wire essentially southeast. Areas close to 
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the cabin had a lot of ice making things problematical. Nevertheless, we didn't lose anyone 
setting up our antennas this year. 

Conditions to Africa were pretty good with Ghana making an early appearance and îlwa and 
Parakou being heard although nothing materialized from Indonesia or India. Brazilians 
seemed to be doing okay but not much else was noted from Latin America. Angola appeared 
late with an excellent signal. During the evening we discovered unusually low water 
pressure which would make showering in the cabin impossible. As time passed and the 
températures became tolerable, the pipes must have unfroze because the water pressure 
improved to the point that even the shower could be used. 

Latin's were very good on Monday moming with Radio Unica (new for me) among the crop. 
Bolivians and Peruvians seemed pretty good with some Brazilians noted. Heard a reactivated 
Radio Centinela del Sur. Just when I though things had quieted down, a great opening to 
the Pacific appeared. AU three AustraUan régions were heard with the "Concert for George" 
on Concert Hall program, two PNGs (3355 and 3385) and two Indonesians (Fak Fak and 
Wamena). AU in ail, not a bad moming of Ustening. 

Monday afternoon and evening saw moderate conditions with some Chinese and Indian 
régional stations being heard. Latin stations were noticeably quiet but late in the evening 
I stumbled upon Radio Universidad, Mexico with phone calls from Usteners. 

Tuesday moming conditions to Latin America were again pretty good. I awoke early looking 
for a BraziUan expecting to see Ed already at his rig logging stations. However, at 0850 UTC 
there was no sign of Ed in the cabin. Strange! Unbeknownst to me, it turns out because of 
the low water pressure, he decided to make a quick trip home to drop off some stuff and 
sneak a shower. As l'm tuning the bands around 1030 UTC, a clean Ed walks in from the cold 
out of doors. Wamena was noted again as were a number of pngs with 4890 still in at a good 
level for NBC news at 1300. 

Températures continued the upward trend and melting continued. Unfortunately, after dark 
the ground water becomes ice making trips outside for fresh air or to the cars an adventure. 
Late afternoon on Tuesday continued the good conditions toward Africa. Kris seemed to 
really enjoy the African opening for some reason. Latin stations and Indians seemed quiet 
but our usual pasta banquet kept us busy for a portion of the evening. We did discover that 
without Fred there was considerably less trash to manage. This observation was initially 
made after our December outing and was confirmed once again. The huge trash bin has been 
officially named the Kolbrenner Mémorial Monument in honor of Fred's historical accom- 
plishments in this garbage accumulation field. I was able to log Huayacocotla and Poderosa 
with sign off announcements after dinner making it a good night. 

Go on a DXpedition! 
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I must have been exhausted because I missed my early wake up call for 0830 Brazilians. I 
did manage to crawl out of bed for 1000 but my enthusiasm was waning after three days 
at the dials. Latin conditions were good once again with Ed informing me that I missed a 
nice Brazilian opening. The Pacific and Asian régions were quiet today with not even a 
heterodyne out of 4890 png, which was outstanding the previous day. The highlight of the 
morning and my last log of the trip was Radio Universidad in Costa Rica. That gave me both 
Universidad's logged in one Dxpedition. 

We enjoyed very good listening conditions for the entire trip. There were a number of 
outstanding openings to various parts of the world making the Dxpedition well worth the 
effort. AU three oxpeditions this season produced good Ustening conditions, which really 
helped me break in my Ten-Tec RX-340. 

Finally, we also enjoyed good weather for a change. Although the ground was snow covered 
and there was ice to contend with in setting up antennas, the weather turned mild with 
températures in the raid-40 degree Fahrenheit range on Monday and Tuesday. 

After Wednesday mornings-listening session, it was time to bring in the antennas, pack the 
gear into our cars and end the last Dxpedition of the season. Of course, we willbe reminiscing 
in Kulpsville in a few weeks, which tends to magnify everything. Conditions, propagation 
and weather ail cooperated once again making the three-day outing well worth the effort. 

l'm looking forward to seeing everyone in Kulpsville! 

73, Rich 

L. ^  

frendx: Twenty Five Years Ago (March 1979) 

Roll Call featured the names of 75 new and rejoining members. Bob Zilmer reported that the 
anarc Frequency Recommendation Committee recently had success in getting Radio Sweden 
to move to a clearer channel. anarc-79 scheduled for MinneapoUs, mn and hosted by Kim 
Andrew ElUott (Chairman), Tom Gavaras and Greg Ravenhorst. The convention fee was 
$16.00 and hôtel rates ranged from $13.67 to $24.00. In the Shortwave Center, Jerry 
Lineback did an extensive review of the FRG-7000 Communications Receiver thanks to Grant 
Manning of Radio West who made one available for review. John Creamer wrote about "Dxing 
for Senior Citizens is a Great Hobby" and Glenn Hauser wrote about long path and short path 
réception. David Maxfield developed an Index to Shortwave Center for 1978. The Scoreboard 
featured 137 members with 22 reporting 200 or more countries heard and 8 reporting 200 
or more countries verified. James Young with 222/207 lead the Ust in both catégories. Dan 
Robinson wrote about a "Visiter from Peking" which was about a visit by Ji Fu-Sheng, a 
Chinese communication technician, to Dan's home where he met Dan, Pitt MacNeil and 
French DXer Jean Jacques Bloch. 
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On the Short Waves by Jerry Berg 

<www.ontheshortwaves.com> Update, January 30, 2004—Under "Articles, Research, 
etc.," "Pot Pourri": August Balbi's pow Monitoring, Part n. In Part i we showed typed lists 
of some of the POW messages that August Balbi heard over Radio Tokyo, MTCY-Manchuria, and 
Berlin. This time we have scanned some of August's notes that contain détails of the 
messages themselves. Some are typed, and others are in August's distinctive handwriting. 
His technique apparently was to take notes by hand as he listened, then type them up and 
send postcards to the pow's family. Viewing the handwritten notes you can almost see him 
rushing to get down the full message before it was too late. Remember, this was 1944, before 
the convenience of home tape recording. More in Part m. 

<www.ontheshortwaves.com> Update, February 8, 2004—Under "cprv," "qsl Gallery," 
some early qsls from Cuba, which always seemed to produce great looking cards and letters. 
On the médium wave side, the historic Frank H. Jones "Tuinucu" station 6KW; equally 
historic pwx (1923); cmcb (qsl letter for a 1936 nnrc spécial); cmcy (1933); cmhk (two qsls, 
a card and a letter, from 1938); and CMJK (1933). And on SW, CMZl; COJK (1947); and COK. These 
are from the collections of Eugene Allen, Paul Kary, Warren Routzahn and John Tweedie. 
In error we originally included médium waver "amb" (1928) among the Cubans, but 
ontheshortwaves follower Reuben Dagold pointed out the error. As can be seen, the "amb" 
QSL carties a Tijuana address on the front, as well as the San Diego address of its owner, the 
Nelson Radio Company. On the back it is postmarked San Diego, 1928. Does anyone know 
just what this station might have been? An early "border radio" station perhaps? For now 
this QSL is in the "Mexico" section of the "QSL Gallery" (under "Broadcast Band"). 

<www.ontheshortwaves.com> Update, February 14, 2004—Under "Articles, Research, 
etc.," "Recordings," a record that was apparently used as a promotional item for a station 
in Shanghai, China, xmhd, the China Christian Broadcasting Association. It has hymns on 
both sides, and at the end of the Side B is a request for funds. There is no date on this 78 
rpm record, but it must have been from the latter part of the 78 rpm era because it is made 
of vinyl rather than shellac. Does anyone have additional information on xmhd? Was it sw? 
There was an xmha in Shanghai, and I believe an xmhc as well.—Also this week, under "Book 
Reviews," a review by Richard A. D'Angelo of the recent book by Alan L. Heil, Jr., "Voice of 
America: A History." 

<www.ontheshortwaves.com> Update, February 21, 2004—Under "Articles, Research, 
etc.," "Pot Pourri": August Balbi's pow Monitoring, Part m. After sending a postcard to the 
pow's family, pow monitors were often rewarded with a card or letter of thanks. Those found 
here, with their references to places like Wake Island, Shanghai and Mukden, are a reminder 
of how it was over a half century ago. 
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Easy Listening 
Richard D. Cuff • 42 North 37th Street • AUentown, PA 18104 • rdcuff@mochamail.coin 

The Fest is here! 

Hopefully many naswa members are packing 
their bags and gassing up the car for the 
annual pilgrimage to Kulpsville, pa—the 
17th Winter swl Fest is just a few days away!! 
Your Fest committee (that's John Figliozzi 
and me) are in the process of last-minute 
préparations...if you still have the chance 
to join us, and haven't pre-registered, you 
can still register and pay on-site. 

We have quite a forum lineup again this 
year; topics include the following: 

Digital Broadcasting—The Pirates—Pri- 
vate SW Broadcasting in the US —Trunk- 
ing and Scanning—Broadband Over 
Power Line -Satellite DXing—The Médium 
Waves—Long wave Radio: Rumblings in the 
Basement—The Listening Lounge—Clas- 
sic Receivers—Broadcasters' Forum—The 
Future of the Shortwave Hobby—What I 
Have Learned in 15 Years of Research (and 
4 books later) about Zenith Radio Corpora- 
tion—Short Space Antennas 

Plus, we'U have démos including drm, 
Javoradio, and an amateur Spécial Event 
station, as well as club information tables 
including one for naswa. 

Oh yeah—there's the banquet, the Barto 
Bag, the Grand Raffle, the Hospitality 
Room, Swap Meet, Silent Auction, and a 
likely midnight visit from Pancho Villa (if 
one were to know such things)—ail part of 
the fantastic 17-year 'Fest tradition. 

Speaking of the raffle, you can buy tickets 
to win one of a number of radios, including a 
Drake r8b, icom r75, CCrane Plus, Kaito 1102 
(check the PasspoTt review), icomrB, Grundig 
Satellit 800, and other last-minute additions. 

Forums will begin earlier this year than 
years past—the first is scheduled for 8:15 
am Friday, March 12th; forums will continue 

throughout Friday, including Friday evening 
(for the second year in a row), and ail day 
Saturday (againbeginning 8:15 am). On-site 
registration will begin Friday at approxi- 
raately 7:30 AM; the Hospitality Room infor- 
mally opens the 'Fest on Thursday evening. 

When it cornes to shortwave listening, radio 
raonitoring, and international broadcast- 
ing, it just doesn't get any better than the 
'Fest. What makes this year particularly 
interesting to me is the participation of 
the National Association of Shortwave 
Broadcasters ("nasb")—including wrmi, 
knls, Adventist World Radio, and wmlk—ail 
of whom will have exhibits in the demo 
room. l'm sure many will be interested in 
the opinions of these folks regarding the 
rôle of shortwave radio in North America 
in 2004 and beyond. 

If you've never raade it to Kulpsville, why 
not make this one your first? You'll meet 
many of the folks who edit and contribute 
to the naswa Journal; more are together at 
the Fest than at any other time during the 
year. You'U find a Registration Form else- 
where in the Journal, and you can find a 
lot more information at the Fest website, 
http://swlfest.com. 

RFPI returns—sort of 

Several months ago I mentioned the squab- 
ble between Radio for Peace International 
(rfpi) and its landlord, the University for 
Peace in Costa Rica, rfpi was evicted from 
the University (by having its utilities eut 
off ) and is now attempting to relocate and 
rebuild elsewhere in Costa Rica. 

rfpi has now arranged for studios in San 
José, Costa Rica, with a live streaming audio 
feed at its website (http://www.rfpi.org). 
There are future plans to add MP4 streaming 
capabilities as well. There is no mention of 
the program schedule currently being uti- 
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lized, so you'll have to consult prior listings. 
As you may remember, rfpi programmée! a 
six-hour time block from 1600 to 2200 utc 
with 2 or 3 repeats over the subséquent 
18 hours, depending on transmitter avail- 
ability. The last copy of the schedule on my 
hard drive is dated April 27,2003, and I have 
posted that to the swprograms e-mail list. 

rfpi is calling its initiative to return to 
the airwaves "Censorship Is Not an Option"; 
they continue to solicit donations from lis- 
teners to fund its rebuilding and ongoing 
opérations. A PayPal link for donations is 
at the rfpi website, or you can send funds 
to rfpi, P0 Box 3165, Newberg, 0R 97132 
usa. Be sure to note "Légal defense fund" 
on your check. 

Editorial commentary: This seems like a 
really botched crisis that should have been 
settled a long time ago, without squander- 
ing money on attorneys. As I said months 
ago, the deal that allowed rfpi to exist 
on campus was sealed informally, with a 
handshake between friends, and was never 
reduced to a binding contract. 

Éven now, us based shortwave broadeasters 
continue to lease time at relatively cheap 
prices—would it be cheaper for rfpi simply 
to sell its transmitters and rent airtime? I 
would think that just getting back on the 
air—even on a time rental basis—would 
enable rfpi to plead its case to its listeners 
and build up a funding base. Each month 
that passes, rfpi becomes less relevant— 
because its North American audience will 
discover other média outlets—over the air, 
and via the Web. 

I guess l'm just cynical regarding rfpTs situa- 
tion, because its crisis looks to be manmade, 
and the station's strategy is an "all-or- 
nothing" approach with no serious attempt 
to find an intérim shortwave solution. 

BBC World Service—Hutton Con- 
troversy follow-up 

The only significant departure from the 
bbc since the departures of Gavyn Davies 

(chairman of the Board of Governors) and 
Greg Dyke (Director General) has been that 
of Andrew Gilligan—the reporter whose on- 
air ad-libbing started the whole fracas. 

The bbc has a list of candidates for Dyke's 
replacement as dg; at the top of the list is 
the acting Director General, Mark Byford, 
who was at the World Service helm when 
they scaled back their frequencies target- 
ing North America in 2001. 

This calm doesn't mean that the bbc con- 
troversy has ended—the royal charter 
that enables the bbc to exist as a public 
broadeaster with funds from the tv licence 
fee expires in 2006, and it appears that 
the scope of bbc activities, along with its 
funding sources, will become embroiled in 
uk politics as 2006 draws doser. Since the 
World Service is funded by the Foreign & 
Commonwealth office, not the licence fee, it 
may not be directly dragged into the debate. 

The Hutton report and its aftermath were 
indeed covered in Talking Point in early 
February; the schedule of future Talk- 
ing Point programs doesn't mention any 
renewed discussion of the Hutton report. 

WSHB: Just a Memory 

TU admit l'm not one to regularly wax nos- 
talgie regarding shortwave, since l'm gen- 
erally interested in what's on now, versus 
what was airing in the past. However, l'm 
making an exception for wshb. Back in the 
late 1980s and into the 1990s, the Chris- 
tian Science Monitor World Service aired a 
decent internationally-focused, USA-based 
news and current affairs service that was 
a decent alternative to the voa. Eventually 
the shortwave broadeast found its way onto 
public radio, in the form of Monitor Radio. 
The plug was pulled on Monitor Radio in 
June 1997, and the network of three short- 
wave stations built up by the Christian 
Science Monitor in Maine (wcsn), South 
Carolina (wshb) and Saipan (khbi) shrunk to 
just wshb. After that, wshb resorted solely 
to religious programming advocating the 
beliefs of the Christian Science sect. 
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Alas, wshb is now gone, too—its last broad- 
cast was February 29th. The Christian Sci- 
ence Monitor is looking for a buyer, but I 
haven't seen mention of one being found. 

What's the lesson here? Primarily how 
expensive télévision is to produce in com- 
parison to radio. The Christian Science 
church invested in a satellite network and 
a local Boston, Massachusetts TV station 
which siphoned off huge amounts of dollars 
with no tangible return. 

(Thanks to Jim Strader, John Figliozzi 
and Joe Buch for information referenced 
above) 

VOA gets a case of laryngitis 

2004 is shaping up to be a bad year for the 
Voice of America. Its English language 
transmitter hours will be reduced by 
roughly 2/3 at the end of March, making 
it potentially tougher to hear voa even in 
areas where its English is a priority. I don't 
have détails of which frequencies are slated 
to be shut down. 

Also, the last remaining two-hour Eng- 
lish release to the Americas (0000-0200 
Tue-Sat) will also be eliminated. 

Cuts are also anticipated in voa English lan- 
guage services targeting Africa and Asia. 

More éditorial commentary: Those who 
control us government-sponsored interna- 
tional broadcasting seem to be enamored 
with ill-conceived services (Radio Marti, 
Radio Sawa) that suck resources out of the 
best-recognized brand name left in interna- 
tional broadcasting—now that Radio Free 
Europe / Radio Liberty is irrelevant. 

I will admit that it's necessary to spend 
resources on broadcasting to the Middle 
East as the usa seeks to craft a new image 
there, but it would seem to me that dol- 
lars would be better spent on Arabie and 
Farsi services of the voa more so than on 
services that don't need to adhéré to the 
voa's broadcasting standards. 

Radio Australia changes 

The news isn't ail bad when it cornes to 
shortwave broadcasting; Radio Australie 
is tweaking its schedule slightly, but the 
changes are at a time of day when propaga- 
tion to the Eastern USA isn't ail that great. 
New to the schedule: 

Sundays 1825: Sunday Pro/i/e—Géraldine 
Doogue provides in-depth analysis of the 
major news in Australia and around the 
world. Hear people in the news talk about 
the news - the décision makers and agenda 
setters, politicians and business leaders. 
Program website: http://www.abc.net.au/ 
sundayprofile/ 

Mondays-Thursdays 1825: On The Mat—"... 
Where the Pacific cornes together to chat 
and discuss issues of régional interest. 

Sundays-Thursdays 1925: The Best of 
Breakfast—Peter Thompson hosts a 
roundup of the best stories from Radio 
National's Breakfast program (which airs 
on the abc domestic spoken-word net- 
work—somewhat akin to cbCs Radio One or 
the bbc's Radio 4). Program website: http: 
//www.abc.net.au/rn/talks/brkfast/ 

As a resuit, the Radio Australia schedule 
becomes: 

ut Sunday to Thursday 

1800 News 
1810 Pacific Beat 
1829 News Headlines 
1830 Sport 
1835 Sunday Profile (Sun), On the Mat 
(Mon-Thu) 
1900 News 
1910 Pacific Beat 
1929 News Headlines 
1930 Sport 
1935 The Best of Breakfast 
2000 News 
2010 Pacific Beat (continues) 
2029 News Headlines 
2030 Sport 

You can expect an extra airing of On The Mat 
on Fridays and an extra airing of Sunday 
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Profile on Sundays; times haven't yet been 
finalized, though. Watch the NASWAFlashsheet 
and John Figliozzi's postings for updates. 

Why can't the Voice of Russia pro- 
duce interesting programming? 

Earlier this week I listened to a program 
I hadn't caught previously—TTie River of 
Time. The vor website synopsis: "Features 
some of the most significant events in world 
history." The version I heard was simply a 
reading of "On this date in history..." news 
blurbs like you might hear on your local 
mediumwave station as they close out the 
morning news. Perhaps a few more Russian 
events were featured than you would hear 
on a local mediumwave station, but overall 
I felt this program was a waste of time. 

It seems to me that the Voice of Russia is 
increasingly resorting to reciting pages frora 
almanacs and encyclopedias, and notinvest- 
ing resources in quality program création— 
getting a slice of Russian life, or focusing 
history programs on Russian history. If I 
were really interested in world history pro- 
grams, l'd wager that the bbc or Australia's 
abc or Radio Netherlands would create a 
much better crafted program than this. 

If you want to listen for yourself, tune in 
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays 0430 ut. 

Radio Netherlands Vox Humana 
Highlights 

Vox Humana is a difficult program to 
characterize. The program calls itself a 
"célébration of the human voice." Stories, 
dreams, songs and poetry are ail in the 

mix. I guess you could call it an "artistic 
documentary". 

Vox Humana in March will be airing a 
sériés called Global Perspectives, a sériés of 
co-productions from various international 
broadcasters. Here are a couple highlights 
for March; 

Sunday, March 7th and Saturday, March 13th: 
A Bird in the Hand, from Radio Télévision 
Hong Kong: The recent cases of chicken flu 
has seen the slaughter of millions of chick- 
ens around Asia. Hong Kong, a gourmet 
capital of the world has long preferred fresh 
chicken meat to any other. Scientists say 
that the market in live chickens should be 
stopped or at least much more strictly con- 
trolled for health reasons. But they're going 
against the face of centuries of culture and 
tradition. Producers Hugh Chiverton and 
Sophia Yow pose the question, how much 
is a bird in the hand really worth? 

Sunday, March 14th and Saturday, March 
20th: Hot Flash: Until recently hormone 
replacement therapy was a common treat- 
ment for women who had gone through 
ménopause. Then in July of 2002, news- 
papers displayed an alarming headline: a 
Womens Health Initiative study showed 
hrts, as they're called, caused heart dis- 
ease, stroke, and breast cancer. Most women 
stopped the drug immediately. Now almost 
2 years later, many have returned to the 
médication. Why are they willing to put 
their health at such a risk? 

In Conclusion 

Hope to see many of you in Kulpsville! 73 
de Richard 

WWW Shortwave Listening Guide 

Looking for programs to listen to? You can find what programs are on for the current 
hour or list programs of a desired type on a given day at the www Shortwave Listening 
Guide on NASWeb. The data is provided by naswa Journal and Monitoring Times columnist 
John Figliozzi, and cornes from his book, The Worldwide Shortwave Listening Guide. Visit 
the Guide at http://www.anarc.org/naswa/swlguide/. ^4^ 
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Shortwave Center 
Jerry Lineback « 506 South Lawrence Avenue » Scranton, KS 66537 » jalinebk@satelephone.com 

Radio Jamming in the Soviet Union, Roland 

and Other East European Countries 

By Rimantas Pleikys 

A specially emitted radio interférence 
is classified into radio communication 
jamming and radio broadcasting jamming. 
The first occasions of jamming of military 
radiotelegraph were recorded back in the 
beginning of the 20th century. Germany 
and Russia were the first to engage in 
jamming back then. The jamming signal 
most frequently consisted of co-channel 
characters. It was until the early thirties, 
when the first cases of jamming of radio 
broadcasting were recorded. In the late 20's 
Berlin started to jam the programs of Radio 
Komintern. In 1931 the USSR jammed the 
Romanian radio, in 1934 Austria jammed 
the German radio. The Lithuanian language 
broadcasts of the Vatican Radio were jammed 
by the USSR in 1940. 

IW / NJ ■ 7 K 

Massive jamming of foreign radio broadcasts 
was initiated by the ussr in February of 
1948. It was targeted at voa and BBC Russian 
language broadcasts. Eventually jamming 
developed into a true monster, the greatest 
jamming network in the world. The Soviet 
jamming network was administrated by the 
2nd department of the all-union ministry 
of communications, headed by Natalia 
Krestyaninova for more than 25 years. 

The Soviet Union and its East European allies 
used six types of the jamming audio signais: 

1.To block out the "most anti-Soviet" 
stations, a wide spectrum electronically 
generated noise signal was used. rfe/rl, 
Voice of Israël, and Radio Tirana would 
experience this type of jamming. 

2. On August 3, 1964, one more source of 
interférence was invented—Radio Mayak 
program, transmitted in FM mode and 
heard distorted on domestic receivers— 
to jam some "gray propaganda" stations 
such as VOA, BBC, Deutsche Welle, and R. 
Beijing. 

3.In 1976, Soviets started to use the speech 
resembling signal. Its advantage was that 
it conformed to the timbre of the human 
voice. This jamming sound, which used 
to be played back from open reel tapes, 
was composed of two voices of maie and 
female Russian announcers. 

4. A unique case was the Polish service of 
rfe/rl: from 1971 until 1980 only light 
instrumental music was employed to jam 
it, both in clear am and distorted fm modes, 

Panevezys local radio jamming station 5.East Germany aired its domestic radio 
(10x5 kw) in Lithuania. programs via médium wave transmitters 
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tuned in to several hundred Hertz 
outside of the rias frequencies. 

6. Czechoslovakia used the swinging 
carrier, also known as wobbler, AM 
transmitters to jam rfe/ri. 

The report of the rfe Engineering 
Department (dated January 29, 
1982) calls for at least 4 transmitters 
per jammed program for each beam 
necessary. 250 kw and 500 kw 
transmitters have been proposed to 
replace the old 100 kw units in the RFE and 
rl relay stations. In Israël, there was an 
attempt to build a high-power radio station 
(16 x 500 kw) for transmission of the voa, rfe 
and Ri programs to the Soviet Union. This 
effort was halted due to the local protests. 
In Portugal, six 500 kw transmitters were 
installed. Fourteen of the 16 rfe/rl's language 
services were jammed, and twelve of the 21 
languages of voa. Deutsche Welle (dw) was 
jammed in five of its 11 East European and 
ussr languages. bbc was jammed in two of 
its 12 Eastern languages. The effectiveness 
of jamming ranged from minor annoyance 
to total blockage. 

W. Edwards, "Longwave duel": "The trading 
pawn in the hands of the us had been the 
mégawatt long wave transmitter located in 
Munich. The record shows that when the 
Soviets stopped jamming the voa Russian 
programs in June of 1963, the voa mégawatt 
transmitter in Munich shut down very 
soon thereafter. In August 1968, when the 
Soviets resumed jamming of the voa. [...] 
the mégawatt in Munich returned to the air. 
Again, in September of 1973 Soviet jamming 
against the voa stopped and a month later the 
mégawatt transmitter on 173 kHz went off 
the air. This off again-on again relation was 
rooted in the 1948 European Broadcasting 
Conférence at Copenhagen where médium 
wave and long wave frequencies were 
assigned to the participating countries 
within Europe. Under the plan, 173 kHz was 
assigned to the USSR. [...] The presence of 
the voa mégawatt transmitter in Munich 
appearing on the same frequency caused 
an acerbic reaction—the Soviets took the 
position that their 500 kw signal on 173 kHz 
from Moscow was being jammed". 

mm 
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Communications receivers "r-399a" (ussr), 
used in the 80s for tracking of the jamming 
targets. 

Jamming in the USSR 

The local jamming transmitters ranged in 
power from 1 to 20 kw with 10 to 20 units 
per station. The typical antennas were 
multi-wire broadband dipoles, suspsnded 
vertically or at 45 degrees angle. The 
effective range of ground wave jamming 
usually was about 30 km. In 1986, the 
local jamming stations were located in 81 
big city of the Soviet Union. Dwarf jammers 
were numbered with "60" and "600" sériés 
("Object Nr. 600", etc.), while giants were 
assigned "800" sériés. 

Some of the broadcasters liked to fce 
deceptive: Radio Beijing used to change its 
frequencies slightly during the broadcast 
(frequency agility method), leaving the 
hoarse choir of Soviet jammers aside. 
There were several occasions recorded 
when R. Beijing played its Russian programs 
backwards, and these particular frequencies 
were not jammed. Moscow raonitors would 
tape programs, play them backward to make 
transcripts, and submit the scripts to ths 
KGB and Communist party bosses. 

The jamming monitoring sites ("Control and 
Correction Posts") used to be installed several 
kilometers away from the transmitting 
facilities. The operators—mostly women— 
scanned the hf broadcasting bands. It was 
their décision to start jamming, depending 
on the actuàl audibility of the target station. 
Monitors issued orders by a dedicated phone 
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line to the transmitter personnel to tune 
a particular transmitter to a particular 
frequency. AU frequencies, times, station 
names, program languages and audibility 
évaluations were entered in logbooks. The 
transmitters sometimes were switched on 
remotely from the receiving site. 

f 

I & 

t . 1 
Standard multi-wire broadband "vgosH" 
type dipole, used for ground wave jamming 
in the ussr. 

Vytautas Liatukas, a superviser of Kaunas 
city jammer in Lithuania, complained in a 
company paper back in 1975 about their 
station "being in continuous shortage 
of filaments for radio tubes, transmitter 
measuring devices, cabling, as well as 
about the poor condition of the roof of the 
building and antennas." Some transmitters 
were said to be in opération for as much as 
20 years with no major overhaul. 

According to an old Soviet standard, masts 
of the jammers were painted in yellow and 
black until 1975, to prevent enemy aircraft 
from identifying them in the natural 
background. From about 1975 onward, ail 
the radio and TV towers, including jammers, 
were painted in white and red. They have 
been illuminated at night with red non- 
blinking lights. Every jammer used the same 
identification code, or call sign, for ail its 
transmitters, made up of two letters. The call 
letters of the jammer were transmitted twice 
per minute for identification of each station. 

Jonas Èepas, a vétéran of the State Radio 
Frequency Service of Lithuania, gave the 
following exclusive account: "We witnessed 
many problems affecting TV and radio 
broadeasting caused by the shortwave 
transmitters used to jam foreign radio 
stations. Various combinations of the 
signais interfered with télévision and radio 
programs broadeast on long, médium, and 
short waves, with radio communication 
and other radio electronic equipment. The 
signais emitted by powerful transmitters 
made their way even to the electric circuits 
of tape recorders and record players. Being 
aware of the many heavy-duty transmitters 
operating near their residential areas, 
people were worried about health hazards 
related to effect of the electromagnetic 
field. Measurement data proved that the 
worries were substantiated". 

Thirteen long distance jamming radio 
centers with over 100 high power (50-500 
kw) short wave transmitters were used for 
blocking out large territories by transmitting 
interférence into spécifie région. The 
operational distances of such sky wave 
jammers were 500-3,000 km. The vertical 
curtain array and rhombic antennas were 
used for long range jamming. Additionally, 
the ussr jammed from its territory the 
Polish, Czech, Slovak and Bulgarian 
language programs of RFE/RL, voa, bbc and 
dw. Several secret cross-border jamming 
agreements were signed between Moscow, 
Prague, Sofia and East Berlin. Romania and 
Hungary participated in the cross-border 
jamming network until 1963-64. There were 
10 to 12 sky wave jamming centers in East 
Europe with over 90 transmitters. 

Those who used to span the dial could 
often find "holes" in the jamming wall. 
Twilight immunity was one of several 
technical methods used for many years 
by the Western broadeasters to reduce 
jamming. The twilight immunity makes 
use of broadeasting to the target area on 
certain frequency on which the skywave 
jammer, placed a few thousand kilométrés 
to the East, cannot be effective for a given 
area because of its lower maximum usable 
frequency at that time. 
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Roar of jammers smothered rfe/rl, voa, bbc, 
dw, Voice of Israël, R. Beijing, R. Tirana, 
R. Korea and R. Free Russia. Before 1963, 
broadcasts from Vatican, Rome, Belgrade and 
Paris were jammed as well. Several times, 
when the political climate became warmer, 
the USSR would stop jamming government 
stations from London, Washington and 
Cologne: 

■ Six months in 1956, between Khrushchev's 
visit to Britain and the Hungarian 
crises 

■ In September of 1959, during Khrushchev's 
visit to the U. S. 

• In early 1960 until the "U2" incident 

• dune 19, 1963-August, 1968 (Soviet 
invasion of Czechoslovakia) 

• September, 1973-August 20,1980 (Martial 
law declared in Poland) 

For over 30 years Washington and Moscow 
held an ongoing debate about radio jamming 
and I list below a comparison of their main 
arguments: 

U.S.: "The participating States make 
it their aim to facilitate the free and 
wider dissémination of information of ail 
kinds" (Helsinki Agreement, 1975); "Any 
frequency assignment shall have the right 
to international protection from harmful 
interférence." (Article 9, nu Geneva 
Régulation); "Everyone has the right to 
seek, receive, and impart information 
through any média and regardless of 
frontiers" (Article 19, Universal Déclaration 
of Human Rights); "AU stations whatever 
their purpose must be established and 
operated in such a manner as not to resuit 
in harmful interférence to radio services or 
communications of other members" (Article 
28, Montreaux convention). 

ussr: "The sovereignty of the ussr in the 
field of radio broadcasting secures for the 
ussr the possibility and rights to sever a 
radio aggression directed against her in 
ether." (International Légal Régulation of 
Radio Communication and Broadcasting, S. 
Krylov, 1950); "The participating States will 

respect each other's sovereign equality and 
individuality as well as the rights inherent in 
and eneompassed by its sovereignty.. they 
will respect each other's right to define and 
conduct as it wishes its relations with other 
States in accordance with international 
law..." (Helsinki Agreement, 1975). 

-a;» 

Device for playback of the "speech-like" 
jamming audio signal. 

Officially the Soviets failed to mention the 
fact that they jammed foreign radio stations 
for a long time. Later they admitted it and 
declared they had rights to "defend the 
national sovereignty of countries in the 
fields of information and culture". The 
United Nations adopted a resolution in 1972 
that declared jamming to be a violation of 
human rights. At several summits—e.g. 
Reykjavik, 1986—the Soviets proposed 
to cease jamming of voa (not rfe/rl) in 
exchange of the rights to acquire or to rent 
am and FM transmitters in or near the US. 

On the evening of November 29, 1988 the 
Soviet Union ceased to jam ail foreign radio 
stations. The jamming session that lasted 
for 40 years was over. In December of 1988, 
Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria stopped the 
jamming of rfe/rLs broadcasts. In the end 
of 1988, not less than 1600 transmitters 
were switched off in about 120 jamming 
radio centers of the ussr, Czechoslovakia 
and Bulgaria. 

When the Soviet Union collapsed, some 
jammers were converted into broadcasting 
stations or were put in month balls; 
others were dismantled. One such low 
power jammer, installed shortly after 
the WWII in the Jewish cemetery of the 
Lithuanien Baltic seaport Klaipeda, was 
also dismantled, and the chapel was 
returned to believers. In another city the 
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closed jammer building was converted into 
a café. Some former Soviet jammers were 
modified into a commercial radio stations, 
as Radio 7 in Moscow. 

Jamming in Roland 

rfe/rl archive document dated August 17, 
1956: "During the period of unrest [...] it 
has been decided to end the jamming of 
Western broadcasts in Poland"; "newspapers 
reported the local jamming station is being 
dismantled." The date acknowledged by the 
Polish government is November 24, 1956. 
After a short period of confusion, jammers 
in Czechoslovakia and Russia carried on 
against the rfe Polish broadcasts. However, 
the cessation of localjamming within Poland 
itself greatly increased the intelligibility 
and reliability of réception of rfe programs". 

Stanley Leinwoll, a former rfe/rl manager, 
wrote in his article "Jamming—Past, 
Présent, and Future" {World Radio-TV 
Handbook, 1980): "Coincident with a sériés 
of riots in the city of Poznan [...] jamming 
of rfe Polish language programs was ended. 
The officiai date was November 24, 1956. 
There had been mountipg outcries from 
the press about the jamming of foreign 
broadcasts, and it has been reported that 
at the onset of the Poznan rioting the local 
jamming station was destroyed". 

Ralph Walter, Perry Esten, "Jamming 
against rfe programs" (July 6, 1965): "In 
the summer of 1964 the ussr switched to 
a new type of jamming against RFE Polish 
programs. Instead of noise modulation 
formerly used, the new interférence 
consisted of very distorted program 
material from the "Mayak" program, 
which is a 24-hour service from Moscow 
for listeners in the ussr and abroad. It is 
believed that this new type jamming was 
adopted to minimize complaints from the 
free world about jamming opérations". 

David Walcutt, a retired rfe/rl engineer, 
wrote to me in 1997: "I have a lot of 
material on jamming. These are files 
that were moved to Washington after the 
Munich office of rfe/rl closed. But when the 

Engineering Department closed, I rescued 
these materials from the trash because of 
their historié nature. It is certain that 
Polish jammers were located in Russia. 
There are triangulation studies which 
prove it". Triangulation data was collected 
by Deutsche Bundespost and nu. 

Building of the former monitoring station of 
the cross-border radio jamming opérations 
in Poland, 40 km East of Warsaw. 

rfe/rl archive document dated July 14,1971: 
"From 11 to 27 of December, 1970, RFE Polish 
channels were jammed by music programs 
without announcements, whereby Poland 
used several of its short-wave channels. 
This was caused by the unrest in Gdansk 
and other Polish cities. On 18 March 1971 
jamming activity was resumed. After two 
days modulation became distorted. Added 
was an increased jamming activity from the 
ussr: partly Mayak jamming (distorted) and 
partly pop music (distorted). 

rfe/rl archive document dated January 
27, 1982: "Soon after the commencement 
of martial law in Poland, heavy jamming 
from transmitters located inside the Soviet 
Union was affecting ail of our [rfe] Polish 
frequencies. At the same time we noticed 
a dramatic decrease in jamming on the 
Czechoslovakian service. This indicates 
that the jamming transmitters covering our 
Czechoslovakian programs were shifted to 
cover Poland". 
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Research of the Institute for 
Télécommunications Services: "In many 
instances, a spécifie marker could be 
associated with a particular broadeast 
language. For example, the jammer with 
the marker "1g", located near Leningrad, 
primarily jammed Polish language 
broadeasts. An interesting feature of most 
of the Polish language jammers was that 
they were not located within the borders 
of Poland. For example, jammers that were 
associated with Polish language broadeasts 
were found in Leningrad ("1G"), Tashkent 
("4F"), and Kiev ("1D")". 

Démolition of the Vilnius (Lithuania) radio 
jammer on April 29, 1989. 

Jamming in Czechoslovakia 

"rfe/rl Research": "Before the invasion of 
Czechoslovakia this language service was 
jammed by stations both inside and outside 
the country. The latter are in the ussr. On 
May 8,1968 Czechoslovakia had stopped ail 
jamming except for some transmissions of 
rfe. Immediately after the [Soviet] invasion 
and for several days thereafter there seemed 
to be some confusion among the jamming 
networks and some of the lower frequencies 
we used for Czechoslovak were free of 
jamming. What jamming there was on the 
higher frequencies then seemed to be by 
jammers in the ussr, and for a while the 
médium and lower short-wave frequencies 
were quite clear of jamming. This situation 
changed about the beginning of September 
1968 when [...] the former jammers located 
in Czechoslovakia made a slow comeback: 
the old call sign "z3" was first heard again 
on 25 November, 1968 and "G7" reappeared 
on 7 January 1969. A new stronger jammer 
started on [médium wave] 719 kHz on 25 

March 1969. In summary, ail Czechoslovak 
frequencies are now heavily jammed from 
the ussr and Hungary, and from within 
Czechoslovakia. Jamming against the rfe 
Czechoslovak service has varied over the 
years, but can in général be characterized 
as heavy noise jamming". There were 18 
local town jammers in Czechoslovakia. 
Three sky wave jamming radio stations 
transmitted interférence to the USSR and 
Bulgaria. 

Jamming in Bulgaria 

In 1951-1988 there was a network of local 
jamming stations, covering ail the major 
cities, as well as several sky wave jamming 
radio centers, beamed at the ussr, Poland 
and Czechoslovakia. 

Jamming in Hungary 

The local and sky wave radio jamming 
centers were active between 1951 and 1964. 
By the end of February 1964, no incoming 
cross-border jamming was heard, except 
one low-power station in Ukraine. 

rfe research document "A history of 
jamming", dated 17 October 1965: "The 
classic jamming pattern still found in the 
case of rfe Czech/Slovak and Bulgarian 
Services (and used against ail rfe languages 
prior to November 1956) is that of extensive 
coverage of a country with low—or 
médium—intensity interférence from long- 
range jammers located in the Soviet Union 
or in other satellites, plus reinforcement in 
highly populated areas by large numbers 
of local jammers. Generally a number of 
transmitters at différent locations are 
active against each frequency to be jammed. 
Opérations are coordinated by a central 
authority which includes a monitoring 
facility for identifying jamming targets 
and probably for assessing effectiveness." 

In the early seventies usia announced its 
plan to use communications satellites to 
start télévision broadeasting directly into 
the USSR and Eastern Europe. According 
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to Viktor Sheimov, a KGB communications 
expert who fled to the West, the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party 
instructed the Institute of Space Research 
to design a satellite télévision jamming 
system. The scientists had concluded 
that jamming of satellite télévision with 
existing surface jammers would probably 
be ineffective due to the nairow beam 
receiving antennas. 

2.5/5 kw sw communications radio 
transmitters "Viaz-M2" at the local radio 
jammer near Panevezys in Lithuama. 

On 27 Match 1990 at 1:30 a.m. local time 
the American tv Marti started broadcasting 
into Cuba from the O.S. air balloon Fat 
Albert (part of the U.S. border surveillance 
system) floating over Cudjoe Key, South 
of Florida. Cubans had installed many 
small-jamming transmitters beforehand 
that effectively "erased" the first tv Marti 
programs. However, the jamming was 
inadéquate in the countryside. To extend 
the jamming range, Castro's engineers and 
pilots equipped several Russian made Mi- 
17 helicopters with jamming equipment. 
The Cubans got so excited that they even 
started jamming Radio Marti's services 
from VOA transmitters in Greenville, NC, and 
Bethany, OH. Radio Marti previous to this 
had not been jammed by Cubans for 5 years. 

It has been recently reported in 1997 that 
"Med tv, the world's only Kurdish language 
satellite tv, suffered deliberate technical 
interférence on Ist July, the launch date for 
its new test transmission on Eutelsat" (Med 
TV/World Media, BBC). Befoie this there was 
a Turkish protest aimed at Syria over Med 

TV's terrestrial relays. According to World 
Media, the jamming was not an accident 
because "it completely swamped Med tv 
with a noisy dark screen and silenced the tv 
sound." The management of Eutelsat began 
to investigate this affair but technically it 
is very difficult to détermine the jammer's 
location. Med tv director Hikmet Tabak's 
view is that the Turkish Government has 
"both the political motive and the financial 
and technical capacity" to jam the Kurdish 
télévision station, bbc monitoring specialists 
confirm the existence of intentional 
jamming. Med tv's représentatives assert 
that interférence in Turkey is carried out 
from the Sinop uplink station "by means 
of military equipment". It is difficult to 
counter this type of jamming because the 
satellite's transponder automatically relays 
the jamming signal sent to it. 

In the fall of 1997 Anatoly Batiushkin, one of 
the former managers of the Soviet jamming 
system, gave this answer to my inquiry: 
"AU employées who have had at one time 
a direct relationship with (jamming) work 
are now retired pensioners, and my efforts 
to ask them to review your book {Jamming) 
were not successful. AU jamming sites haVe 
been either converted to other purposes 
or have had their equipment written off. 
AU related légal, technical and operational 
documentation no longer exists." 

By the end of 2003, the most active 
jamming countries are China, Cuba, Iran 
and Vietnam. The jamming émissions were 
also traced in North Korea, South Korea, 
Morocco, Saudi Arabia and Myanmar. 
Besides, Cuba and Iran are involved in 
satellite télévision jamming. 

[Rimantas Pleikys, author of the books 
Jamming and Radiotsenzura and his team 
at Radio Baltic Waves in Vilnius, Lithuania 
have opened a comprehensive website with 
material about the past and présent of 
jamming: http://www.radiojamming.pus 
lapiai.lt/. The above article and pictures 
appeared at the website and is used with 
permission from the author and Radio 
Baltic Waves.] 
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FCC To Issue Proposée! BPL Rules 

On February 12 the FCC voted unanimously 
to issue a notice of proposed rulemaking 
(nprm) to eventually allow full-scale deploy- 
ment of bpl in the United States. That's the 
bad news. The good news is that the fcc 
has apparently heard the outery of users of 
the short-wave spectrum and has proposed 
procédures to mitigate interférence. 

In spite of warnings expressed by entities 
like-FEMA, NTIA, arrl, naswa and thousands 
of individuals, the fcc cheerleaders for bpl 
technology have decided to charge ahead. 
Instead of proposing a réduction in Part 
15 limits as naswa requested in its com- 
ments, the FCC is proposing to leave the 
unintentional radiation restrictions as they 
currently are. The FCC instead proposes plac- 
ing the burden on licensed services to take 
action when they experience interférence. 
The good news is that they did not propose 
to raise the limits at this time as some bpl 
advocates desired. 

The arrl, which represents the interests 
of hams, quoted their CEO, Dave Sumner, 
in their weekly newsletter, "...the Commis- 
sion's own présentation and the individual 
FCC members' comments demonstrated to 
him that the nprm should have eut the 
permissible émission limits under Part 15. 
The Commission clearly recognized that the 
existing Part 15 émission limits are inad- 
équate to stop interférence, Sumner said, 
but it is placing the burden of interfér- 
ence mitigation on the licensed user that 
is supposed to be protected. Sumner said 
that if the FCC really believed current Part 
15 émission limits were sufficient, it would 
not have had to require that bpl providers 
institute interférence mitigation procé- 
dures and Systems." 

The FCC is proposing procédures to ensure 
that they cannot be accused of totally 

ignoring the earlier warnings by over 5000 
responders to their earlier inquiry. The FCC 
is proposing that persons and agencies 
that experience interférence shall have 
the burden of identifying the interférence 
as bpl, finding out where that interférence 
should be reported, reporting it, convincing 
the bpl providers it is their problem to fix, 
and possibly living with the problem while 
the process unfolds. 

Here is what the fcc is proposing to mini- 
mize the impact of bpl on licensed ser- 
vices; 

• Proposes rules requiring bpl devices to 
employ adaptive interférence mitiga- 
tion techniques to prevent harmful 
interférence to existing users, such as 
public safety and amateur radio opera- 
tors. These techniques would enable bpl 
devices to cease opérations altogether, 
dynamically reduce transmit power, and/ 
or avoid operating on spécifie frequencies 
to prevent harmful interférence; 

• Proposes developing a public database 
that would include such information as 
location, operational frequencies, and 
modulation type of bpl devices, which 
will facilitate the resolution of interfér- 
ence issues in a timely fashion; 

• Seeks comment on spécifie rf measure- 
ment guidelines for bpl devices and other 
carrier current Systems. These guidelines 
will ensure that émission measurements 
for these Systems are made in a consis- 
tent manner. 

The bpl industry actually wanted Part 
15 émission limits raised in order to use 
higher power transmitters that would 
require fewer repeaters along the power 
line. Fewer repeaters mean lower installa- 
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tion cost and a higher probability that bpl 
can be economically viable. 

In a personal statement fcc Chairman 
Michael Powell said, "I am confident that 
the proposais we adopt today balance the 
potential benefits of bpl services and give 
careful considération of the potential inter- 
férence from BPL opérations by establishing 
new requirements that will help minimize 
harmful interférence that may occur and 
guidelines for measurement of radio fre- 
quency (RF) émissions from carrier current 
systems." 

Each of the individual FCC commissioners 
also weighed in with statements of support 
and caution. Here is what each said about 
the interférence issurt 

Commissioner, Kathleen Q. Abernathy, who 
has previously been quoted in this column 
as an unabashed supporter of bpl, "One of 
the key issues in this proceeding is the 
potential for harmful interférence by bpl 
systems to licensed spectrum users. Based 
on the record, it is appropriate that we are 
proceeding cautiously. I support our ten- 
tative conclusion to craft technical rules 
that minimize the potential for harmful 
interférence to existing licensees and also 
ensure that any instances of interférence 
are quickly resolved. I look forward to 
reviewing the comments on these technical 
proposais and am hopeful that we will be 
able to develop rules that protect existing 
licensees from harmful interférence, while 
enabling a promising new technology to 
move forward." 

Commissioner Michael J. Copps said, "...I 
strongly support the technical inquiries and 
proposais we make today. We need to set the 
technological rules of the game early and 
transparently, so that the entrepreneurs 
in this industry can make investments 
with confidence. As regards interférence, I 
believe we make another step in that direc- 
tion today, so l'm happy to support the 
technical side of our item." That quote is 
not very clear but I think he was saying he 
believes they are addressing the potential 

interférence issue by proposing procédures 
to be used when interférence occurs. 

Commissioner Kevin J. Martin in his 
statement said. In this proceeding, we are 
considering how to facilitate deployment 
of bpl while ensuring that existing users 
are protected against interférence. Most 
importantly, ntia and fema have raised 
concerns about interférence to Government 
opérations, including some emergency com- 
munications. In addition, many amateur 
operators fear that they will experience 
unacceptable interférence from bpl Sys- 
tems. I take these concerns very seriously. 
I am optimistic, however, that we can craft 
rules that will fully address these concerns 
and still allow bpl to flourish. I thus look 
forward to receiving comments in this pro- 
ceeding." 

Commissioner Jonathan S. Adelstein in 
his statement said, "...I am encouraged by 
some of the proposais set forth in the nprm 
to ensure that bpl systems do not cause 
harmful interférence to existing services." 
He went on to say, "While we must be mind- 
ful of harmful interférence, we cannot let 
unsupported daims stand in the way of 
such an innovation as BPL systems. Provided 
that the engineering bears out, I believe 
that we need to push the boundaries to 
accommodate new technologies. A little 
noticed provision of the Communications 
Act, Section 157, reads that 'It shall be the 
policy of the United States to encourage the 
provision of new technologies and services 
to the public.' I am fully committed to that 
mission to promote new technologies, and 
to provide a framework for innovation so 
they can succeed. In order to do so, we 
must first résolve the technical interférence 
issues addressed in this nprm." 

So it is plain that ail the FCC commissioners 
and the Chairman believe they are simply 
responding to the will of Congress by pro- 
moting this new technology. Note too that 
although they mention the interférence 
potential to government and amateur radio 
communications, there is no mention of the 
rights or interests of those who choose to 
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get their news and information about other 
cultures via short-wave radio. 

Although naswa did its best to lay out the 
issues affecting short-wave listeners, our 
lone voice, and that of a few other indi- 
viduals, was lost in the noise of more than 
5000 radio amateurs who made a strong 
impression with their concerns. I only saw 
comments from a few swls in the more than 
5100 comments filed previously. We must 
do better this time around. 

swls now have another opportunity to get 
their message across. You çannot leave this 
bail for somebody else to carry. Study the 
proposed rules when they are eventually 
issued. The fcc electronic filing system is 
easy to leam and use. You can file your com- 
ments at http://www.fcc.gov/cgb/ecfs/. 

Formulate your comments and submit them 
to the Commission, naswa will likely submit 
additional comments on the nprm but it is 
obvious that there is strength in numbers 
so you must also do your part. 

A free flow of information is essential to 
the préservation of a free society. As citi- 
zens of a free society we have a right and 
an obligation to inform ourselves about 
the world around us. Many naswa mem- 
bers choose to learn about other cultures 
and international news through the reports 
and programs of foreign broadcasters. We 
do not dépend on the often agenda-driven 
reports of domestic média to inform our- 
selves about the outside world. Make sure 
the fcc knows that you believe that as a free 
society, free access to foreign broadcasts 
via short-wave radio must be preserved as 
a protected, licensed service. Make sure 
the FCC understands that the government 
should not be in the business of forcing 
us citizens to go to the Internet for news 
and information that today is available 
freely on short-wave radio. Force the fcc 
to address how non-technical people who 
simply know how to turn on and off their 
receivers can be expected to identify bpl 
interférence from other sources of electro- 
magnetic noise. 

While our technical problem is similar to 
that of amateur radio operators, in several 
ways our problem is more difficult. We often 
use portable receivers inside the house. Our 
whip antennas are very close to the house 
power wiring. Therefore, the amount of bpl 
signal we receive with such a setup can be 
much stronger than what an amateur radio 
operator will receive with a good outside 
antenna far away from the power line. 

It is not too late to put forth a strong posi- 
tion. The comment window will begin with 
publication of the Notice of Proposed Rule 
Making in the Fédéral Register. 

I will be making a présentation on bpl at the 
Winter swl Fest in Kulpsville, pa on Friday 
March 12. As a part of that présentation I 
will be playing a tape, made by the Ameri- 
can Radio Relay League. The tape demon- 
strates what bpl sounds like. It also shows 
the arrl interférence guru, Ed Hare, driving 
under power Unes carrying bpl signais. The 
tape was made in two locations, each using 
a différent type of bpl modulation. You will 
learn how to recognize a bpl signal when 
you hear it and you will learn just how 
awful bpl will sound on your radio. 

The FCC has posted the promised Notice of 
Proposed Rule Making for bpl on their web 
site. We will have 45 days to comment after 
the dock begins ticking with the publica- 
tion of the nprm in the Fédéral Register. 

You can download the 38 page document 
in ms Word format from the fcc web site at 
http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/ 
attachmatch/FCC-04-29Al.doc. 

The document contains instructions for 
filing comments both electronically and 
via the us postal service. Even the paper 
submissions must be accompanied by the 
same information in MS Word or a compat- 
ible format on a 3.5 inch floppy disk. 

The fcc is not proposing to relax the Part 15 
limits as many bpl proponents requested. 
That's the good news. The bad news is the 
fcc admits bpl will interfère with hf commu- 
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nications and expects persons encountering 
interférence to be able to identify it as bpl 
interférence and places the burden on the 
party being interfered with to bring it to 
the attention of the bpl operator and be 
able to convince them that their system is 
causing the interférence. That is a bit much 
to expect of non-technical people who only 
know how to tune their radios to a predeter- 
mined frequency and adjust the volume. I 
submit this description applies to the large 
majority of short-wave listeners although 
possibly not a majority of naswa members. 

NASWA will likely file comments on behalf 
of those of us who choose to listen to for- 
eign broadcasts for our news and cultural 
information about other countries. NASWA's 
comments will likely address the basic prob- 
lems associated with non-technical people 
correctly being able to identify bpl interfér- 
ence when they hear it. Comments will also 
address the fact that many who use short- 

wave radio to keep up with news from their 
home country are often not fluent in the 
English language and would in many cases 
not be capable of communicating with bpl 
operators when interférence is encountered. 

Comments from individuels are needed to 
let the fcc understand there still are lots of 
folks out there who choose to listen to HP 
broadcasts. The FCC is under the impression 
that only hams are raising hell about bpl. 
There were over 5000 inputs from hams to 
the initial inquiry. You can't do better than 
to write that letter (thanks to Joe A. for 
that phrase). 

Shortwave broadcasters need no additional 
excuses to terminate shortwave broadcast- 
ing directed to North America. Widespread 
bpl deployment could provide that excuse 
as cash-strapped bureaucrats look to maxi- 
mize the effectiveness of their broadcast 
budgets. Stay tuned. 54^ 

WELCOME TO THE FOLLOWING NEW MEMBERS 

WILLIAM E. BOWERS, Stafford, TX 

MARVIN DAVID GRIMSHAW, Kenosha, WI 

DON RYOKONEN, Annapolis, MD 

DAVID E. COURSEY, Tracy, CA 

LARRY YAMRON, Pittsburgh, PA 

LARRY DIFIORE, Floral Park, NY 

LARRY VIPOND, Mesa AZ 



Adrian Peterson's Diary 
Dr. Adrian M. Peterson • Box 29235 • Indianapolis, IN 46229 

Christmas Anniversary for ABC Sydney 

on Shortwave—VLI 

In the Christmas édition of Wavescan each 
year, it is our custom to choose a Christmas 
radio station and tell its story. This year we 
choose another shortwave station that was 
inaugurated during the Christmas season 
many years ago, and the choice falls upon 
the now silent Home Service shortwave sta- 
tion that was on the air in Sydney, Australia. 

It was on December 22, 1948 that a small 
2 kw. shortwave transmitter was officially 
inaugurated at Liverpool in New South 
Wales under the Australien callsign vu. A 
few days earlier, local radio listeners noted 
test broadcasts from the new transmitter 
on several différent channels in the inter- 
national shortwave bands. 

The large abc radio station located at Liv- 
erpool on the southern edge of the city of 
Sydney was established in the year 1938 for 
mediumwave coverage of Australiais largest 
metropolis. The two main transmitters carry 
the national and state service for the abc, 
and these have been on the air under the 
callsigns 2bl and 2FC. 

A few years ago, the historié callsign 2fc 
was relinquished and the national program- 
ming for the Sydney area is now on the air 
under the generic callsigh 2rn. Two other 
mediumwave callsigns have been in use at 
Liverpool: 2u, which is now identified as 
Triple J on FM, and 2PB, which carries par- 
liamentary broadcasts and news relays. 

The new shortwave unit was implemented 
for coverage of coastal areas north and south 
of Sydney where mediumwave coverage was 
poor at the time. Initially, two channels 
were in use and these were scheduled as fol- 
lows: VLI2, 6090 kHz, morning and evening, 
and VLB, 9500 kHz., daytime 

However, on June 1, 1951 the numeric 
designators were changed and vli2 became 
VLI6 and VUS became vli9. Two years later 
again, the 9 mhz channel was dropped and 
the transmitter was on the air full time on 
just one channel, 6090 kHz. 

Quite suddenly and unexpectedly, at 1402 
UTC on October 7, 1983, the vu transmitter 
malfunctioned and left the air abruptly. The 
officiai cause was stated to be the failure of 
the main transmitting tube. 

The small transmitter was soon afterwards 
removed from its location against one of the 
big 50 kw. mediumwave transmitters, and 
ail of the wooden pôles, ail painted white, 
that carried the feeder line to the rhombic 
antenna system were also removed. 

During its 35 year history, station vu car- 
ried a composite relay from both 2bl and 2fc, 
and its signal was heard quite reliably well 
beyond the coastal areas. Many qsl cards 
were issued to confirm the réception of vu, 
and they were always the regular abc qsl 
cards that were in use at the time. 

Just as a matter of interest, the callsign vu 
was in use back in the year 1919 for the New 
Zealand ship "Aorangi." Then in January 
1943, the VLQ transmitter at Pennant Hills 
that was on the air with the programming of 
"Australia Calling" was re-designated as vu. 

Two years later. Radio Australia dropped the 
usage of the station at Pennant Hills, and 
the callsign vu was deleted. However, three 
years later again the call was taken up for 
the 2 kw. transmitter located at Liverpool. 

And that is the story of the Christmas sta- 
tion vu that was inaugurated on December 
22,1948, just 55 years ago. 
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The Story of the 

Indlan Chronohertz Station ATA 
Several weeks back, our correspondent in 
India, José (his name is not Spanish; it is pro- 
nounced as in English, José) Jacob provided 
us with some interesting information about 
the chronohertz station axa in New Delhi, 
and he suggested that we présent a Station 
Profile in Wavescan about this now non- 
existent station. OK, José, here it is! Itis the 
story of the Indian chronohertz station, axa. 

It was back in the year 1956 that the 
National Physical Laboratory on the edge of 
New Delhi in India began to formulate plans 
for establishing a radio broadcast service 
for the dissémination of very accurate time 
signais on a very accurate frequency in the 
international shortwave bands. Three years 
later, on Feruary 4,1959, this new broadcast 
service was launched without prior publicity 
using a 2 kw transmitter on exactly 10 MHz. 

This new station was located at Kalkaji, in 
Greater Kailash on the edge of New Delhi. 
The antenna was a horizontal dipole, one 
wavelength high, directed physically north- 
east-southwest, giving it an almost circular 
coverage pattern. 

The frequency 10 MHz is used by many other 
chronohertz stations in Europe, the United 
States, the Pacific and Asia, but the lower 
power of ail of these units means that little 
interférence is encountered in the main 
coverage area of each station. In 1974, the 
National Physical Laboratory installed an 
atomic caesium dock, thus increasing the 
accuracy of the time signais to an infinité 
degree. 

It was in the following year 1974 that the 
international radio community in Southern 
Asia began to focus attention on this sta- 
tion, and as a resuit of réception reports 
from many distant listeners, QSL letters were 
issued by the station director. One year later 
again, an 8 kw transmitter was installed 
at axa, replacing the original 2 kw unit. 

In November 1976, the National Physical 
Laboratory conducted a three day conven- 
tion under the title, "Seminar on Time 
and Frequency." Our own dx editor, Dr. 
Peterson, was invited to présent a paper at 
this convention on "The Usage of Chrono- 
hertz Signais by Dxers, Shortwave Listen- 
ers and International Radio Monitors." He 
also designed a new QSL card for them. At 
this seminar, they also announced that an 
additional 8 kw transmitter had just been 
inaugurated for use on the additional chan- 
nel 15 MHz. 

During the following year, an additional 
transmitter of the same power was installed 
at station axa, and this radiated on 5 MHz. 
By this time, the old awr dx program 
"Radio Monitors International" was well 
established, and so, beginning in 1978, 
an annual "axa Day" was conducted on air, 
drawing attention to the station and to the 
availability of their qsl card. 

In 1988, the chronohertz signais from axa 
were placed onto the insax satellite over 
India, and by this time the transmitters 
were ailing and at times malfunctioning. 
After a long period of considération, and 
increasing technical problems, the déci- 
sion was finally made not to replace the 
old electronic equipment, but rather to take 
the station off the air. José states that axa 
staff told him in téléphoné conversations 
that the radio station was closed somewhere 
around the year 2000. 

Over the more than 40 years of broadcast 
activity, station axa in New Delhi had been 
on the air with a total of four différent trans- 
mitters on three différent channels— 5 MHz, 
10 MHz and 15 MHz. Their signal was heard 
throughout Southern Asia and at times in 
countries far beyond, and there are just a 
few distant listeners who are now holding 
a historié QSL card from station AXA, printed 
with black text on a yellow card. 
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Australian Anniversary—VLQ in Brisbane 

The régional home service shortwave station 
vlq at Bald Hills near Brisbane in Queensland 
would be celebrating its 61st anniversary 
next week, that is, if the station were still 
on the air today. However, station vlq and 
its sister unit, vlm, have been off the air now 
for more than 10 years. This is the story. 

The callsigns vlq and vlm were originally 
allocated to two ships in the registry of 
neighboring New Zealand, and, in more 
recent time, the callsign vlm was in use as 
a line callsign for one of the transmitters 
at the temporary Carnarvon site in Western 
Australia. We might also add that the callsign 
VLM was also in use for a 10 kw. communica- 
tion transmitter located at Pennant Hills in 
the pre-war days, and the callsign vlq was 
also in use at the same site for international 
broadcasting beginning in the year 1939. 

During the year 1941, work commenced at 
Bald Hills, 12 miles north of Brisbane, on 
a new radio base for the two abc medium- 
wave stations 4QG and 4QR. One of the major 
reasons for moving the antennas from the 
city into the country during the Pacific War 
was so that the horizon, as seen from the 
océan, would be considerably lower. 

The bcation at Bald Hills is flat and swampy, 
and it was previously in use as a commercial 
jam factory. In May 1942, station 4qg was 
transferred from the top of a city building 
to the new country location. 

The first test broadcasts from the new 10 
kw. sic transmitter were heard on February 
14,1943, and, strangely, the test announce- 
ment gave the location as Sydney. Three 
days later, shortwave vlq at Bald Hills was 
officially inaugurated, and it carried the abc 
programming for outback areas. 

In 1945 the abc began a 15 minute daily 
news bulletin from vlq for listeners in 
Papua New Guinea. Some 30 years later. 
Radio Australia also took the same station, 
vlq, into daily usage for a regular five hour 
service to Papua New Guinea. The channel 
for this external broadcast was 11885 kHz, 
though no callsign was allocated for this 

transmission. The Radio Australia usage of 
vlq for the service to Papua New Guinea was 
terminated in 1976 when the new, though 
temporary, station was inaugurated at Car- 
narvon in Western Australia. 

A temporary additional unit was installed 
at Bald Hills for use on a lower frequency 
for coverage in the skip zone of the higher 
frequency unit vlq. This temporary unit was 
rated at 200 watts and it was opened without 
ceremony as vlm on September 7,1949. Two 
years later, a new 10 kw. transmitter was 
installed, and it took over the VLM service. 

Back during the pre-satellite era, the short- 
wave service from the two transmitters VLQ 
and vlm served a double purpose. It was in 
use as a direct broadcast service for people 
living in isolated outback areas, and it was 
also considered essential as an emergency 
backup for outages in the tenuous landline 
feeds to distant mediumwave stations. 
The VLQ relay service was heard at times 
from several of the distant abc stations in 
Queensland, and also from station 5dr at 
Darwin in the Northern Territory. 

Over the years, a total of four différent 
shortwave transmitters were on the air at 
Bald Hills, three at 10 kw. and one at 200 
watts. The three larger units were on the 
air as vlq and vlm, and also for the Radio 
Australia service to Papua New Guinea. The 
antenna system was made up of two con- 
centric rhombics, two half wave dipoles, and 
an expérimental folded dipole. 

The last broadcast from this shortwave 
station was heard on December 16, 1993, 
and the newest transmsitter was sold a few 
months later to the chronohertz station vng 
in Llandilo in New South Wales. However, 
station vng has also subsequently gone silent. 

Several qsl cards were issued for vlq and vlm 
during the station's 60 year existence, includ- 
ing the original PNG card, and four différent 
styles of cards showing maps of Australia and 
Queensland. For Radio Australia program- 
ming, the colourful picture cards showing 
animais, birds and flowers were issued 
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Listener's Notebook 
 Al Quaglieri « P.O. Box 888 « Albany, NY 12201-0888 » FAX: (518) 453-0864 • al@alcue.coni 

ANGOLA Radio Nacional confirmed active on 4950 
and 7217 (7216.8). (Chris Greenway-ZMB, BrDXC-UK 
Feb 19/BC-DX/Bueschel-DE) 4949.98, Radio Nacio- 
nal do Angola, Mulenvos, 2350, Feb 08, nice pro- 
gram and several IDs in Portuguese, surprising good 
signal. (Nielsen-DK/DSWCI DX Window/Petersen-DK) 

ARMENIA Additional transmission for Voice ofAr- 
menia/Radio Aragas in Armenian: 

1630-1700 on 9965 
(Observer-BUL) 

BELARUS Belorussian transmitter (Army). 
1510 3346-SSB retransmission Belorusskoe Radio 
0907 12227-SSB retransmission Belorusskoe Radio 
(Nikolay Ozerov, Belgorodskaya oblast-RUS, RUSdx 
Jan 31/BC-DX/Bueschel-DE) 

BHUTAN BBS now regular to 1500 s-off. English 
last hour with En Nx at 1400 on 6035, quite a nice 
signal, but still the best is at s.on 0059 with very 
nice local fanfare. (Victor A. Goonetilleke-CLN 
4S7VK, BC-DX Feb 18/19/BC-DX/Bueschel-DE) BBS 
Bhutan now broadcasts in English daily at 1400- 
1425 UT on 6035 kHz, but has dropped the weekend 
broadcasts in English that were scheduled at 1000- 
1100 Alok Dasgupta-IND, DX Asia/DX Listening Di- 
gest/Hauser-OK) 

BOLIVIA 4684.30 kHz, Radio Paititi, Guayaram- 
erin, now here ex-4682. (Malm-ECU, SWB Amrica 
Latina/DX listening Digest/Hauser-OK) 

4716.73 Radio Yura, Yura, 0051 0056, Feb 17, 
Spanish, Musical Program, Comments by female an- 
nouncer, Estamos llegando al final...(Eramo, Argen- 
tina) 

4722.85 Radio Uncia, Unda, 2353 0021, Feb 18/ 
19, Spanish, musical program, Direct information 
from the soccer match between Bolivar vs Boca Jun- 
iors, Request réception reports for their transmis- 
sion on shortwave, ID "aqui en Radio Unda" (Eramo, 
Argentina) 

4763.3 Radio & Télévision Chicha, Tocla, Nor- 
Chichas province, Potosi Department. 2240-2400. 
February 22. Spanish. Second day on air. They like 
réception reports and promise a souvenir for ail lis- 
teners who send them reports. Schedule: 1030-1700 
and 2100-2400 UT. (Arnaldo Slaen & Marcelo Coma- 
chioni, Argentina, Cumbre DX/Johnson) 

4903.5, Radio San Miguel, Riberalta, 10 Feb, 
1020 to 1030, ID's and TC's; since retum of Riberal- 
ta, frequency is up from 4901.6 with slop from the 
ever-present "swisher" (Wilkner-FL/DX listening Di- 
gest/Hauser-OK) 

BURKINA FASO 7209.6 audible at 1010-f/out 
1030 w/ tks (too poor to ID language) & Afr tunes. 
(Carlos Goncalves-POR/BC-DX/Bueschel-DE) 

CHINA China Radio International changes: 
1600-1657 Arabie ADD 7160*// 7130 11730 

11845 15125 17880 
1700-1757 Russian ADD 7330 // 9885 9795 

9765 9365 7265 7245 6040 
5965 5905 

(Observer-BUL) 

Summer A-04 freqs for China Radio Interna- 
tional via KAS (Kashi-Kashgar): 
0100-0157 Russian 5905 
0200-0227 Tamil 13715 
0200-0227 Tamil 11870 
0300-0357 Russian 5905 
1200-1957 Russian 5905 
1300-1357 Hindi 9635 
1400-1457 Sinhala 7265 
1400-1557 English 9560 
1500-1557 Persian 9665 
1500-1600 Mandarin 7265 
1500-1657 Hindi 7235 
1600-1657 Urdu 5915 
1600-1657 Arabie 7160 
1600-1727 Swahili 12000 
1700-1757 Russian 7330 
1800-1857 Italian 7325 
1800-1957 German 7170 
1830-1857 Hausa 9570 
1830-1927 Arabie 7160 
1900-1957 Albanian 7130 
1900-2057 English 7140 
2000-2027 Serbian 7130 
2000-2057 Mandarin 7245 
2000-2157 English 7190 
2030-2127 Italian 7180 
2200-2257 Mandarin 9675 
(Observer-BUL) 

CLANDESTINE—ALL 0VER THE PLACE "Non- 
offidal" broadcasts via relays, compiled from moni- 
toring and info distibuted via: BC-DX, DXLD, HFCC, 
ILG 
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Clandestine Radio.Com, http://www.clandestmera- 
dio.com 

Clandestine Radio Watch, http://www.schoechi.de/ 
crw.html 

The Italian DX website, http://www.bclnews.it 

Nagoya DX Circle, http://newswiie.n4xc.org/ or ht- 
tp://www2.starcat.ne.jp/~ndxc/ 

DTK: Deutsche Telekom MNO: 

Merlin RNW: 

Radio Netherlands TDP: http://www.airtime.be/ 
schedule.html 

WRN: World Radio Network Disclaimer: 

due to conflicting reports, some transmitter sites 
may be tentative 

Arabie Radio (ex- Voice Of The Homeland) 

ID: Hurreeyah Hur ar-Arrabeeyah (ex- Sawt Al 
Watan) 
0430-0500 7510 RUS Samara A (WRN) 
1600-1630 7470 RUS Samara A (WRN) 
1600-1630 12085 MDA Grigoriopol A (WRN) 

Degar Voiee-Radio Montagnard 
1300-1327 7125 RUS Chita V (MNO) v-7180 

Tu/Th/Sa 

Dejen Radio 
1700-1800 7560 RUS Samara Tigrigna (TDP) 

Sa 

Démocratie Voice Of Burma 

H): Démocratie Myanmar a-Than 
1430-1530 5905 KAZ Almaty Bu (WRN) 
1430-1530 17495 MDG Talata Volondry Bu 

(RNW) 
2330-0030 5945 D Julich Bu (DTK) 
2330-0030 12055 MDG Talata Volondry Bu 

(RNW) 

Hmong Lao Radio 

ID: Xotvooj Cua Tsa Kom Cm Ngem Ah Cm 
0100-0200 15260 TWN Taipei La (MNO) We/Fr 

BC-TUmil 
0000-0100 7460 RUS Novosibirsk Tm/E 

(WRN) 

Mesopotamian RTV 

H); Ira Dengi Mezopotamiyah (IDs also in E) 
1700-1800 7560 RUS Samara Ku (TDP) Tu/ 

We/Fr 

Mustaqbul (Somali peace) 
0630-0700 17565 UAE Dhabbaya So (MNO) 
1200-1230 17565 AFS Meyerton So (MNO) 

New Horizon Radio (via High Adventure Minis- 
try) 

ID: Chan Troi Moi 
1330-1430 9585 D Julich V (DTK) 

Que Huong Radio-The Country Radio 

ID: Que Huong Radio 
1330-1400 9930 HWA Naalehu-HI V (TDP) 

Mo-Sa 

Radio Amani (Afghan peace) 
1630-1730 7350 RUS Armavir Pashto/Dari Fr 

Radio Ecclesia (Angolan peace) 
1900-2000 7205 AFS Meyerton Pr 

Radio Free Kashmir 

U): Radio Sedaye Kashmir 
0230-0330 6100 IND? Kashmiri 
0730-0830 9890 IND? Kashmiri 
1500-1600 6100 IND? Kashmiri 

Radio Free Vietnam (based in Califomia, USA) 

D: Dai Viet Nam Tui Do 
1230-1300 9930 HWA Naalehu-HI V (TDP) 

Mo-Sa 
1600-1700 9930 HWA Naalehu-HI V Tu/Th 

Radio Huriyo-Voice Of the Ogadeni People 

ID: Radio Xoriyo (Radio Freedom) 
1630-1700 9820 D Julich So (DTK) Tu/Fr 

Radio International 

ID: Radio Antemacional-e 
1730-1800 7490 MDA Grigoriopol Fs (MNO) 

Su/Mo/We/Fr 
1730-1815 7490 MDA Grigoriopol Fs (MNO) 

Tu/Th/Sa 

Radio Ndeke Luka (Central African Rep. peace) 
1900-2000 11785 UAE Dhabbaya F/Sango 

(MNO) 

Radio Of The Saharan Arab Démocratie Repub- 
lic 

ID: (A) al-Idhaat al-Wataniyah li-Jumhuriyah al- 
Arabiyah al-Sahrawiyah ai-Dimokratiyah 

(Sp) Esta es el Radio Nacional de la Republica Arabe 
Saharawi 
0700-0800 7460 ALG? A 
1700-2300 7460 ALG? A 
2300-2400 7460 ALG? Sp 
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Radio Payam E Doost (Bahai faith) 
0230-0315 7460 MDA Grigoriopol Fs (MNO) 

Su/Tu/We/Th/Fr 
1800-1845 7480 MDA Grigoriopol Fs (MNO) 

Su/Tu/We/Th/Fr 

Radio Pridnestrovye 
1700-1730 5960 MDA Grigoriopol E Mo-Fr 

Radio Rhino International 
1500-1530 17870 D Julich E (DTK) Tu-Fr 
1500-1600 17870 D Julich E (DTK) Sa/Su 

Radio Voice OfHope (Sudanese peace) 
0430-0500 12060 MDG Talata Volondry E/Vem. 

(RNW) Sa-Tu 
0430-0500 15320 MDG Talata Volondry E/Vem. 

(RNW) Sa-Tu 

Radio Voice Of Iran (based in Los Angeles, CA) 

ID; Radio Seda-ye Iran 
1630-1830 7580 UZB/F? Fs 

Radio Voice Of Oromia 

ID: Radio Sagalee Oromiyaa 
1730-1800 7560 RUS Samara Oromo (TDP) Mo 

Radio Voice Of Oromo Liberation 

ID: Radio Sagalee Qabsoo Bilisummaa Oromiyaa 
1700-1730 7560 RUS Samara Oromo (TDP) 

Mo/Th 

Sudan Radio Service (Sudanese peace) 
0300-0500 9625 G Woofferton E/Vern. (MNO) 

Mo-Fr 
1500-1700 15530 G Skelton E/Vem. (MNO) 

Mo-Fr 

SW Radio Africa (Zibwabwean peace) 
1600-1900 6145 AFS Meyerton Shona/Ndeb./E 

Voice Of Biafra International 
2100-2157 7380 AFS Meyerton Igbo/E (MNO) 

Sa 

Voice Of Démocratie Eritrea 

ID; Demtsi Democrasiyawet Eritrea 
1500-1600 5925 D Julich Tigrigna (DTK) Sa 
1700-1800 9820 D Julich Tigrigna (DTK) Mo-Th 

Voice Of Démocratie Path To Ethiopian Unity 

ID; Yih Finote Demokrasi Ye-Ethiopia Andinet 
Dimts New 
0700-0800 17655 D Julich Am (DTK) Sa 
1830-1930 7220 D Julich Am (DTK) We 

Voice Of Ethiopian Salvation 

ID: Yih Ye Ethiopia Medhin Dimts New 
1600-1700 9820 D Julich Ara (DTK) Su/Th 
1800-1900 7520 RUS Samara Am (TDP) Su 

Voice Of Khmer Kampuchea Krom 

ID; Vitthayu Samleng Khmer Kampuchea Krom 
1400-1500 11550 RUS Vladivostok Ca (TDP) Tu 

Voice Of Komala 

ID: Aira Dengi Komalah 
1700-1800 7560 RUS Samara Fs (TDP) Su 

Voice Of Liberty http://www.eritreaone.com/ to 
start Feb. 22 2004 
0400-0500 15675 Tigrigna/A (DTK?) Su 

Voice Of Mesopotamia 

ID: Dengi Mezopotamiyah 
0500-0900 11530 UZB Tashkent Ku (TDP) 
0900-1700 11530 MDA Grigoriopol Ku (TDP) 

Voice Of Oromo Liberation 

ID: Sagalee Bilisummaa Oromoo 
1700-1800 9820 D Julich Oromo/Am (DTK) 

Su/Tu/We/Fr 

Voice Of The Eritrean People 

ID; Ezi Demtsi Hazbi Eritrea 
1730-1800 13690 G Skelton Tigrigna (MNO) Su 
1800-1830 7130 G Skelton Tigrigna (MNO) Su 

Voice Of The People (Zimbabwean peace) 
1657-1755 7120 MDG Talata Volondry E/ 

Shona/Ndeb. (RNW) 

Voice Of Tibet (WRN—ail freq. variable) 
1212-1300 11640 TJK Dushanbe Ti 
1212-1300 15400 TJK Dushanbe Ti 
1212-1300 15615 UZB Tashkent Ti 
1212-1300 15645 TJK Dushanbe Ti 
1212-1300 15660 TJK Dushanbe Ti 
1212-1300 21495 UZB Tashkent Ti 
1212-1300 21525 UZB Tashkent Ti 
1212-1300 21545 UZB Tashkent Ti 
1212-1300 21560 UZB Tashkent Ti 
1430-1515 7485 UZB Tashkent Ti Mo-We 
1430-1517 7525 UZB Tashkent Ti Th-Su 

World Falun Dafa Radio 

ID: Fang Guang Ming / Falun Dafa Hao 
0200-0300 17510 HWA Naalehu-HI Ch 
1500-1600 9930 HWA Naalehu-HI Ch 
2100-2200 6035 RUS Samara Ch (TDP) 
(Silvain Domen, Belgium, Feb 10/DX Listening Di- 
gest/Hauser-OK) 
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CLANDESTINE—ASIA new Truth for The World 
in Chinese: 
1400-1430 7220-TAI 

Frequency change for Voice of Tibet in Tibetan 
& Chinese via TAC; 
1430-1517 NF 17540, ex-7485 daily 
(Observer-BUL) 

CLANDESTINE—MIDEAST 3915.1, Voice of Ko- 
mala, 0350-0430*, Feb 16, drift from usual 3928! 
Political talks in Farsi mentioning Kurdistan and the 
state of the Democracy in Iran, Komala also men- 
tioned. Jammed by Iran, martial song, ID, heard // 
4610. 

3970.0, Voice of Iranian Kurdistan, Al-Sulay- 
maniyah, Northern Iraq, 1550-1603*, Feb 18, Farsi 
talk, Kurdish folksong, closing ann; jump from 
3975. 

4158.5, Voice of the Conservative Party of Kur- 
distan, Northern Iraq, 1605-1700*, Feb 18, Kurdish 
(tentative) talk and songs, 1630 Arabie talks, mar- 
tial music, ID 1656, signed off with a song, 24232 
(Anker Petersen, Denmark, DSWCI DX Window Feb 
25/DX Listening Digest/Hauser-OK) 

4162.6v, 0320-0430 (fade out), 24-01, Voice of 
the Conservative Party of Kurdistan, Kurdish 
Qur an récitations, 0330 ID and news in Kurdish, 
Kurdish songs, 0400 talk about Iraq in what to me 
sounded more like Farsi than Kurdish! During the 
listening the frequency drifted slowly down to 
4159.7. (Petersen-DHN/DX Listening Digest/Hauser- 
OK) 

COLOMBIA 5019.64 Radio Net, Quibdo, Jan 27 
0330 UT This is a very rare station but has been ac- 
tive ail this Monday evening with as always news 
program. Remember that they ail the time have 
news from différent "Radio Caracols" around the 
country. Stable but not very good signal here in 
Quito. (Malm-ECU/DX Listening Digest/Hauser-OK) 
Was Ecos del Atrato (gh, DXLD) 

CONGO—DEMOCRAHC REPUBLIC 5066.3, 
1635, La Voix du Peuple, Bunia with mostly talk in 
native language, this day sign off at 1710, some 
other day later. (Rahall-SWE, SW Bulletin Feb 8, 
Nilsson/DX Listening Digest/Hauser-OK) 

CUBA Radio Havana Cuba on new 9570, in Span- 
ish closing at 1455 Feb 10, // stronger 9550, also 
found on 11760, 11800 big hum and co-channel Chi- 
nese, and 12000. 9570 is a freq used at other times 
for China relays, so perhaps a mistake. Moming 
freqs were not announced at sign-off, but from 
0000: on 15230, 11760, 11705, 9550, 6000. (Glenn 
Hauser-OK-USA, DXLD Feb 8/BC-DX/Bueschel-DE) 

RHC is on new 9655 in English 0500-0700, // 
9550 and 9820. (Glenn Hauser-OK-USA, DXLD Feb 
19/BC-DX/Bueschel-DE) 

ETHIOPIA 7165.41, Radio Ethiopia, 2/13, 1442- 
1500*. Nice HoA tunes, M in Arabie; closing at 
1459:45 with several mentions of "Addis Ababa." 
Good signal with 7160 splatter, // 9560.4, which 
was very good. (Wilkins-CO, Cumbre DX/DX Listen- 
ing Digest/Hauser-OK) 

GERMANY Pan American Broadcasting change via 
Juelich: 
1400-1430 Persian 13605 Sa 
1430-1500 English 13605 Sa 

Frequency changes for Brother Stair TOM via 
Juelich: 
1100-1200 NF 9480, ex-9485 
1100-1200 13850 

Additional transmission for Universelles Leben 
in German: 
1200-1300 6015 WER Sa 
(Observer-BUL) 

INDIA With effect from 14 Jan, our [4760] trans- 
mitter has increased power to nearly 8.5 kW (QSL 
letter from K. S. Venkateswarlu, Station Engineer, 
AIR Port Blair, 20 Jan, via José Jacob, dxjndia Feb 
5/DX Listening Digest/Hauser-OK) 

INDONESIA 3266.42 RR1 Gorontalo(p) 1325- 
1338*, M&W talking, with voices in the backgtound, 
seemed to be live coverage of an event or remote 
best; back to studio at 1337 with mention of "Gor- 
ontalo;" this must have been dose-down anmt, 
since the stn left the air at 1338 after a few bars of 
vocal music. Fair on a noisy band. (Wilkins-CO 2/24/ 
Cumbre DX/Johnson) 

3325 RRI Palangkaraya(p) 1351-1413, EG R&B 
tunes; M ancr at 1359, followed by local IS at 
1359:30, consisting of several notes on organ(?), re- 
peated 3 or 4 times; 1400 possible ID, then apparent 
régional news, with mention of "berita" and multi- 
ple mentions of "Kalimantan" in the next few min- 
utes; musical sélection at 1410. Fair at tune-in but 
deteriorating by 1410. (Wilkins-CO 2/24/Cumbre 
DX/Johnson) 

3960.86, RRI Palu, 1145-1235, Feb 06, Bahasa 
Indonesia, 1200-1232 relay of RRI Jakarta "Dy- 
namika Indonesia", 1235 local ID. Transmitter prob- 
lems noted. (Schulze-PHL, DSWCI DX Window Feb 
25/DX Listening Digest/Hauser-OK) 

4000.10, RRI Kendari 1025-1041 Noted a wom- 
an in Indonesian Language news with many men- 
tions of Jakarta. At 1040 brief music and more 
comments. (Bolland-FL, February 3/Cumbre DX/ 
Johnson) 
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RRI Fak Fak steady on 4790 kHz which seems to 
be a new transmitter because I haven't heard them 
this regulaily at this strength in many years. Fair at 
1200 but swamped by Azad Kashmii Radio at 1430. 
(Victor A. Goonetilleke-CLN 4S7VK, DXplorer Feb 14/ 
BC-DX/Bueschel-DE) 

4869.98 at 0920 RRI Wamena. "Inilah la progra- 
ma satu Radio Republik, Wamena," at 0928 ID by 
maie and female, IS five time pips. 

4870.87 at 0931, RRI Sorong, Islande songs, 
"evening prayer" at 0934 UT, ID 2 times, by female. 
"Radio Republic Sorong, programa satu," best usb. 
(Roland Schulze-Pangasinan-PHL, Feb 8/10/BC-DX/ 
Bueschel-DE) 

RRI Jambi 4925 kHz at 2300 past 0000 when it 
starts to fade out with local sun rise. Good signal. 
However, not heard in the Asian evenings. (Victor A. 
Goonetilleke-CLN 4S7VK, Feb 19/BC-DX/Bueschel- 
DE) 

9552.3, RRIMakassar, -0758*, Feb 4, Bahasa In- 
donesia. H). 

9743.2, RRI Sorong, -0754*, Feb 4, Bahasa In- 
donésie, ID. (Schulze-PHL, DSWCI DX Window Feb 
25/DX Listening Digest/Hauser-OK) 

IRAN New updated schedule for VOIRI/IRIB ac- 
cording to monitoring on Jan.26-Feb.l 
0000-0330 Arabie 9935 
0030-0130 Bengali 5905 6185 
0030-0130 Spanish 6015 7220 9555 
0100-0230 Tajik 5950 
0130-0230 Kazakh 9855 9880 
0130-0230 Spanish 6015 9555 9750 
0130-0230 Urdu 6010 6190 7210 
0230-0300 Uzbek 5950 
0230-0300 Hindi 15165 17635 
0230-0330 Spanish 9750 
0230-0330 Pashto 6095 9525 
0300-0330 Armenian 7295 
0300-0330 Russian 6040 7225 
0300-0630 Dari 13740 
0330-0430 Swahili 13640 15260 
0330-0430 Arabie* 7250 9505 9935 
0330-0530 Kurdish 13720 
0330-0530 Azéri 11720 
0430-0530 Arabie 9935 13790 
0430-0600 Turkish 15260 15365 
0500-0530 Russian 12025 15530 21480 21610 
0530-0630 Spanish 15320 17590 
0530-0630 Bosnien 15235 17680 
0530-1030 Arabie 13790 15545 
0600-0700 Hausa 17810 21810 
0630-0730 Albanian 15235 17680 
0630-0730 French 21645 
0730-0830 Pashto 15440 
0830-0930 Swahili 17660 21530 

0830-0930 Bengali 9565 
0830-1200 Dari 13720 
0930-1000 Armenian 9695 15260 
1030-1130 English 15480 15550 
1030-1630 Arabie 15545 
1200-1300 Chinese 9895 11670 13645 15150 
1200-1500 Dari 9910 
1230-1330 Pashto 9790 11870 13720 
1230-1330 Malay 15200 15275 
1300-1400 Kazakh 11745 13755 
1330-1430 Urdu 9835 11950 13595 
1330-1430 Kurdish 13790 
1430-1530 Bengali 9545 9565 11850 15415 
1430-1530 Hindi 11640 11840 13745 15490 
1430-1530 Pashto 3965 7270 
1430-1530 Russian 7165 9575 9735 
1430-1630 Kurdish 9485 
1430-1700 Azéri 6220 
1500-1600 Uzbek 5955 
1530-1630 English 7190 9610 
1530-1730 Urdu 3965 7270 
1600-1730 Tajik 5955 
1600-1730 Turkish 7125 9735 
1630-1730 Armenian 6185 7230 
1630-1730 Persian 7350.0/4 
1630-1730 Pashto 6005 6015 
1630-1900 Arabie 3985 9935 
1700-1800 Russian 6035 7170 
1730-1830 Bosnian 7295 11660 
1730-1830 Swahili 9595 11750 
1800-1900 Russian 6035 7305 
1830-1930 French 9565 
1830-1930 Albanian 6100 7165 
1830-1930 Hausa 7335 9775 
1900-1930 Arabie 9935 
1900-1930 Hebrew 3985 7120 
1930-2030 Arabie* 9935 
1930-2030 English 11695 15140 
1930-2030 Russian 3985 7205 
2030-2130 Spanish 7130 9750 
2030-2130 Persian 7350.0/4 
2030-2130 Albanian 6100 9740 
2030-2400 Arabie 9935 
2130-2230 Bosnian 7235 9710 
2230-2330 Malay 9690 11895 
2330-0030 Chinese 7130 7325 9635 
* Voice of Islande Palestinian Révolution (Observer- 
BUL) 

K0REA—N0RTH 
0000 Korean-2 
0000 Spanish 
0000 Chinese 
0100 English 
0100 English 
0100 French 
0200 English 
0200 Spanish 
0200 Chinese 
0300 Chinese 

Voice of Korea B-03 schedule: 
6195 7140 9345 
6520 7580 11735 
9325 11335 
6195 7140 9345 
6520 7580 11735 
9325 11335 
9325 11335 
6520 7580 11735 
6195 7140 9345 
9325 11335 
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0300 English 6195 7140 9345 
0300 French 6520 7580 11735 
0700 Korean-2 7140 9345 
0700 Russian 9975 11735 
0700 Russian 9325 11335 
0700 Japanese 3250 6520 7580 
0800 Japanese 3250 6520 7580 
0800 Russian 9975 11735 
0800 Chinese 7140 9345 
0800 Russian 9325 11335 
0900 Korean-1 7140 9345 
0900 Korean-2 9975 11735 
0900 Korean-2 9325 11335 
0900 Japanese 3250 6070 6520 7580 
1000 English 9335 11710 
1000 English 9850 11735 
1000 Japanese 3250 6070 6520 7580 
1000 Korean-2 7140 9345 
1100 Chinese 7140 9345 
1100 French 9335 11710 
1100 French 9850 11735 
1100 Japanese 3250 6070 6520 7580 
1200 Korean-1 9850 11735 
1200 Korean-2 7140 9345 
1200 Korean-1 9335 11710 
1300 English 9325 11335 
1300 English 9335 11710 
1300 Korean-2 6575 7505 
1300 Chinese 9850 11735 
1400 French 9325 11335 
1400 French 9335 11710 
1400 Korean-1 9850 11735 
1400 Russian 6575 7505 
1500 English 9325 11335 
1500 English 9335 11710 
1500 Russian 6575 7505 
1500 Arabie 9975 11735 
1600 Deutsch 6575 7505 
1600 English 9975 11735 
1600 French 9325 11335 
1600 French 9335 11710 
1700 Korean-1 9325 11335 
1700 Korean-1 9335 11710 
1700 Russian 6575 7505 
1700 Spanish 9975 11735 
1800 French 9660 11710 
1800 French 9975 11735 
1800 Spanish 9325 11335 
1800 Deutsch 6575 7505 
1900 Arabie 9975 11735 
1900 Arabie 9660 11710 
1900 English 9325 11335 
1900 German 6575 7505 
2000 Korean-1 9660 11710 
2000 Korean-1 6575 7505 
2000 Korean-1 9975 11735 
2000 French 9325 11335 
2100 Chinese 9975 11735 
2100 English 9325 11335 
2100 Japanese 3250 6520 7580 

2100 Chinese 7140 9345 
2200 Chinese 7140 9345 
2200 Chinese 9975 11735 
2200 Spanish 9325 11335 
2200 Japanese 3250 6520 7580 
2300 Korean-1 7140 9345 
2300 Korean-1 9325 11335 
2300 Korean-1 9975 11735 
2300 Japanese 3250 6520 7580 
Korean-1 - KCBS 
Korean-2 - PBS 
(Amulf Piontek-D, three updates by RP-Rumen 
Pankov-BUL, BC-DX Feb 19) 

LIBERIA On 2 Feb at 1545 tune in heard Voice of 
Liberty in Monrovia on 11514.4 with fair signal. 
Later the réception improved and it was audible 
past 1800, but their audio was distorted at times. 
Sounds like they announce "LCBN Radio" but use 
also "Voice of Liberty" name. Their FM frequency is 
102.3 and also shortwave was mentioned. (Savolain- 
en-FW/Cumbre DX/Johnson) 

MALAYSIA RTM Radio 6 in Tamil seems to have 
been off 4845 for at least the last few days. Radio 
Satu in Malay is still heard with good réception on 
5965v; Radio 4 in English is strong on 7295 kHz but 
often with poor to unintelligible audio and fréquent 
audio breaks at the moment. RTM Radio Malaysia 
Sarawak was heard around 0100 29 Jan in Iban on 
7270 and tentatively in parallel on 6050, and also 
signing on at 0100 with programs for schools on 
7130. I have been unable to hear Sarawak on 4895 
and 5030 kHz on a couple of not very thorough 
checks during the past week. Regards from Indone- 
sia, (Alan Davies, Jan 29, Cumbre DX/DX Ustening 
Digest/Hauser-OK) 

MYANMAR 5770, Defence Forces Broadcast Sta- 
tion heard 1610 January 15th only just above 
threshold level with chanting, better but still poor 
level 1623 recheck, Westem style romantic song, 
announcement by lady, brief piece of Asian instru- 
mental music on keyboards and apparent off 1630. 
Best on USB with UTE QRM. (Barraclough-UK, Feb 
World DX Club Contact/DX Listening Digest/Hauser- 
OK) 

NAMIBIA 6060, NBC Windhoek has been inactive 
for about 2 weeks (Korinek-RSA, Diplorer, Feb 05, 
DSWCI DX Window Feb 11/DX Listening Digest/ 
Hauser-OK) DXLD) 

NEPAL Radio Népal appears to be on a standby 
transmitter on 5005.3 kHz about 5 kW with the 
lOOkW giving problems I présumé. The station was 
off the air for a few days in late January. (Victor A. 
Goonetilleke-CLN 4S7VK, DXplorer Feb 10/BC-DX/ 
Bueschel-DE) 
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Assami/En 9340V 11565 
Urdu 15485 17895 
Bangla 9340V 11565 
Hindi 9340V 11565 
Tamil 15625V 17495 
Gujarati 15485 17825 
Urdu 11570 15100 17835 
Urdu/English 17835 21465 
Tamil 15630V 17485 
Sinhala 15630V 17485 
Hindi 9340V 11565 
Chinese 11570 15070 
Bangla 11565 15630V 
Nepali 11565 15630V 
Turki 5865V 7375 
Urdu 11570 15065 
Russian 7375 9380.6V 
Dari 4955 5865.6V 
English 9395 11570 
Turkish 7550 9385V 
Urdu 9395 11570 
Persian 5845v 7550 
Urdu/Islambd 6785 
Arabie 6220V 7550 
Urdu 7570v 

PAKISTAN Winter B-03 schedule of Radio Paki- 
stan: 
0045-0115 
0045-0215 
0115-0200 
0215-0300 
0315-0345 
0400-0430 
0500-0700 
0800-1105 
0945-1015 
1015-1045 
1100-1145 
1200-1230 
1200-1245 
1245-1315 
1330-1400 
1330-1530 
1415-1500 
1515-1545 
1600-1615 
1630-1700 
1700-1900 
1715-1800 
1800-1900 
1815-1900 
1915-0045 
(Observer-BUL) 

5990, Voice of Jammu Kashmir Freedom, 
*0230-0400*, operated by Harkat ul Mujahhideen 
as listed in WRTH 2004 on page 579 is noted as fol- 
lows with this new morning brodacast. It bas been 
operating for a long time near 5101 at 1300-1430. 
This transmission is from Pakistan (as per WRTH 
2004) and bas lot of hum which is also noted on the 
new freq of 5990. With my slight understanding of 
the lang coupled with poor quality réception, I no- 
tice that the opening annt at 1300 tells it as the 3rd 
transmission. So there seems to be a new aftemoon 
broadcast also. (José Jacob-IND VU2J0S, DXindia, 
Feb 10/BC-DX/Bueschel-DE) It is probably on 7230 
at 0745- 0845 in Urdu. (Anker Petersen/BC-DX/Bue- 
schel-DE) 

PERU 4428.1, Radio Bambamarca, 1034-101046, 
0A campo harp mx at t/in. Nice ID by live M during 
short anmnt at 1036, unfortunately I already left 
for work and the rx was slightly mistuned!! More 
mx, until another anmnt by same M at 1041 includ- 
ing H), back to mx. 1044 M again w/TC repeated and 
another beautiful short ID anmnt. Mx continued. 
Pretty nice signal on good 0A opening, however 
there was SSB traffic and radar sweeper QRM. (Valko 
5 Feb./Cumbre DX/Johnson) 

5115.80 Radio Naylamp, Lambayeque noted 
with very good audio and also very frequency stable. 
(Malm-ECU, SW Bulletin Feb 22, translated by Nils- 
son/DX Listening Digest/Hauser-OK) 

5470.78 Radio San Nicolas, 1107-1120 Feb 3. 
Noted Spanish comments from a man. At 1108 
canned ID given as "...Radio San Nicolas..." a cou- 
ple of times. Afterwards Huaynos music presented 
with the usual intros. Signal was poor. Note: There's 
a sound bite of the above mentioned ID on my web 
page at: http://www.orchidcitysoftware.com/ 
IMAGE2.HTML It is number 17 at the bottom of the 
page (Bolland-FL/DX Listening Digest/Hauser-OK) 

PORTUGAL Frequency changes for RDP spécial 
transmission to Venezuela/USA/CAN: 
1300-1700 ADD 15575 
1300-1800 ADD 17745 Sa/Su 
1300-2100 DEL 15540 Sa/Su 
1300-2100 DEL 17745 Sa/Su 
1300-2400 DEL 15540 Mo-Fr 
1700-1900 ADD 17825 
1800-2400 ADD 15450 Mo-Fr 
1900-2400 ADD 15540 
2000-2400 DEL 13770 
(Observer-BUL) 

RUSSIA Radio Voice Of Russia for March (from 
sked issued last year, probably completely useless 
by now, but this is what they said March would look 
like): 
0000-0100 
0100-0200 

0200-0300 
0200-0300 

0200-0300 

0200-0400 
0300-0400 
0300-0400 

0400-0500 

0500-0600 

0600-0800 
0800-0900 

0900-1000 
1000-1100 
1000-1100 
1000-1100 
1000-1200 
1100-1200 
1100-1200 
1200-1300 
1200-1300 
1200-1300 
1200-1300 
1200-1300 
1300-1400 
1300-1400 

Portuguese 9965 7570 7390 7330 . 
Spanish 9965 7570 7390 7330 

7180 7125 6195 5945 
Russian 6115 7330 7260 6195 
English 15595 15445 9765 7180 

6155 5995 
Spanish 9965 9945 7570 7390 

5945 
Russian 13665 12010 7125 7240 
Russian 7330 7260 6115 5995 
English 15595 15445 7180 7350 

6155 
English 15595 15445 12010 7350 

7180 7125 
English 15595 15445 12010 7180 

7125 
English 21790 9860 
English 21790 17665 17525 

17495 
English 17665 17525 17495 
Korean 6170 3955 
Russian 11770 
German 15540 12010 
Russian 11770 
Chinese 6170 6145 5930 
Russian 11770 
Vietnamese 17570 6205 
Urdu 15490 11500 9800 7350 
Korean 9450 5920 3955 
Japanese 6170 
Chinese 7305 6145 5930 
Hindi 11500 9800 7350 
Russian 6185 
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1300-1400 Mongolian 7305 5930 1800-1900 Russian 7170 5995 
1300-1400 Russian 17570 9450 7365 7260 1800-1900 English 11510 9830 

6145 1800-1900 French 7340 7335 5940 
1300-1400 Japanese 6170 5920 1830-1900 Norwegian 6175 5950 Tu/Th 
1300-1400 Russian 17570 7365 6185 1830-1900 Swedish 6175 5950 Mo/We/Fr 
1300-1400 Chinese 7215 1845-1930 Czech 7380 7310 6030 
1300-1500 Dari 11655 9885 4975 4965 1900-2000 Russian 7445 7170 5895 

4940 1900-2000 German 7300 6145 
1300-1500 Russian 7155 1900-2000 Greek 9830 7420 7350 6000 
1300-1500 Pushtu 11655 9885 4975 4965 5920 

4940 1900-2000 Arabie 9480 7510 7130 6170 
1400-1500 Urdu 11500 9800 7350 7305 1900-2000 French 7390 7320 5940 
1400-1500 Chinese 7215 1900-2000 French 7390 7370 7340 5940 
1400-1500 Russian 17570 9900 9450 7365 1900-2000 Russian 7170 5895 

7260 6205 6185 5895 1900-2000 English 11510 7360 7335 7290 
1500-1530 Hindi 9885 9800 6235 6175 
1500-1600 Russian 7445 7365 7170 6185 1930-2000 Slovak 7380 7310 6030 

5995 2000-2100 Russian 7445 7360 7310 6170 
1500-1600 English 11500 9900 7350 7260 2000-2100 English 7340 7290 6235 6145 

6205 2000-2100 Russian 7445 6170 5975 5965 
1500-1600 Turkish 9830 9470 6005 2000-2100 French 9480 7390 7370 7300 
1500-1600 Russian 9555 7170 5895 2000-2100 Bulgarian 6000 
1500-1700 Persian 9840 7510 5935 5925 2100-2130 Portuguese 7360 6145 
1530-1600 Bengali 9885 9800 7305 2100-2200 English 7340 7300 6235 
1600-1630 Albanian 7440 7370 5920 2100-2200 Russian 7445 5990 5975 5965 
1600-1700 Russian 7445 7170 5895 2100-2230 Serbo-Croat 6000 
1600-1700 English 7260 4975 4965 4940 2130-2200 Spanish 7360 6145 
1600-1700 Russian 9900 2200-2300 Russian 7140 
1600-1700 German 7300 6145 2300-0000 Arabie 6175 
1600-1700 English 9830 6005 4975 4965 (via Pavel Mikhaylov-RUS, WWDXC TopNews Dec 15, 

Russian 
4940 2003/BC-DX/Bueschel-DE) 

1600-1700 6185 5995 
1600-1700 Arabie 9470 7215 5905 Voice of Liberty in Tigrina/Arabie via SAM: 
1600-1700 Russian 7170 5945 0400-0500 15675 Su 
1630-1800 Serbo-Croat 7440 7370 5920 (Observer-BUl) 
1700-1800 French 11510 7390 7335 5940 
1700-1800 English 9830 The alleged SW transmissions of Radio Tsentr 
1700-1800 French 7390 7340 5940 are definitely non-existent. Vladimir Tarbayev, sta- 
1700-1800 English 5945 5910 tion manager of Radio Tsentr, has meanwhile com- 
1700-1800 Arabie 9840 7510 7130 6090 mented on the guzei.com website on the originally 

6005 5935 posted item and called it a "provocation." (Truten- 
1700-1800 German 7300 7290 6145 au-LTU/Cumbre DX/Johnson) 
1700-1800 Romanian 7420 7380 
1700-1800 Russian 7445 7170 6185 5995 SOMALIA Radio Shabelle, Mogadishu, Somalia. 

5895 Thanks to a tip by Chris Greenway in DXLD, on 25 
1700-1800 Russian 7170 5895 Feb I checked 6961 at 2020 and heard HOA music 
1800-1830 Finnish 6175 5950 Mo-Fr and apparently Somali talks. Signal was good, but 
1800-1845 Hungarian 7380 6030 strong utes both sides made it difficult to copy. At 
1800-1900 Italian 9450 7390 7230 that time I had no time to await the utes' sign-off, 
1800-1900 Russian 7360 so no positive ID (Jari Savolainen, Kuusankoski, 
1800-1900 Arabie 9480 7510 7130 6090 Finland/DX Listening Digest/Hauser-OK) Radio Sha- 
1800-1900 Polish 7215 belle has ; i website with archived audio and an 
1800-1900 Russian 7170 5895 "About Us" page in English—click on the PROFILE 
1800-1900 German 7300 6235 button at www.shabele.com (Dave Kemick/hardcore 
1800-1900 English 5910 dx) 
1800-1900 Russian 5895 
1800-1900 Bulgarian 7440 7420 5920 SURINAM Radio Apintie introduced the usage of a 
1800-1900 English 7290 6175-Sa/Su 5950- new 1 kW shortwave transmitter on December 12. 

Sa/Su The antenna is a six element log periodic beamed 
1800-1900 Russian 7445 south at half power, 500 watts. Bob states that he 
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QSLed the old transmitter on two différent chan- 
neb, 4850 & 4996 kHz. The new channel is 4900 
kHz (Padula-AUS, AWR Wavescan Feb 8 via Norfolk/ 
DX Ustening Digest/Hauser-OK) DXLD) As usual, no 
crédits; I think the bit about the 6-element log peri- 
odic came from only one reporter, as previously 
published and credited in DXLD. Don't you believe 
4900—ifs 4990, tho I have not seen any reports of 
it lately. Is it still being heard? (gh, DXLD) 

SWEDEN Frequency change for Radio Sweden In- 
ternational in Swedish: 
0700-0910 NF 9490,ex-13790 // 6065 
(Observer-BUL) 

THAILAND Winter B-03 of Radio Thailand: 
0000-0030 English 9680 
0030-0100 English 13695 
0100-0200 Thai 13695 
0300-0330 English 15460 
0330-0430 Thai 15460 
0530-0600 English 13780 
1000-1100 Thai 7285 
1100-1115 Vietnamese 7305 
1115-1130 Khmer 7305 
1130-1145 Lao 6040 
1145-1200 Burmese 6040 
1200-1215 Malaysian 11805 
1215-1230 Indonesian 11805 
1230-1300 English 9810 
1300-1315 Japanese 7160 
1315-1330 Mandarin 7160 
1330-1400 Thai 7160 
1400-1430 English 9560 
1800-1900 Thai 11855 
1900-2000 English 9535 
2000-2015 German 9535 
2015-2030 French 9535 
2030-2045 English 9535 
2045-2115 Thai 9535 
(Observer-BUL) 

UKRAINE Frequency change for RUI in Ukr/En/ 
Ukr/Ukr/En: 
0000-0500 NF 5910 (ex-5905) 
(Observer-BUL) 

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES/SOUTH AFRICA EDC 
Somali program "Al-Mustaqbur/"Future:" 
0630-0700 17565-DHA Mo/Tu/Th 
1200-1230 17565-MEY Mo/Tu/Th 
(Observer-BUL) 

UNITED STATES Frequency changes for Radio Lib- 
erty: 
0500-0600 CeAsia* NT 9770, ex-11815 // 

9575 11785 
1400-1500 Turkmen NF 13615, ex-9565 // 

12025 15345 

1530-1600 Georgian NF 11770, ex-9880 // 
9745 13645 

1900-2000 Moldovian NF 3965,ex-7170 mo-Fr / 
/ 9725 

'Avari/Chechen/Cherkessi (Observer-BUL) 

Voice of America changes: 
1600-1630 Armenian 4810-ERV // 7240 11680 

13865 
2300-2400 English NF 11655-UDO, ex-11735 
(Observer-BUL) 

On February 27, Voice of America ended regu- 
larly scheduled programs in Bulgarian, Estonian, 
Czech, Hungarian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Polish, Ro- 
manian, Slovak, and Slovenian. From March 1, 
Ukrainian is eut in half, down to one hour daily. 
(Dan Robinson, VOA/DX Listening Digest/Hauser- 
OK) 

I received a letter today from the Station Man- 
ager at WSHB. Here are a couple excerpts: 

"I am very sad to have to write to you today, to let 
you know that we will cease our shortwave broad- 
casts on February 29, 2004" 

"We are hoping that someone will corne forward and 
purchase the station so that we may continue pur 
broadeasts, but so far we have not found anyone. 
Should we be successful in finding a buyer, I will let 
you know as soon as I can." (Johnson/Cumbre DX) 

VIETNAM Voice of Vietnam Hanoi B-03 winter 
schedule, incl. recent changes: 
0000-0030 Cambodian 7285 
0000-0100 Vietnamese 7280 9730 
0030-0100 Lao 7285 
0100-0130 English 6175 Sa 
0130-0230 Vietnamese 6175 Sa 
0230-0300 English 6175 Sa 
0300-0330 Spanish 6175 Sa 
0330-0400 English 6175 Sa 
0400-0500 Vietnamese 6175 Sa 
0830-0930 Mandarin 9840 12020 
0930-1000 Indonesian 9840 12020 
1000-1030 English 9840 12020 
1030-1100 Indonesian 9840 12020 
1100-1130 Spanish 7280 9730 
1100-1130 English 7285 
1130-1200 Thai 7285 
1130-1200 Russian 9840 12020 
1200-1230 Cambodian 7285 
1200-1230 Japanese 9840 12020 
1230-1300 English 9840 12020 
1230-1300 Lao 7285 
1300-1330 Russian 7285 
1300-1330 French 7280 9730 
1330-1400 Cambodian 7285 
1330-1400 English 7280 9730 
1400-1430 Japanese 9840 12020 
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1400-1430 Lao 7285 
1430-1500 Cantonese 7285 
1430-1500 Indonesian 9840 12020 
1500-1530 Mandarin 7285 
1500-1530 Thai 9840 12020 
1530-1600 Cantonese 9840 12020 
1600-1630 English 7280 9730 
1630-1700 Russian 7280 9730 
1700-1800 Vietnamese 7280 9730 
1800-1830 English 5955MOS 7280 9730 
1830-1900 French 7280 9730 
1830-1930 Vietnamese 5955MOS 
1900-1930 English 7280 9730 
1930-2000 French 5955MOS 7280 9730 
2000-2030 Spanish 7280 9730 
2000-2030 Russian 5970Skn 
2030-2100 English 7280 9730 
2030-2130 Vietnamese 5970Skn 
2100-2130 French 7280 9730 
2130-2200 Japanese 9840 12020 
2200-2230 Mandarin 9840 12020 
2230-2300 Cantonese 9840 12020 
2300-2330 Thai 9840 12020 
2330-0000 English 9840 12020 

A-04 changes: 11630 replaces 7280, 13740 re- 
places 9730, 9725 (*1800-2130 *5955, *5970) 1700 
En, 1730 Vietn, 1830 Fr, 1900 Ru, 1930-2030 Vietn. 

Mos - Moosbrann-AUT 

Sa - SackviUe-CAN 

Skn - Skelton-U.K. 

(VoVTH leaflet via Rumen Pankov-BUL, Feb 19/BC- 
DX/Bueschel-DE) 

ZAMBIA A summary of a few things recently ob- 
served in Zambia: 

Radio 1 heard on 5915 at 0515-1555 (note 
these times differ slightly from in BDXC African 
guide), and on 4910 before and after those times. 
Radio 2 heard on 6165 throughout. 

I thought Zambia had left mediumwave for good 
a few years ago, but discovered that the last remain- 
ing ZNBC MF transmitting station is still going at 
Livingstone on 729 (Radio 1) and 927 (Radio 2). 
(Chris Greenway-ZMB, BrDXC-UK Feb 19/BC-DX/Bue- 
schel-DE) 

ZIMBABWE Good signal from Zimbabwe on 3306 
from around 1645 fade in to fade out at 0145 or so 
with sunrise in Sri Lanka. This is the vemacular Ser- 
vice. Very strong at 0045 over 3320 S.Africa. Nice 
afro m*. (Victor A. Goonetilleke-CLN 4S7VK, DXplor- 
er Feb 14/BC-DX/Bueschel-DE) Running on both 
3306 // 4828 with African Service, past 2000 to- 
night 19/2. (Victor A. GoonetiUeke-CLN 4S7VK/BC- 
DX/Bueschel-DE) After being heard on 3306 last 
weekend, the ZBC then reverted to using 6045 
throughout, with no switch to 3306 at night ob- 
served ail this past week. Opérations on 6045 are er- 
ratic, with the transmitter often noted off the air. 
(Greenway-ZAM, Feb 14/DX Listening Digest/Haus- 
er-OK) Reactivated 3306 from ZBC noted with excel- 
lent réception from tune in 0040 UT on Feb 15 in 
local language and with a very nice sélection of Af- 
rican pop tunes. No ID or news at 0100—but 0101 
song about Zimbabwe. At 0109 clear ID as "Radio 
Zimbabwe." Best réception in LSB and frequency 
around 3306.005 kHz. (Nielsen-DEN/DX Listening 
Digest/Hauser-OK) 

4828 ZBC, As I suspected other frequencies may 
corne back on line, found this one first noted 
around 0010 with talk by M, Hi-life music. George 
Maroti and I discovered this was carrying the same 
program as 3306 but with a 1:40 second delay (tnx 
George!!). Very short announcement at 0022, more 
music, with very short live announcements. Went 
over 0100 ToH with just music. 0159 unreadable 
canned announcement by M over music. ID at 0259 
by M in English, W promo in African language men- 
tioning FM. choral NA at 0300. Noted both this and 
3306 playing NA at 0301, but they weren't //. 21 
Feb. (Valko-PA, Cumbre DX/DX Listening Digest/ 
Hauser-OK) (Valko-PA, Cumbre DX/DX Listening 
Digest/Hauser-OK) 

RADIO ^rôzhiSS 

SLOVAKIA 

INTERNATIONAL 

5 years of foreign broadcasting 

SLCVENSKY ROZHIAS Skwatoa tntematKXWl 
r-V«n« I PO.Bck 55 01290 BnMiva Sk*«kRepubic 
E-nui: tasloji4ssz@siovakradio.sk http/Avww.dovtasacbo skAs tuml 

Edtax «> ctvof 
SovakSecban 
Enjioh Secbon Orman Secbon French Sectkxi 

0421 7/4313 730,731 0421 7/4313 734 0421 7/4313 747, 740 0421 7/4313 736.737 0421 7/4313 739,740 0421 7/4313 872 0421 7/4313 728.729 

0421 7/ 396 282 0421 7/ 398 247 0421 7/4313 726 
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Pirate Radio Report 
Chris Lobdell • P.O. Box 146 • Stoneham, MA 02180-0146 « dobdell@coincast.net 

Hello and welcome to the March édition of the 
Pirate Radio Report. Thanks to George Maroti, 
we have lots of Europirate news to report. 

SWL Wlnterfest Is Almost Here 

Yes, it's time for ail those radio enthusiasts 
to converge on the tiny village of Kulpsville, 
pa for this year's event. There's still time 
to attend as walk in registrations will be 
accepted. What you may not get is a room at 
the Best Western, but there are other accom- 
modations in the area. fil see you there! 
One avid reader of this column pointed out 
that I forgot to mention Joe Hanlon as one 
of the notable people you'll want to meet. 

Keep An Ear On 3927 kHz! 

This frequency has been the spot to log the 
Dutch Europirate Radio Spaceman on Satur- 
day nites. They have been logged in Eastern 
North America twice there over the past few 
weeks. See George Maroti's log in this issue. 

Logglngs 

Thanks to John Fisher-MA, George Maroti-NY 
and George Zeller-OH. 

Big Thunder Radio. Logged on 6925 kHz usb 
at 0244 s/on with a program of rock music 
on Feb 21". Announced as a test. [Zeller-OH] 

Radio Free Speech, was logged using their 
Grenade transmitter on 6950.5 AM from 0136 
to 0233* on Feb. 22ml with of program of 
comedy. Station bumper stickers were 
offered in response to réception reports. 
[Zeller-OH] I wonder if Bill 0. Rights will 
make it to this year's Fest? 

Radio La Nave Kosmos (via the Andino 
Relay Service), a South American pirate 
was noted from 0057 to 0201 sign off on 
Feb 22"''. Started with Andean flûte music, 
possible id at 0100. Processed om voice at 
0112. Flûte music again at 0158, possibly "El 
Condor Pasa". Différent om at 0200, carrier 
off at 0201. SINPO 14231. [Maroti-NY] 

Radio Pirana International, a Spanish [?] 
Europirate was logged on 6307.5v kHz from 
0606-0727 UTC on Feb 22nd The highlight of 
the night for me. Weak at tune-in, but by 
06211 could recognize the Beatles "Love Me 
Do" and "She Loves You". ID at 0626. Signal 
improved a bit to 23442. Already received 
a qsl from Jorge Garcia via Messenger Chat 
in less than 3 seconds; the time it took him 
to type "yes I QSL". Audio eut out due to 
computer UPS problem at 0706, signal still 
audible at 0727. [Maroti-NY] 

Radio Spaceman, as mentioned earlier was 
noted on 3927 kHz from 2150-2332 UTC on 
Feb 21". Incredible conditions, as I heard 
Jimi Hendrix at tune-in, 40 minutes before 
sunset in Mount Kisco, NY. Later, greet- 
ings to Jerry Berg and myself. "We Love 
the Pirate Stations", Jonathan Richman's 
"Roadrunner", and a Hank Williams sorig. 
Signal improved to 33443. Even the US hams 
were commenting on the programming. 
[Maroti-NY] 

wbst, possibly a new one, but there was 
a wbst back in the 80s.Noted on 6950 kHz 
from 1502-1523* on Feb 21". At tune-in, 
heard a movie traiter (first thought it was 
a radio drama) and a snippet of James Bond 
music. Brief AC/DC clip at 1515 UTC, then the 
trader for "Last House on the Left". id at 
1521: "At this time WBST cornes to the end 
of another broadeast real fast", followed by 
atmospheric music with laughter. Carrier 
off at 1523. SINPO 34444. [Maroti-NY] 

WHYP-the James Brownyard Mémorial Sta- 
tion. Do they still call themselves that, or is 
it just whyp these days? George heard them 
at 2300 to 0132 s/off on Feb 21"-22nd on 
6925 kHz usb. Rock, c&w music including the 
"Zeller Mash". Live Tes and a email address 
of: Whyp6925@hotmail.com. [Zeller-OH] 

Same, with a very good signal in beautiful 
downtown Chelmsford, ma. [Fisher-MA] 

Happy Pirate Dx! 
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QSL Report 
Sam Barto » 47 Prospect Place » Bristol, CI 06010 
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U April«f 2003 
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TMiba Lhtmm Vartflcadoii QSL Card Fraai RADIO MKLOOA (TZMU) U GIOROÏ L. OLOilLUACH 
nantDLY RZMmoEit# 3 

AUSTRALIE: Voice International 15165 via 
Darwin f/d cd. in 36 ds. for a taped 
rpt. and $1.00. (Klinck-NY). 7245 f/d 
"Antenna" cd. w/ personal note from 
Kellie who said her parents had visit- 
ed Kansas. Ali in 1 mo.(Craighead-KS) 

* The Voice 13635 via Darwin f/d "Sun- 
rise/Sunset" cd. w/ schedule, personal 
Itr. and photos in 10 mo. The station 
has just begun to issue QSL cds. Addr 
Post Box-1, Kangra Himachal-176001, 
India. (Craighead-KS). HCJB photo of 
studio cd. in 1 wk.(Field-MI). 

BONAIRE: Adventist World Radio 6165 via 
Bonaire f/d cd. w/ calendar and stick- 
ers in 2 mos.(Craighead-KS). f/d cd. 
of "Noah's Ark" w/ site and power, 
pocket calendar 
and stickers in 
89 ds. for 1 IRC. 
(Barbour-NH). 

BRASIL: Radio Guar- 

Voice of America 
* * 

î::; 

* From your Monda at VOA 
www.voanews.com 

uja 5045 f/d pre- 
pared cd. w/ "Cer- 
tificado de Sinto- 
nia" Itr. w/ 1 
large sticker and 
4 smaller ones, a 
station info, sheet 
and a tourist bro- 
chure in 16 ds. for 
ms., $1.00 and SASE (neither used). 
The address label was used. I also 
sent them about a dozen used Ameri- 
can stamps. They glued 9 of them on 
the envelope they sent me! However, 
metered postage was stamped over 
them. v/s Orivaldo Rampazo, Director. 

CANADA: Akhbar Mufriha / The Joyful News Station (Sgrulletta). 
12025 via Sackville e-mail reply in 1 day from Andy Braio, Station Man- 

ager. My rpt. 
was e-mailed 
to the Arabie 
Broadcasting 
Service at the 
ABS website. 
Shukri Habibi 
at the ABS 
forwarded it to 
Andy. In the 
reply Andy said 
they usually 
transmit from 
Skelton but use 
Sackville this 
time of the 
year....Very 
interesting w/ 
the possible 
ties to Radio 
Ibrahim and 
HCJB who seems 

May 13th, 2003 
Dcar George L. Olotxl 
This is our acknowledgment of recehring aeveral reports from you where you have 
succcssfuUy reported receiving VOT-broadcasts on our shortwave frcquencies. I would Uke 
lo thank you personally on your reports and pic turcs we rrcctved here. As we dont have 
officiai QSL card, I am aending you this letter wlth our postal card and few pic turcs you can 
share with your family. You can learn more about our activities and général Tibet 
information from our website. At présent we are transmitting at 1212 UTC on 21,560 & 
15,660 and at 1430 UTC on 17,540 MHz. 
Voice of Tibet is a unique independent radio station, the key source for Tibetans both inside 
and outside of Tibet to unbiased news and information. Daily we provide news related to 
Tibet, cducational featurea focusing on issues Uke democracy, human rlghts, health, culture 
and environmentai-relatcd subjects, thus providlng a Ufellnc for the threatened Tibetan 
culture and building bridges between peoplc. 
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Feba Radio dosed «s Seychelles transnwtef site Mardi 29 2003. and now uses Iransmaier scnce leased on ottier broadcaslers' facMles Wherc possible wo slale Ih# tocadon o( the liansmater sue you heard below Thh is a Tegacy Seydietes QSL card. sert wWi the complanertj of Feba s Soortghl programme production dept WVb the dosure cr Seychele». we no tonger lave a QSL Secretary Thanks agam for yout 

to be keeping a low pro- 
file. But why ail the CIA 
like opérations? (D'Angelo 
PA)....Donlt know but I 
was assigned to those CIA 
types while in Vietman in 
1970...very paranoid..Sam. 

CANARY ISLANDS: Full Gospel 
Church Station Itr in 1 mo 
w/ apology for late reply. 
(Field-MI). 

ECUADOR; HCJB 15115 2 cds. w/ 
schedule, calendar and a 
Personal Itr. in 1 mo. 
from Karen Pederson, Eng- 
lish Language Service. 
(Field-MI). 

ENGLAND: Radio Telefis Elreann 6155 via Ramplshan f/d "Dublin City" cd. 
in 17 ds. for a rpt. on their tape loop explaining the cancelled ser- 
vice. v/s Bernie Pope, Network Support.(Sgrulletta-NY). 

EURO PIRATES: Cupido Radio 21895 p/d e-mail in 14 hours. QSL to follow. 
* (Sgrulletta-NY). Radio Spaceman 6265 f/d green "Spaceraan" cd. in 26 ds 

for SASE and ms. (both used). Also rcvd. personal note.(Sgrulletta-NY) 
* Radio Delta 6265 f/d paper sheet in 18 ds. for ms. and SASE (both used) 

Also rcvd. info, sheet 
and address labels. 

■"wm "ic •P-IWH -.'U 

wishes to thank you for your 
recent Réception Report, and has 
pleasure in confirming it wilh 
this Acknowledgement Card. 
We hope that you will continue to 
enjoy listening to FEBA Radio. 

QSL Secretary 
This caro porter) from Feba s Cyprus office FO Box S700C. Umassol Cyprus CY-3509 EmaS seGfeba org cy (Please do not «lempl to use fh« oM Soychaflea sddross prirted brtow) 

DATE jjyi 2oo3 

TIME OOBO-Oog-S 

FREQUENCY f^S 

METRE-BAND 3( 
TRANSMITTER SITt nosh-!*. . 

! FULL GOSPEL LAS PALMAS CHURCH 

•M, I Hop. »» HKormmor Mpal your raWt i lot. and 1 also hop. God IMS» yoo on pasythlng yoo do. 
■Riank vou w*y modi for havlnç Intwt on our dxaoh's bnwdast and plus, kup Siterest to t 
IT yoo hav. mor. quadons, (Sus. dons tiosltau to as. moto. 

isaas raioduay. 

PfS yoo ton sud e-mail to cgtSBOhênmaHjKt 

(Sgrulletta-NY). 
GERMANY: Radio Alpha and 

Onega 6110 via Jullch 
Personal Itr. rcvd. 
w/ cd. after several 
tries for a 96 récep- 
tion. ( Field-MI ) . 

GUATEMALA: TGMI Radio 
Buenas Wuevas 4800 f/d 
green and white "Quet- 
zal" cd. w/ a 2 page 
station history in 2 
mos. v/s Julian Ferez 
Mejia.(Craighead-KS). 

HAWAII: KWHR 17780 f/d 
"15 Years of Shortwave 
Ministry" cd. in 570 
ds. for $1.00.(Bar- 
bour-NH). 

HONDURAS ; HRHI Full Gos- 
pel Radio 3340 f/d cd 

in 16 ds. from San Bernardino, CA address. (Craighead-KS).(Craighead). 
HUNGARY; Radio Liberty 9760 via Jaszbereny f/d "50 Years" cd. in 6 mo. 
JAPAN; JJY 8000 f/d "Antenna Farm" cd. in 34 mos. after a few f/up rpts. 

Personal Itr. apologizes 
for the delay. They sent 
a spécial "Closedown" fol- 
der issued only in March 
2001. The station also 
filled out my prepared cd. 
This was for $1.00 and ms. 
(returned)(Sgrulletta-NY) 

HALAGASY REPUBLIC: Voice of 
Hope 12060 and 15320 Itr. 
rcvd. on my 2nd try w/ 
apology for the delay. 
(Field-MI). 

MOROCCO: Radio Sawa 11785 f/d 
e-mail reply in 1 day. 
(Paszkiewicz-WI). 

PERU: Radio Union 6115 f/d 
"Maroti" cd. w/ station 

ait» **11 H IMrgi-E(NMaM) 
■ Standard Fraquancy 

9.1,10MHz 

UCIoalng 
ll«f. 31 2001 12:00JST 

m 

jm, 

JJV rM4 m M MfT 

& it 

JJY 
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QSL and a personal Itr. for a January 2000 
réception. Sticker rcvd. v/s Augusto Ruiz Te- 
lle, Gerente General. Addr: Av. José Pardo No 
138, Piso 15-1501, Lima 18, Peru.(Sgrulletta- 
NY). Radio Horizonte 5020 £/d "Marott" cd. Vf/ 
n/d personal Itr. for 2 April 2001 réceptions 
v/s Percy Chuquizuta Alvarado, Administrador. 
Addr: Jr. Amazonas No. 1177, Apartado 6, Cha- 
chapoyas, Peru.(Sgrulletta-NY). Radio Dlfus- 
ora Comercial "Ondas Del Rio Mavo" 6797.7 f/d 
"Maroti" cd. w/ n/d personal Itr. for a Feb- 
ruary 2000 réception, v/s Edilberto Peralta 
Lozada, Gerente General. Addr: Jr. Huallaga 
No. 348, Distrito Nueva Cajamarca, Provincia 

de Rioja, Région San Martin, Peru. (Sgrulletta-NY) You know that 
you've reached the pinnacle of DXing when_you bave a QSL card naraed 
in your honor Radio Sensaclon 
rcvd. my rpt. back stating that the 
station had moved.(Field-MI). Radio 
Difusora Comercial - La Voz del Des- 
tinoo 6324 f/d "Maroti" cd. w7 f/d 
Personal Itr., business card and an 
ad for a fortune teller. v/s Pablo 
Caro Davila, Gerente. Addr: Jr. San- 
ta Rosa No. 199, Nueva Cajamarca, 
San Martin, Peru.(Sgrulletta-NY)... 
Ail of John Sgrulletta's QSLs are a 
resuit of Takayuki Inoue Nozaki's 
latest trip to Peru. Radio Reina de la Selva 5486 f/d "Maroti" cd. w/ 
2 XMAS cds. v/s José David Reina, Gerente General.(Sgrulletta-NY). 
5486.7 station slgned and stamped my prepared cd. and sent a short Itr 
in 17 ds. v/s José David Reina Nirega who included several nice photo- 
graphs of the city and the surrounding area. Ail for $1.00. Thanks to 
a Maroti tip on this one. (D*Angelo-PA). Radio Vlrqen del Carmen 4886 
f/d prepared cd. w/ personal Itr (part in English) and a postcard in 
37 ds. for a SP rpt., tape and $1.00. v/s José Lopez Alvarado, Direc- 

tor General.(Klinck-NY)....Glad 
I got to type your name. I was 
gettlng tired of typlng Sgrulle- 
tta...Sai(i. 4886.'7 personal Itr. 
Vf/ postcard scenes of Huancave- 
lica. My prepared cd. was signed, 
stamped and returned. I sent the 
station $1.00. Total return time 
was 33 ds. (D1Angelo-PA). 

SING1PORE: Radio Australie 9730 via 
Kranjl cd. rcvd. after several 
attempts.(Field-MI). 

SOUTH AFRICA; Adventist World Radio 
15365 via Meyerton f/d cd. w/ 
stickers and a calendar in 2 mos. 
(Craighead-KS).   

SPAIN; "Espanoles en 
la Mar" 11625 via 

Ra 

à9t y 4) «wfcfc & (v* cfcKro d» gméric* y «f 

wmR. 
Hello, Richard D'Angelo. Thank you for your réception 
report for our broadeast on, 12/10/03. On 6285 KHz. At 
01:18 UTC. 

Your report was accurate and proved you did in fact 
hear our station at that time. 

Now some information about the station, W.N.1CR. 
Started broadeasting in august 1987, on 91.8 fm. 
But it was not untii 1990 that we moved onto short 
wave. Throughout the 1990*3 we broadeast most 
weekends, roostiy on 6400 KHz. These days we 
broadeast on 6285 KHz, with 20 watts ofRF power with 
a half wave dipole 10 métrés above ground. We oniy use 
our own equipment, which is built by ourselves! 
Broadcasts now normaily take place from Saturday 
evening to Monday mornings. The programmes are 
recorded onto CD in MP3 format and are repeated 
throughout the weekend to give people in différent parts 
of the worid a chance to rcceive us. Since the beginning 
of 2003 we have been heard, with only 20 watts, in ail 
continents except, South America. Once again thank 
you for your report and we look foreword to hearing 
from you in the future, bye for now, 

 Pave Martin and Andy walker.  

Radio Exterlor de 
Espana f/d Itr. w/ 
form Itr. w/ stick 
ers in 16 ds. for 
1 IRC. v/s Mary 
Cortes. Addr: Ap- 
artado 1233, 38080 
Santa Cruz de Ten- 
erife, Canary Is-= 
lands.(Barbour-NH) 
21610 f/d large 
paper sheet w/ per 
sonal Itr. in 2 

ORF 

(o) 

AUSTRIA 
INtTERNATIIONAL 
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Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation 
Kmjucnry Manaxtmcnl Cctl, National Rraadcvllnn Hnua« 

wc. Isbmahad ■ 44000 
PAKISTAN 

Thank y ou fttr ytmr report «> 

  
llSïv KHz. 

âU Xl'f ~ ère f 
If y«m requirc uny further informaiion o 
pnigrammes. you are frcc In call us. 

PST = GMT + 5Hrs 
QSL 

E mail: <cfmpbchq@isb coKisats net pk> 

A J> 'Axfsùi 

CfC/1 

Naran la sHuated In high Mountaln's ranges in Kaghan Valley In the province of N.W.F.P. 

wks.(Craighead-KS), 
SRI LANKA: Radio Farda 

9335 via Iranawilla 
f/d cd. in 5 wks. 
(Craighead-KS). 
Voice of America 
13680 via Iranawil- 
la f/d cd. in 5 wks 
along w/ VGA Mouse 
Pad, wall calendar 
US and world maps. 
(Craighead)...Now 
I know where ail 
my tax dollars are 
going - to your 
house in goodiesl 

TAIWAN; Adventist Wor- 
ld Radio 15445~f7d 
cd. w7 stickers, 
calendar and a Per- 
sonal note in 1 mo. 

(Field). 
cd. in 20 ds. 

WHRI 

NASB 
r,rw 

) «0 
This QSL confirm» your repbrtof- 

the Voice of the NASB 

USA: Radio Taiwan International 5950 via WYFR p/d 
"Beehive" cd in 17 ds.(Weissborn-TX). p/d "Yin Temple" 
(Weissborn-TX). WRNO 7355 f/d cd. in 259 ds.(Glotzbach-NM).   
13760 f/d cd. in 678 ds.Someone must of cleaned out the mailbag.(Bar- 

bour-NH). 
USA (Pirates): Undercover 

Radio 6925 e-mail reply 
in 5 minutes. Very im- 
pressive when a verie 
cornes back while the 
broadeast is still on 
the air.(D*Angelo-PA), 
f/d cd. in 3 ds. after 
I heard the program. 
(D'Angelo-PA). KIPM 6925 
f/d "Existentialistic 
Pirate Radio" glossy 
w/ 2 program CDs and an 
info, sheet in 92 ds. 
for $5.00. Apparently 

some employée in the USPO couldnft read the multiple "DO NOT BEND" 
in red letters on the front of the envelope and folded it to fit in 
my PO box. (Barbour-NH). Shadow Radio 6950 n/d e-mail reply in 35 ds. 
(D1Angelo-PA). 

Dote (UTC): % -utoï 
Urne (UTC): Q^X^-Q^oc 
Freq. (kHz): 
Vta U1RM/ - Mia* 

Q^Analog □ DRM/Dioftal 

R'.JUJl A. 
O^we- 

WyfB'Ai PA I^GlO 

l'm going to end it here. I have a few more but it doesn't justify 
using the 
next page. RADIO EZRA 

Radio Voice of the World Karaiie Movement 

COMMEMORATTVE QSL 

To..Sc.phLRuBarhajr..Ji: r^r-i  
Thank you for your réception report received via... JEfhOAi  
I can confinn thaï you heard Radio Ezra as detailcd bclow: 
Broadeast daled. 5Lncb/JCttt WcVCwkl"..20Q2   @UÏC..iZ:00-.IP.IÛ. 
Frcqucncy 7SS.Q kHz Meter Band....^T.(  

...A/022Z.. 

Transmitter Power: 100 kilowatts 
Type: HR 4/2/0.5 
Transmitter Location: Sitkunai, Litfauania 
Global Coordtnatcs: 55N02 / 023E49 
Anmath: 259 degrecs ^ \ y 
Report confumcd by. ...John D. Hill (Station Owner) 
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Net Notes 
Tom Sundstrom • P.O. Box 2275 • Vincentown, NJ 08088-2275 • Fax: 609-859-3226 • trs@trsc.com 
 http://www.trsc.com 

A few days after this bulletin 
arrives in your mailbox the faithful 
will gather in southeastern Penn- 
sylvania for yet another itération of a 
wonderful international event. Fest 
number 17 is upon us: it is a 
marvelous opportunity to recharge 
the batteries, attach faces to names, 
say hello to old friends and make 
new friends. 

I wonder how many persons 
have attended ail festivals. Track me 
down. Perhaps we can can compile a 
list and gather the clan for a 
photograph. 

The forums continue to evolve 
and look interesting. Last year DRM 
was demonstrated to the NA public 
for the first time, and it's back again 
for a significant update. 

Digital Radio Mondiale 
(drm.org) has an extensive Web site 
with a schedule of live broadcasts. 
But how to hear them? On a "regular" 
receiver, the wide-band signal is 
unreadable and the noise floor seems 
to be raised. 

There is a reasonable 
probability that Mark Fine will 
demonstrate or show outputs from a 
new Fineware DRM product that 
requires NO receiver modification... if 
you have a JRC NRD-535D receiver 
with its 12 kHz AUX filter. 

Fine may help Kim Elliott in 
the DRM présentation. 

Check out the DRM détails at 
fineware-swl.com/drm.html and 
then, if you have a Drake R8-series 
receiver, grab the beta version 4.00 
of his Smart R8 Control 32. Read 
before installing: fineware- 
swl.com/trc.html (near the page 
bottom). 

I also saw a QST ad that TenTec 
has modified its RX-320, -350 and - 
340 receivers to provide a 12 kHz 
output. The Web site doesn't give 

any détail on retrofitting older 
models, but it is certainly worth a 
phone call or e-mail. Contact info is 
at at tentec.com. 

For the first time there will be 
Friday evening activities, including 
ham radio exams. In years past I 
gave David Goren (WNYC) some audio 
clips, and I know his library is 
extensive. The 9 PM "Listening 
Lounge" should be interesting. 
Elsewhere... 

As part of the éditorial 
activities at RNW Media Network, we 
completed a major update to the 
Hitlist of broadcasters and press 
services. The top page is 
www.rnw.nl/realradio/html/hitlist 
.html. Some club members may recall 
that we used to watch press services 
on HF. That inventory has doubled or 
tripled in the past few years: change 
the page to hitlist_press.html and 
have a look. 

Update your 2004 World Radio 
TV Handbook by downloading the 
"International Radio Updates Feb 
2004" PDF file from wrth.com. 

Cobalt-blue Sony memory sticks 
with the ability to read data up to 4 
times faster and copyright protection 
will start shipping this spring in 
sizes from 32 to 256 MB capacities. 
No further détails were available. The 
colbalt-blue replaces the current 
slower purple sticks. 

"Blogs" are sorta kinda like an 
open-ended never-ending story or 
social commentary on the state of 
something, depending upon who is 
doing the writing. It is a différent 
perspective, not always orthodox. 

We have a média gang that we 
look at that includes Andy Sennitt, 
George Wood, Lou Josephs, Jonathan 
Marks, Ralph Brandi and Paul 
Lannuier. Wanna see? Dial up 
trsc.com/links.html#blogs. 
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Scoreboard 
Gary R. Neal • 7410 Orchard Hills Lane • Sugar land, TX 77479-6122 • gmeal@earthUnk.net 

This month we are highlighting our members totals from Oceania. This is your chance to 
show everyone how well you are doing. The next deadline is May 15th for the June, 2004 issue 
of the Journal. The spotlight will be on Asia. 

Name, State Total Oceania Best Oceania QSL 
C/H C/V C/H C/V 

MarUn Field, MI 244 244 23 23 R. Kerema 3245 kHz, PNG (250 w.) 
Jerry Berg, MA 244 244 21 21 Fiji Broadcasting Comm. (250 w.) 
Tom Williamson, ON 243 230 22 22 R. Kiribati 
John L. Sgmlletta, NY 240 240 20 20 Kiwi Radio, NZ (350 w.) 
Harold Cônes, VA 234 232 16 14 Kiribati 
Steven R. Lare, MI 234 216 21 21 Tonga, Marshalls 
Rich D'Angelo, PA 225 221 20 20 R. Cook Islands 
Sheryl Paszkiewicz, WI 224 214 
Jerry Klinck, NY 220 202 
Paul Buer, PL 218 207 19 19 R. Cook Islands (500 w.) 
Ron Howard, CA 212 200 22 22 Tonga 
Jerry Johnston, KY 209 138 19 13 Cook Islands 
George Maroti, NY 203 193 17 16 R. Kiribati 
Stephen Price, VA 193 174 12 11 Kiribati 
Ross Comeau, MA 192 168 15 13 Kiribati 
Allan R. Loudell 192 167 16 15 R. Vanuatu 
James R. Renfrew, NY 187 156 13 10 SIBC 
Gary W. Froemming, AZ 184 44 11 5 VNG 
Bob Raymond, NH 175 150 
George L. Glotzbach, NM 154 135 11 8 VNG 
Scott R. Barbour, NH 154 95 11 6 SIBC Solomon Islands 
Scott C. Newman, IN 148 113 14 9 R. Tahiti 
Jilly Dybka, TN 145 108 11 9 Australian Defense Forces R. 
Paul Brouillette, IL 141 118 9 9 SIBC 
Gary R. Neal, TX 134 123 7 7 VNG 
Edward G. Stroh. IL 132 102 9 7 R. Tahiti 
John Mosman, WI 120 120 

Wlllli î 

isr- 

1 «mmWÊ 

ïdiiliiii 

RADIO A USTRAL1A... in touch with the world. 
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Contributors' Page 

 Bob Montgomery » P.O. Box 1458 * Levittown, PA 19058 « RMonty23@netzero.net 

DEADLINE FOR CONTRIBUTIONS IS THE lOth OF THE MONTH 

The following members sent in contributions: 

Brian ALEXANDER, Mechanicsburg, pa 
Scott BARBOUR, Intervale, nh 
Jerry BERG, Lexington, ma 
Paul BROUILLETTE, Geneva, IL 
Rich D'ANGELO, Wyomissing, PA 
OUI OYBKA, Kingston Springs, tn 
Martin FIELD, Hillsdale, mi 

Kris FIELD, Horsham, pa 
Bptto F10RA, ITALY 
Bob FRASER, Belfast, me 
Ron HOWARD, Monterey, CA 
William McGUIRE, Cheverly, me 
Bob MONTGOMERY, Levittown, pa 
David MUEHLING, Portsmouth, NH 
Sheryl PASZKIEWICZ, Manitowoc, wi 
Betsy ROBINSON, Clinton, tn 
Joe WOOO, Gray, tn 

NRD-545 AOR AR-7030 100' LW 
R-75, MLB-1, RS antenna System 
R8A165' LW 
Drake R8, ICF2010, 60' long wire 
TenTec r340, Lowe hf-150, ex Sloper 
BX-440, G5RV 
NRE535B, Eavesdropper ant 

Drake R8, long wire 
No equipment listed 
Sony ICF-2003 ICF-SWIOOS 2m LW 
NRB545, LW 160' 
BX-380 
NRB535B, R390A, RX320, HF150, SE3, T2FB, 
Sat 800,40' long wire 
R8, ICF2010, NRn525, 60' Eavesdropper 
Sony 2010 Indoor antenna 
BX-390, Grundig Mini 100 PE, whip antenna 

Nice turn out and some real nice logs. Hope to see a few of you folks at this year's Win- 
terfest. I am sure it will be another successful event. 

73 

Bob Montgomery m/ 
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Tropical Band Loggings 

2000-5900 kHz 

Dan Ferguson • 12053 Kahns Road » Manassas, VA 20112 » troplogs@zerobeat.org 

2200.08[h]C0L0MBIA Emisera Idéal Planeta Rica 1000-1045 strong signal, M w/ID's (Wilkner-FL) 
2310 AUSTRALIA ABCWorthem Territories Alice Springs (VL8A), 1212-1239 fade ont 2/9, "Concert for 

George" on Concert Hall program, ABC Darwin ID 1223 mentioning Dixie Chicks on next week's 
Concert Hall. Good signal //2325 Tennant Creek (VL8T) fair & 2485 Katherine (VL8K) poor. 
(D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 1104-1138, 2/12, EE. Surprisingly decent copy of talks between EZL mx; M 
w/nx 1130 re Australian FM and taxpayers, British airways flight cancelled due to tenorism concems 
and GW Bush speech. Solid "ABC News" ID 1135, then back to music. // 2325 audible but very 
poor. (Barbour-NH) Good 1000-1010; indication oftheapproaching change in seasons (Wilkner-FL) 

2390 MEXICO R. Huayacocotla 0058-0004* 2/11, just made it prior to s/off w/ranchera mx, W ancr 
brief SS talks, ID, s/off anruts, choral NA; weak but clear. (D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 

3172.74 FERU Radio Municipal Panao, presumed 0950-1010 w/weak audio. Provides clear ID's on those 
rare occasions audio is sufficient. (Wilkner-FL) 

3200 SWAZILAND TWR 0313, 2/4, weak but audible copy at S3 level. W in unknown language with 
long talks; ranting about something with M ancr. Some fades but fully audible. ID tentative; 
not //3240. (Montgomery, FA) 

3235 PERD R. Luz y Sonido 1040-1053 2/10, past its prime w/OA vocals & fast talking M ancr; poor 
and deteriorating rapidly. (D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 

3240 SWAZILAND TWR 0314 2/4 M ancr in lang w/long talks; recheck 0327 a very pretty tune called 
'Africa' in progress. Exc. réception. 0329 M full ID w/mailing address; exc audio quality. M ID 
w/QTH 0330; then anmt in lang w/freqs; M w/closing prayer 0333. (Montgomery, FA) 0331 2/9 
African singers, M in lang. (Field FCDX). 

3249.34 HONDURAS R. Luz y Vida 1121-1134 1/27, EE?SS; M EE rel talks, W w/over-lapping SS transla- 
tion, ID 1124; mx prg 1126 w/pop-like mx & ballads, Fair (Barbour-NH) 0030 1/15 fairly nice 
copy. Been sometime since I last heard them. M ancr w/SS pgm info. ID is tentative. (Mont- 
gomery, FA) Closing w/EE anmt by ancr Don Moore 0350 2/8; freqs, "The Old Rugged Cross" & 
immédiate close 0353+. (Berg-MA) 

3255 S.AFRICA BBC Meyerton 0317 2/4 two M w/EE political talk. (Montgomery, FA) 
3279.53 ECUADOR R. Maria (via LV delNapo) 0823 2/Feb tel calls from seemingly distressed female Istnrs 

Maria, Marta, Gloria, Olympia, etc., with ancr then offering some inspirational advice, prayers, "Santa 
Maria, Madré de Dios..." Good signal. Into Napo prgmg in apparent Quichua at 0903. (Berg-MA) 

3291 GUYANA V. Guyana 0919-0935 1/9 M EE birthday wishes. Hindi-style (!) ballad, pgm. Promo, 
then gospel music. M ID "This is the Voice of Guyana" 0934, phone number, rel pgm "Answeris 
to Life's Questions". Good. (Barbour-NH) 3291.06 BBC EE nx & The World Today 0700-0715+; 
F-G. (Alexander-PA 2-1) 0320 2/4, actual audio hrd first tdme in months. Two females singing 
at tune in. Deep fades but clearly audible. (Montgomery, FA) 3291.10 nx 1000, ID "Here is the 
Voice of Guyana ... at 1200 when the Voice of Guyana...on 3.29 Mégahertz..." (Wilkner-FL) 
3291.4 BBC ID 0500. Apparently R. Guyana is now relaying BBC news items. Heard them on just 
before T0H & then nx after ID at T0H, //6005 BBC w/no delay; 2/7 (Montgomery, FA) 

3300.18 COLDMBIA Em Idéal Planeta Rica harmonie // 2200.21 harmonie 1015-1045, 'senrora en las 
palabras...en Cali....programa de ..." (Wilkner-FL) 

3306 ZIMBABWE ZBC 0328-0422 2/21, tribal vocals hosted by a man in Shona presumed language 
taldng téléphoné calls from listeners; even sang Happy Birthday with one of them. Some Hng- 
lish including TCs and miscellaneous chatter. ID 0400, then nx; fair. (D'Angelo-PA) R.Zimbabwe, 
0412 2/15 sounded like nx in progress read by woman, 0420 M ment R.Zimbabwe, possible TC 
(said "20"-maybe 6:20? They are UTC+2), African vocal mx, talkover 0423, more mx, another 
ID 0425 ("1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9, 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9 . . . R. Zimbabwe . . ."), more mx, same mx- 
and-talk pattern to fade-out at 0436. Réception noisy and not too strong; probably would 
have been better a little earlier. Despite several checks during the past week, this is the first 
time I have hrd this since my unid. log at 0356 Feb 8, also a Sunday (UTC). I see in HCDX that 
Seyfried-Germany hrd them at 0100 Feb 15, strong signal, non-stop African mx, short canned 
ID 0106 in local lang., readable only on LSB. Could it be that this is a "Saturday night"-only 
all-night sve? Not much of value on their website, parts of which have not been updated since 
2001 <www.zbc.co.zw/index.cfm> (Berg-MA) 

3310 B0LIVIA R. Mosoj Chaski 1005-1021 2/11 M w/talks in Quechua, SS ID 1015. Very poor ail 
three days. (D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 
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3320 S.AFRICA K. Songergrense 0028-0318 2/14, mix of EEE/GG/FF lyric vocals hosted by M in 
Afrikaans. ID & nx 0300, then ad string and Electric Light Orchestra. Fair. (D'Angelo-PA) 0029 
2/9 two M in Afrikaans, EE words heard occasionally. (Field-FCDX). 

3329.67 PERU Ondas del Huallaga Huanuco, 1040-1105 2/12 OA mx, M ID; good signal troubled by 
CHU. (Wilkner-R) 

3340 HONDURAS HRMI0400-0502* 1/16 SS rel pgmg, SS ballads; closing anmts 0501, ID, short instl 
tune & off. Weak-poor. (Alexander-PA) HRMI Voz de Misiones, 0340 2/4, vy weak audio w/fades 
to the noise floor and back. M SS ancr w/slow mx tunes. Much better 2/5, but still unable to 
get clear enough audio from ancr to get an ID. (Montgomery, PA) 0435-0449 1/6 SS pop mx, 
ballads, M w/ quick "Radio Misiones" ID 0444; fair/poor. (Barbour-NH) 

3345 S.AFRICA Channel Africa *0256-0310+ 2/1 IS, EE ID sequence, EE nx; poor (Alexander-PA) 
0322 2/4 M&W EE, ID, nx, talks; nx 0406 recheck. (Montgomery, PA) 2134-2200* 1/6 W & 2M 
in vemacular talk, choral music 2157 until s/off. V.poor. (Barbour-NH) 

3355 PNG R. Simbu 1143-1203* 2/10 ctry mx px, M in EE & Kdgin; W closing anmts 1200, conch 
shell & orch NA. P/F. (D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 

3365 PNG R. Hilne Bay 1209-1236 2/9 W EE & Pidgin talks, M EE nx 1210; instl mx, more talks; fair. 
(D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 1211 2/9 M EE nx; mx, ballad; 1223 M&W duet. (Field-FCDX) 

3375 BRAZIL R. Educadora Guajara Mirim, surprisingly good *0858 2/14, intro. msg, full ID w/calls, 
MW & SW fqys, power on each (5 kw), "Bom Dia," into upbeat mx pgm, 1110-4 TCs, quick IDs 
0907, 0911, ad string (incl. supermercado) 0915. (Berg-MA) 

3385 N.BRITAIN R. E. New Britain 1144-1202* 2/9 M EE ad, W EE & Pidgin talks; rock vocals & ads; 
W 1158 mentioned station was #1 and talked about PNG; left air in mid-song. Poor to fair. 
(D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 

3925 JAPAN R. Tampa 1137-1154 1/27 piano redtal at t/in, M w/long 33 talk 1140; poor & //6055 
audible w/HC3B, 6050 "splatter". (Barbour-NH) 

3927 PIRATE (Euro) R. Spaceman 0004-0130 2/8; thanks tip from Watje in Messenger Chat, heard Space- 
man and Spacelady altemating on the microphone. "We Love the Pirate Stations" 0008, & greet- 
ings to me. Played mostly 60's groups like Creedence. Fair when the hams were quiet. (Maroti-NY) 

4000 CHINA WEi Menggu PBS1038-1102 2/12 M&W Mandarin talks, brief musical bits, presumed IDs 
1039,1046 w/musical bits and very formai sounding ID at 1100. Surprisingly decent réception. 
(Barbour-NH) 

4052.47 GUATEMALA R. Verdad 0457-0508 1/24 SS/EE rel ballads, M&W SS/EE Ids, back to mx. (Bar- 
bour-NH) 4052.5 0405-0600* 1/25, marimba mx, W SS ancr; 0415 M preacher; recheck later 
had Spiritual Songs px, wm M EE ancr to 0554 EE ID, freqs, addr, SS ID & W s/off anmts; choral 
NA; good. (D'Angelo-PA) 0447 2/7 rel mx; M SS anmts 0449, continuons mx; M SS ID 0459. 
(Montgomery, PA) 

4386.6 PERU R. Imperio 0315-0400+ 1/16 SS church service w/talk & rel mx; ID, rel récitations; weak 
but clear. Some fading up to fair level at times. (Alexander-PA 1-16) (T) SS 0253-0258 M talk 
w/ lots of room echo. Possible passing ment of Chiclayo. Sounded like a live remote from a local 
govt meeting. Vy poor. 1/30. (Brouillette - IL) 

4485.31 PERU R. Frequenàa VH 2353-0033 2/3 répétitive wind instl w/SS talk over at tune-in, canned 
ID w/echo 0000, up-beat music and ballads from 0004 w/ brief talk overs by M on every song. 
ID in passing 0017. Fair at tune-in w/ increasing amounts of static. (Barbour-NH) 

4600.30 BOLIVIA R. Perla del Acre Cobija, presumed 0000-0035; fair 2/14. (Wilkner-FL) 
4635 TA3IKISTAN Tajik Radio (presumed) 2252-2317 1/26, Tajik?, folk-like vocal and instl mx at 

t/in; M 2300 w/presumed ID; then up-beat,dance-like music; then 2 ancrs, brief dance music, 
anmt, choral mx. Presumed nx 2303 w/M&W w/brief musical bits, field reports. Poor/weak, 
fading out at 2317 under tolerable noise level. (Barbour-NH) 

4650.28 BOLIVIA R. Santa Ana Santa Ana de Yacuma 1030-1045 most mornings with delightful mix of 
music. Yipping, musicaandina "...en todos el pais... hermanos y hermanas... "atendones", 1/21. 
Similar px, 1030 ID by M1/30. Seems improved signal strength and regular sehedule. (Wilkner-FL) 

4716.71 BOLIVIA R. Yura Yuta 0950-1030 1/20 choral mx, enchanting music reminiscent of children 
choir featured in "Until the End of the World" film by Wim Wenders, Deutchland, also featured 
on first sélection of cd.. Ids by M. Since 1/26 stn not noted ~ 1000 or 2300. (Wilkner-FL) 
But.1035-1050 fading but back on the air, Radio Unc°a also présent 4722.89 and 4796.97 Radio 
Mallku. 2/12. (Wilkner-FL) 

4722.8 BOLIVIA R. Uneia 1018-1046 f/o 2/9, M SS chatter, IDs & rustic vocals . Poor. (D'Angelo/FCDX- 
PA) 4722.86 noted back on the air 1045-1050. Radio Santa Ana noted strong on 4650.25 same 
time, but 4902v from Riberalta still silent. 6 Febuary 'Disturbing to see this! Two Bolivians 
silent. *Es angustioso o0r que las emisoras Bolivianas no mas transmitiran. Es una cultura muy 
importante! (Wilkner-FL) 
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4760 ANDAMAN & NICOBAR ISLANDS AIR Port Blair 1200-1212 2/8 W brief talks between Kindi 
musical sélections. Fair/poor, fading by tune-out, gone at 1223 re-check. (Barbour-NH) 

4760 LIBERIA ELWA 2215-2231* 1/26 contemporaray rel ballads, whisper-quiet EE ancr 2229, NA. 
Rough copy w/ static. (Barbour-NH) 0714-0740+ 2/1 surprisingly good signal w/lcl EE rel pgmg, 
ID 0722; messages from HCJB. US produced rel pgming. (Alexander-PA) 2151-2232* 2/8 M EE 
rel tlks, choir mx; new pgm segment 2200; s/off ID & M ancr, NA; poor with very deep fades. 
(D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 

4770 NIGERIA. R. Nigeria Kaduna, tone on at 0425 2/1, tallang drums 0431, anthem, "I Pledge 
to Nigeria, My Country," ID by man, "Salaam Aleikem," fqy, Muslim prayer in local lang & EE, 
Christian prayer in EG. Good signal. (Berg-MA) 4769.9 EE pop vcls 2222; hum on audio 2/1. 
(Brouillette - IL) 2142-2142 2/4 M EE ancr on phone-, (Field/FCDX) 

4773.59 ECUADOR R. Centinela del Sur 1115-1145+ 1/10 SS tlk, brief breaks of HC mx. Apparently a 
nx pgm. Some ads & jingles. Good signal but very weak by 1115. (Alexander-PA) 4773.8 1113- 
1143 2/9, M w/long SS political talk; brief mx segment 1126; ID, ads, another long political 
talk; fair to good signal with some swisher QRM. (D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 

4775 INDIA AIR Imphal 1530 EE "news at 9"; fair-good, almost as good as 9425. (Howard-CA 2/1) 
4775 PERU R. Tarma SS 2347-0004* pop ballads, M anncr w/ heavy echo; 0000 fanfare & M w/long 

sign off routine, ID, calls, etc. over orchestra; 0002 same routine w/different M anncr over 
Hammond organ music. Included very clear "Transmite R. Tarma desde Tarma, Peru...." Very 
weak, but super clean audio. 2/1. (Brouillette-IL) 

4775 SWAZILAND TWR 0422-0439 2/21, M GG sermon; inspirational vocal 0425; ID 0431, more re; 
tlk; fair with some swisher QRM. (D'Angelo-PA) 

4779.98 GUATEMALA R. Coatan 0210-0230+ 1/24; tentative; vy weak SS rel pgmg; marimba mx; weak 
w/noise & swisher QRM. (Alexander-PA) 4780.00, 1140-1310 "seise en la manana ...Radio 
Coatan..." good signal, orchestral and organ music; 2/13 (Wilkner-FL) 

4781.4 ECUADOR Radio Oriental 1015-1042 2/10 M SS tlk, ID, anmts, hosting mx pgm w/ad strings; 
poor due to heavy swisher QRM. (D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 

4790 INDIA AIR Chennai (tent.), 0110 SC mx, tent ID w/s/off anmt 0117*; fair. (Howard-CA 1/20) 
*0023-0030+ s/on w/IS; Ici mx 0025; weak. (Alexander-PA 1-24) 0004-0045* 2/10Hindi vcls, 
long tlks in Tamil; 10 minutes of nice music, then W ID & closedown anmts; poor with severe 
swisher QRM. (D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 

4790 IRIAN JAVA RRI Fak Fak 1240-1302 2/9 cont II pop mx by W; SCI 1259:45, then M II tlk; 
deteriorating toward TQH. (D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 

4796.78 B0LIVIA R.Mallku (presumed), 0947-1005, 1/16 SS/Quecha; lively mx & tlks, period of pro- 
longed silence, then returned. Weak/poor under relentless "sweeper' QRM. (Barbour-NH) 

4799.8 GUATEMALAR.BuenaNuevos 1048-1103,1/11, MSSreltlks&mx,ID1055& 1100; fair. (Barbour-NH) 
4800 CHINA CPBS Geermu 2233-2250, 1/26, M&W Manadarin tlks & banter, brief mx bits; fading in. 

(Barbour-NH) 
4800 LESOTHO R. Lesotho 0353-0411, 1/11, Sesotho, choral mx, M w/presumed prayers; brief Lesiba 

tones 0359; then W w/tlks, more choral mx 0403 & prayer-like talks 0407; F/P. Barbour-NH) 
4810 MEXICO XERTA 0230-0630+ SS & EE rel mx, poops, rock; a few SS anmts; past 0900, but is 

irreg. {Alexander-PA 1-24) 0345-0435 1/26 continuous mx, mainly EE lyrics, including "Silver 
Bells." Nothing beats a good Christmas tune a month after the holiday ended! Good signal. 
(D'Angelo-PA) 0430-0717 EE & SS pop Christian songs, ID, good. This seems to be on mostly 
around the weekend. (Howard-CA 1/26) XERTA - Radio Transcontinental, 0207-0246 2/15, EZL 
instl mx, M SS ID, freq anmts; pop vcls. (D'Angelo-PA) 1000-1010 pop mx vcls; good. (Wilkner- 
FL) 1126-1151, 2/1, contemporary rel mx in EE, switched to SS 1140, W SS Ids 1130, 1140, 
1142. (Barbour-NH) 

4820 INDIA AIR Chennai *2358-0005+ S/on w/IS & into Ici mx; weak. (Alexander-PA 1/23-24) 
4830 HONDURAS R. Litoral 0441-0503*, 1/25,EE?SS rel pgm, M SS ID 0456 & s/off. (Barbour-NH) 
4830 VENEZUELA R. Tachira 2310-2330, continuous lively pop mx w/no anmts, then suddenly at 

2330 a full ID "Transmite R Tachira...." w/freqs, QTH, etc. 2/2. (Brouillette-IL) 4830.02, 2250- 
0100* lively LA mx, ad string 0000, jingles, ID, SS anmts & off 0100, leaving a very weak R. 
Literal, Honduras on 4830.06(Alexander-PA 1/24-25) 

4830.06 HONDURAS R. Litoral 0100-0503*, audible after R.Tachira s/off w/rel mx, SS tlk; "Searchlight" 
EE rel pgm 0430; vy weak 0100, but slowly improving to fair level. (Alexander-PA 1-25) 

4840 INDIA AIR Mumbai *2354-0005+ s/on w/IS & into Ici mx; weak 1/23. (Alexander-PA) 0003- 
0017,1/21, Hindi mx & tlks under mild static; poor, weak. (Barbour-NH) 0026-0049 2/10, flûte 
mx to 0030 ID & EE nx, ID & tlk 0035; then brief talk and vocals. Fair. (D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 

4845 MAURITANIA R. Mauritanie 0046 2/19 M w/AA tlk, ID's ("al-Mauritania") and ME mx. (Clar-NY) 
2227-2256 répétitive local string mx, Idnd of hypnotic, 2241 sudden break & W AA ID; into Islande 
pgm w/ prayers by M; 2255 ID & short dramatized PSA(?) w/M & W. Exc. 2/1. (Brouillette - IL) 
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4855.8 PERU fi. La Hora 1027-1040, 1/16, W SS mx & tlks, ID 1033; then cont talks. (Baibour-NH) 
4860 INDIA AIR Delhi *0024-0030, 1/21, IS, ID, brief Hindi mx & talks, fading fast under noise, 

unusable by 0030. (Barbour-NH) 
4865.43 BRAZIL fi. Missoes da Amazonia 1037-1102, 1/30, PP, lively rel mx; M w/"Santa Maria" talk 

over, ballads, canned ID 1100; fair but starting to fade by 1100. (Barbour-NH) 
4870 INDONESIAfifiIVVamenal225-1304Mw/IIpopvcls, M&W talks, no SCI 1300. (D'Angelo&Field-FCDX) 
4875 BRAZIL Radio Difusora Roraima 0344-0404* 1/28, M w/PP vcls, talks, 0359 ID, s/off anmts & 

choral NA; fait. (D'Angelo-PA) 0302-0305 tlks, kl concert promos; poor 1/30. (Brouillette - IL) 
0350 2/1 huge signal, great audio quality w/rel pgm; quick ID 0400, Wvcl; full s/off ID 0404, 
long version of ZY NA, off 0409*. So strong that, at first, I had doubts that it was a Brazilian, 
despite PP. Also 1/30 0855 mx, full ID w/freqs, calls, rel segment, some singing by a local- 
sounding group; rel message 0905, more singing. In the clear, with Para, usually dominant in 
the moming until 1000+, apparently off. No sign of Acreana on Jan 31, but Para hrd s/on at 
0859. (Berg-MA) 

4880 INDIAAIRLucknow* 1213-1223,2/8,IS,s/onanmt,Hindi mx;F/Pw/decentmusicaudio. (Barbour-NH) 
4885 BRAZIL Radio Difusora Acreana 0433-0500* 1/24, M PP tlk, pop mx vcls, jingle ID 0456, ID, 

s/off anmts, NA 0458; P/F. (D'Angelo-PA) 
4890 PNG NBC Port Moresby 1231-1231, 2/9, mx & singing; vy nice signal finally this moming. Also, 

2/10, 1135-1135 M EE, armchair copy, w/talks about dept of health issues in PNG; 1241 pop mx 
pgm, phone call, wx; can't believe this signal is in for so long today! (Field-FCDX) 1240-1320 
2/10, island mx & pops, M phone calls, wx, ID. (D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 0343-0355 2/9, pop vcls, M 
PP talks, Ids; W ID 0350 mentioning dty, etc. Fair with some swisher QRM. (D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 

4895 INDIA AIR Kurseong 1220-1228 1/28, vcls, brief talk by W; 5+1 time pips 1230; W EE ID & nx; 
mx & cmtry 1235; poor. (D'Angelo-PA) 1150-1200, 2/8, Hindi mx, booming in w/barely audible 
talks under "sweeper"; fait. (Barbour-NH) 

4901.98 B0LIVIA fi. San Miguel Riberalta 1000 exc sig, dominant Bolivian in 60 meter band, 1/29. On 
1/31 -off the air 1000-1030. (Wilkner-FL) 4902.68, 1021-1033, 1/30, M SS talks & PSA, more 
talks & field reports re "pobcia programa"; ID 1030. Good w/ lite static. (Barbour-NH) 4903.5, 
1020-1030, ID's & TCs, since retum of Riberalta frequency is up from 4901.6 with slop from 
the ever-present "swisher" (Wilkner-FL) 

4910 ZAMBIA Radio 1 0328-0406, 1/28, two M in Vemacular, one very animated, w/phone-in pro- 
gram, cut-off 0359 for pips, fanfare w/ animal sounds, "Radio One' ID, W w/news re Zambia 
and Congo; ID 0406, back to "animated" M ancr; vy good. (Barbour-NH) *0237-0325, 2/6, 0C 
till Call of the Fish Eagle 0240; choral NA 0250, M ID & s/on in local lang, many clear mentions 
of Zambia; mix of local vcls, drums & EE tlk segment 0255; "Radio Zambia" ID & anmt coming 
up to 6 hours." Heard a Radio One ID 0323; good sig w/some swisher QRM. (D'Angelo-PA) 0321- 
0322, 2/9 mx 8. tribal group sing. (Field FCDX 02/04). 

4915 GHANA GBC 2135-2215, 2/8 & 10, choir vcls, EE rel tlks, ID 2200, nx; 2/10 W in FF, then EE. 
(D'Angelo & Field /FCDX-PA) EE & Ga, 2258-2306, Ute R&B mx; at T0H M ancr "Well be with you 
another time. Right now we présent "With Women' in Ga." Into W in Ga lang. Excellent except 
for sweeper still marring their S9 signal. 2/1. (Brouillette-IL) 

4919 ECUADOR fi. Quito 0136 2/20 SS talks, ment Quito, IDS, slogans, phone numbers. (Clar-NY) 
2337-2356 SS futbol, Ecuador vs. Peru; promos/ID's, beer ad; good 1/12. (Brouillette-IL) 

4920 CHINA Xûang PBS 2236-2316, 2/9, Tibetan talks & instl mx; fanfare 2300, ID, W w/nx. 
(D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 

4920 INDIA AIR Chennai 1227-1238, 2/5, W Hindi vcls w/flutes; brief talk prior to 4+1 time pips at 
1230; then EE ID & nx; poor. (D'Angelo-PA) 

4920 TIBET Xizang PBS Lhasa, 1123-1137, 1/11, W w/Tibetan mx & tlks, M presumed ID over musrc 
1130; good, // 4905 & 5240 both poor. (Barbour-NH) 

4935 BRAZIL Radio Capixaba 2325-0020, 2/8, long PP rel tlk, M ID 2358 mentioning AM & SW freqs; 
more rel pgmg at TOH; fair. 

4940 VENEZUELA fi. Amazonas 0958-1019, 1/30, mx SS IDs 1005 & 1015, brief "zingers" between 
mx sélections. M w/remote, lots of cheering and crowd noises. Weak but clear. (Barbour-NH) 

4950 ANGOLA fi. Nacional surprisingly good 0458, 2/7 w/light Afr mx, 0459 full ID w/fqys, 4 pips & 
into what sounded like "Jomal A Hora," nx-type talk by man, nice ID w/fanfare 0508, talk by 
woman, ID & TC 0513, into Afropops w/what sounded like ads. Hrd at better-than-average level 
several times lately. (Berg-MA) 0353-0430, 2/9, pop mx px w/some American pop tunes; 4time 
pips 0400, multiple IDs & notidas; more IDs after nx, mx px w/M PP ancr; F/G. (D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 

4950.15 PERU fi. Madré de Dios Puerto Maldinaldo 1040-1100 long conversation between M&W, slow 
SS. (Wilkner-FL) 
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4955 PERU H. Cultural Amauta nice ID 0933, 2/9: "Esta escucha R. Cultural Amauta desde Huanta, 
la Esmeralda de los Andes, 4855 kilodclos en la onda corta y FM 100.9 en stereo." (Berg-MA) 
1043-1110, 2/9, SS & Quechua rel tlks, brief mx segments; ID & city location 1100 before next 
long talk segment. Fair to good. (D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 

4960 ECUADOR R. Federacion Shuar in Shuar, 2357-0024, M in serious sounding talk, Ici rustic choral 
mx, more talk, W vcl over drumming, M mentions "VShuara" and "Ecuador." 1/12. (Brouillette-Il) 

4950 SA0 TOME VOA Pinheira 0415, 2/7 M&W EE nx, ID 0417, // 7415; nice copy. (Montgomery, PA) 
4965 PERU R. Santa Monica 0950-0957, 2/9, 0A vcls, M SS anmts, IDs; fair. (D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 
4965 ZAMBIA Christian Voice 0243-0309,1/4, EE, contemporary rel mx w/testimonials by featured artist. 

Gospel version of "Amazing Grâce" at t/o. Surprisingly fair signal tho no ID noted w/ announcer's 
thick accent difficult to follow along with. (Barbour-NH) 0148,2/6, W EE ancr, fairly clear audio at 
tune in; rel tune 0150. M 0152 ID; sounded like Aussie accent; back to more tunes; weakening by 
T0H; talksabout drinking problems, ad, at 0202. M ID as R.Christian Voice 0203. (Montgomery, PA) 
0030, 2/14, EE pops, story, e-mail address, more mx, M ID w/both Zambia & UK postal addresses, 
more mx. They give their address as "P.O. Box E606" rather than "Private Bag E606." (Berg-MA) 

4980 CHINA Xinjiang PBS (presumed), 0008-0033 f/o, 2/10, M&W talk presumed Uighur language, 
some vocals; weak. (D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 

4990 INDIAAIRItanagar 1533, EE"newsat9", fair.Noted//4775 (poor)//4970(fair). (Howard-CA2/7) 
4990 SURINAM R. Apintie EE ID 0339, 2/8: "Right now and in the future, R. Apintie, in command 

on the FM band; R. Apintie, in command on the AM band; R. Apintie, in command on the SW 
band; R. Apintie-Number One." (Berg-MA) 0433-0502, 2/6, Dutch/EE, EE pop ballads, several 
by Lionel Ritchie, right thru T0H, ad/music promo block 0447-0450 in Dutch. Good signal tho 
no ID noted. (Barbour-NH) 0950-0950, 2/9, M in Papiemento, jingles, ads. (Field-FCDX) 

4991 PERU R. Ancash 0931-0957, 2/10, several fast-talking SS ads; M ancr w/px of rustic vcls w/IDs 
& TCs; poor. (D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 

5005.78 PERU R. LTC Juliaca, good signal 1030-1100 mx, "...viente quatro minutes..." by M, 4 minutes 
off conect time, W w/mx. (Wilkner-FL) 

5010 INDIA AIR Thiruvananthapuram 0032-0058,2/10, M EE nx, ID, flûte mx, cmtry; ID 0040, then Hindi 
instlmx;fair. (D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) *0018-0030+s/onw/IS&intoIndianmx;weak.(Alexander-PAl-24) 

5010 MADAGASCAR RlYMo/ogasy 0339-0353,1/11, Vernacular, presumed Sundaymorning devotional 
w/choral mx, M between sélections; poor, noisy and fading fast. (Barbour-NH) Tentative at 2120, 
1/28, Afr mx with that melodious Madagascar style, some EE pops. Weak but clear until things 
started getting messy from Cristal-5009.8 QRM amd 2140. (Berg-MA) 0343, 2/4, M in unknown 
language with fades; definite Afr language. QRM from opts on 5005 in usb. (Montgomery, PA) 
0319-0333, 2/10, M&W w/FF sounding talks & brief mx bits, quick "Radio Nationale Malagasy" 
ID 0330. Fair w/occ static bursts. (Barbour-NH) 0308-0415 f/o, 2/11, W talk in Malagasy, then 
Ici mx sélection. ID as part of an introduction of a maie speaker. After his speech, back to music 
and talk. F/G; beginning to fade ard 0330, but useable audio past 0400. (D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 

5015 BRAZIL Radio Pioneira 2348-0201*, 2/8, px of rustic vcls w/M PP tlks, off w/simple ID & no 
anthem. P/F. (D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 

5019 SOLOMON IS. SIBS Honiara 1231 2/9, M BBC nx, WS ID, nx; 1300 talks by M. (Field-FCDX). 
5019.9 PERU R. Horizonte 1120-1137, 2/10, M SS tlk, ad string, 0A vcls, ID & TC 1133; fair but Solo- 

mon Is. beginning to build up underneath. (D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 1040-1100 ID's, mx, blasting 
in with incredible signal (Wilimer-FL) 

5024.91 PERU R. Quillabamba opening 1023, 2/1, after OC foi a while; full ID w/mx in backgnd, 
calls and fqys. Poor signal, and soon overtaken by Cuba. (Berg-MA) 5024.97, 1045-1100, w/ 
local Radio Rebelde absent, 'programa del todos Peru ... onda corta banda de ... métros Radio 
Quillabamba..programa mundial..." several ID's over classical music, 1/29. (Wilkner-FL) 5025, 
1047-1058, 2/10, M SS tlk, 0A vcls, ID & TC 1053 after song; fair. (D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 

5025 BENIN ORTB Parakou (presumed), 2213-2225, 2/8, two M in serious FF discussion. Fair signal 
subject to deep fades. (D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 2148-2148, 2/8, M in FF. (Field-FCDX). 

5026 UGANDA R. Uganda 0415-0440, 2/5, M EE ancr, ID at 0432; fair. (D'Angelo-PA) Fairly good 
2115, 1/31, app running late; Afr mx, occ quick IDs that I could not decipher; still there at 
2235 check, though far gone by then. During this time there was also a pretty good size carrier 
on 4976, but no audio there. (Berg-MA) 

5027.22 PAKISTAN PBC-Quetta 0159 mx fanfare, ID as "Pakistan.", time pips, 10 minutes of nx (Urdu), 5 min. 
ofcmtry(?),w/many mentions of Pakistan, into px of S-Cmx, bestin LSB. (Howard-CA 1/22,23 & 25) 
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5030 BURKINA FASOR. Burkina 2321-2337,1/20, FF, Rap & Afropop mx, talkb/w songs. Quick ID 2329, 
"Ouagadougou" mentioned 2337; fair. (Barbour-NH) 2238-2302,1/21, Mlong FFtalk, tribalvocals 
2245. More talks, some drum mx, ID 2300. P/F. (D'Angelo-PA) 2308-2319, FF Afro pop w/ reggae 
beat. M anncr w/ poormic audio. 2/1. (Brouillette-IL) 2215,2/8, Msing rap/reggae/afro-pop tune 
in FF. Nice to hear such a good signal on this one. (Field FCDX). Loud & clear 0625,2/14 w/ Afropops; 
0630 into "Contact" px, which appeared to be a listeners lettersrs px; many names, addresses and 
tel. numbers read, almost ail from Ouagadougou and Ivory Coast, Back into mx 0646. (Berg-MA) 

5030 PERU Radio Los Andes Huamachuco 1100-1115,2/15, blasting in with "Radio Andes.." shouted 
ID by hyper M at tune in. (Wilkner-FL) 1012-1047, 2/1, rustic OA vcls hosted by SS M w/anmts, 
TCs, occ IDs. Brief conversations with another man in the studio between musical sélections. 
Fair. (D'Angelo-PA) 1123-1138, 1/31, SS, mx & ballads w/brief talks b/w sélections, several 
breaks in audio, "zinger" ID at 1125, Fading out under static. (Barbour-NH) 

5035 VIETNAM VOV-4 1133-1145, 1/20, Hmong talks and mx bits, ballads, occasionally overtaken 
by Dr.Gene Scott "splatter" via 5030. Poor, //6165 fair. (Barbour-NH) 

5054.6 COSTA RICA Faro del Caribe 0150-0305, SS rel tlk by M & W, Christian mx, ID, Bible study. 
Strong, but distorted audio and splash from WWRB. 1/6. (Brouillette-IL) 

5460.25 PERU R.Bolivar Bolivar 1030 w/musica Andina, also 5471.77 Radio San Nicholas, Mendoza 
1030-1045, 2/14 & 15. (Wilkner-FL) 

5470.8 PERUJ?.SaaNïco/as(T)1106-1120f/o2/10,flutemx,Mancrw/possibleopeningID&anmts,0Avocals;vy 
weak, (D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 5471.77 Radio SanNicholas, Mendoza 1030-1045,2/14& 15. (Wilkner-FL) 

5486.7 PERU Reina de la Selva, 1053-1112, 2/11, M SS tlk, anmts, ads, hosting px of rustic 0A vocals; 
mentions of "Chachapoyas". Poor with deep fades. (D'Angelo/FCDX-PA) 

5500 ETH10PIA V of the Tigray Rev. *0355-0415+ s/on w/IS; opening anmts & talk in Ici lang. // 
6350 - both freqs weak. (Alexander-PA 1-17) 0428, 2/7, M in Ici lang, nx, mx between each 
item; 0430 mx w/W ancr. (Montgomery, PA) 

5677.99 PERU R. lllucan 0225-0241*, 1/10, SS tlk & pops, s/off anmts, IDs; F/G. (Alexander-PA) 
5770 UNID 1606-1630* 2/13, romantic songs, W in Asiatic lang w/anmts; then 0C to 1630. Could it 

be Defence Forces Broadcasting Unit from Taunggyi? (Luca Botto Fiora-Italy) 
5860 CHINA VO Jinling 1155-1218, 1/31, Mandarin, ballad at t/in, pips (5+1) W ID "Jinling zhi 

Sheng", brief mx bits w/talk overs to 1204, then M w/long talk b/w brief jazz-like musical bits 
continuing thru tune-out; fair. (Barbour-NH) 

Company Store 

Mike Wolfson KBBTYT • 1842 Mifflin Ave. • Ashland, 0H 44805 » mwolfson@bright.net 

Hello everyone. By the time you get the March issue, WinterFest will be just around the 
corner. As promised last month I have some news about mail orders on t-shirts and sweat- 
shirts. l've found a source of Tyvek envelopes that should meet our needs. T-shirts will 
be available from the Company Store in the usual sizes for $12.00 plus $4.00 for post- 
age and handling in North America and $8.00 for the rest of the world. Swcatshirts will 
$20.00 plus $8.00 for North America addresses or $15.00 for the rest of the world. l'm 
still working on the détails for mailing the mugs, however. Mugs will be available at the 
Fest. Limited quantities of t-shirts and sweatshirts will also be available. The Company 
Store will also have a table set up at the Fest and weTl be selling our usual stock of books 
and booklets. Finally, the specials that l've mentioned the last couple of months are still 
available. Leftover copies of the 2002 and 2003 WRTH are available at $15.95 and 2003 
issues of Passport to Worldband Radio for $10.95. The other spécial, for Skip Are/s book, 
Radio Monitohng: The How-To Guide, is available for $17.95.111 have copies available at 
the Fest or by mail order for $4.00 or $8.00 shipping to North American addresses or the 
rest of the world. That's it for March. Mike fW 
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_ ^ I 1> J I • 5901-30000 kHz 

International Band Loggings 
 Watlace C. Treibel » 357 N.E. 149th Street » Seattle, WA 98155 • nwhikerstgmsn.com 

5945 RUSSIABible Voice Bcstg via Komsomolsk relay in EG1439, religions program'g, g (Howard CA1/31) 
59525 BOLIVIARPfo Doce Siglo Veinte in SP0955, tlks, brief mx, ID's, jingle, nx 1001, f (D'Angelo PA 2/9) 
5960 CANADA R Japon relay in JP *0200, IS, pips, ID "NHK", natl and régional nx, g (McGuire MD12/21) 
59858 MYANMAR R Myanmar Yangon in EG 1514-1600*, marching mx, nx, wx rpt, gov't slogans, non- 

stop mx s/off ancmt, several ID's for "Radio Myanmar, Yangon", p (Howard CA 2/7) 
59932 BRAZILRSenado Brasilia in PT *0858-0931, ID, s/onancmts, pop vocal, nx, fqy, discussion between 

YLandOM, exc (D'Angelo FCDX 2/10) in PT 1035-1100+, localpop mx, political tlk (AlexanderPA 1/16) 
5995 MALI ORTMBamako in Vernacular 2205-2235+, kl Afro mx, g,//4835 weak (AlexanderPA 1/31) 
6005 GERMANYDeutR Berlin in GM 2223-2306, YL host playing FE pops, ID, pips, nx, f (D'Angelo 2/10) 
6020 TURKEY VofTurkey m EG 0403, ID, nx, African nx, monotone tlks, S-9 w/fades (Montgomery PA 2/4) 
6030 CANADA CfVP Calgary in EG 0845, relaying AM 1060, C&W vocal, ID, Simon & Garfunkel, nx, tlk 

re ice hockey, f/o 0905, poor w/fades and lite QRM (Berg MA 2/9) 
6040 THAÏLANDE TTiafîandinLao/Burmese 1136, tlks, ballad,ID/IS,intoBurmesel 145 (BarbourNH 1/23) 
6045 MEXICO R Universidad San Luis Potosiin SP 0317-0359,0M hosting pgm of phone calls and playing 

Mexican mx sels, ID'sb/wphone calls, f, blockedby RFI s/on 0358 (D'Angelo FCDX-PA 2/10) 250 watts 
6055nf TURKEY V of Turkey in EG 1930-2019, call-in pgm w/no callers, 2 YL's reminisce instead, IS and 

early s/off at 2019, f (Field FCDX-PA 2/10, Alexander PA 1/23) 
6055 RWANDAR Rwanda Kigali in FR/Vem 2020-2100*, hrd after Turkey s/off, US/Afro pop mx, Vern tlks, 

instrumTand choral anthems,ID 2056, pips2100 and off,f (D'Angelo FCDX-PA2/9,AlexanderPAl/23) 
6075 RUSSIARRossfirelayArmaninRS 1314, tlks,ID's,mxpgmw/niceballads,p-f,//7320(BarbourNH 2/6) 
6105 COSTA RIC A R Universidad San José in SP 0545, classical mx, ID, "Theme from Titanic", graduation 

march, voice audio terrible but mx 0K, V0A QRM underneath (Berg MA 2/14) in SP 1156-1240, 
ezl instT mx, ID 1202, non-stop classical mx, fair w/QRM from Taipei (D'Angelo FXDX-PA 2/11) 

6115v PERU R Union Lima in SP 0820-0900+, mostly non-stop tlks, 0A mx, ID's, f-g (Alexander PA 1/23) 
6130 LAOS Laos Mail Radio Vientiane in Laotian 1146, sub-cont ballad, ad/promos, 7 gongs, brief 

mx, ID 1200, further tlks, fair signal w/fading down after 1200 (Barbour NH 1/20) 
61348 B0LIVIA R Santa Cruz in SP 1010, rustic Bolivian vds, ancmts, nice ID 1013, f (D'Angelo FCDX 2/9) 
6150 SINGAPORE R Singapore in EG 2355, relaying AM 938, vocal, brief tlks,, "News Radio 938", ID 

before being swamped by R Japan relay via Canada on 6145 (Berg MA 2/14) 
6170 BRAZILR Cultura Sâo Paulo in PT 0740, lite BR vocals, tlk/mx pgm, ID 0800, fqys, TC (Berg MA 2/13) 
6185 MEXICO XEPPM R Educacion in SP 0110, tlk, ID, promos, slogans, fqy, EG ID, E-mail info, pgm 

note, lite Mexican mx, f-g with noise and adjacent channel QRM (Clar NY 2/14) 
6185 CHINA RuayiBCCo. ChengduinCH 1154,litebanter, tlksovermx, ballads, EGID, f (Barbour 1/27) 
6235 RUSSIA Vo/Russia relay via Kaliningrad in EG 2119-2200*, mailbagw/JoeAdamov.ID 2130, "Music 

Around Us" featuring classical mx artists, Kremlin Bells at s/off (D'Angelo FCDX, Field FCDX 2/10) 
6280 ISRAËL Vo//srae/Tel Aviv in EG 2000, nx re jr and sr high school teacher strike (Field FCDX-PA 2/10) 
6348 SOUTH KOREAfcho ofHope Kyonggi-do in KR1146, ancmts, ID, cmntry, f-p (Montgomery PA2/8) 
63987 NORTH K0REA Pyongyang BS Kanggye in KR 1206, passionate tlk, choral mx, p (Barbour NH 2/4) 
65361 PERU RPoderosa Huancabamba in SP 0157-0212*, on laterthanusualw/OA folk mx,ID, s/off with 

NA (Alexander PAl/23)inSP0047-0143*, 0A vocals, ID, s/off ancmts, NA, p (D'Angelo FCDX-PA 2/11) 
7100 ERITREA VofBroadMasses Asmara in Tigrinya(p) *0355-0500+, IS at s/on, tlk, Hom of Africamx, 

g (Alexander PA 1/10) t/in 1559 in Kunama(p), Hom of Africa mx, ham QRM, f-g (FioraITALY2/14) 
7110 CHINA CRI Shijazhuang in CH 1720, YL w/tlk over piano mx, s/off 1730 w/NA and brief ancmt, 

solid S-9+ signal, //5945 Beijing (Treibel WA 2/8) 
7125 GUINEA R7V Guineenne Conakry in FR 2207-2237, nx, field rpts, ID's as "R Nationale and R. 

Guinee", g (Brouillette IL 1/17, Field FCDX-PA 2/10) 
71301 ALBANIA R Tirana in EG 2241, tlk on ethnie Greeks in Albania, g (Brouillette IL 1/17) 
7185 MOROCCO R Sawa via VOA relay xmtr in AR *0000, ID, mx, solid S-9 signal (Muehling NH 2/6) 
7200 SUDAN SWRCQmdurman in AR 0427-0501, nx0430, ID, vocals, tlks byOM/YLw/briefmx interludes, 

fanfare 0459, another ID, in the clear after Cairo s/off 0430 and D Welle s/on 0500 (D'Angelo PA 2/14) 
7200 GREECE VOA relay Kavalla in EG 0140, sports segment of "News Now", //7255 (Dybka TN 2/9) 
7210 CYPRUS CyprusBC Corp in GK 2244*, drama, GKmx, sudden s/off in mid-song, f (Brouillette IL 1/11) 
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7255 NIGERIA Vof Nigeria Ikorodu in EG/Hausa 1203, US jazz, anmts, ID in EG (Paszldewicz WI1/25) 
7265 ASCENSION ISLAND VOA relay in EG *0257-0331, IS, ID, fqy, pips 0300, "Daybreak Africa", nx rpts 

from varions locations, fair w/slight QRM from Sudwestrundfunk Gerraany (D'Angelo PA 1/22) 
7285 MADAGASCAR RWeder/andrelay inIN2250, piano mxby Dvorak, cunent affairs, f (BrouilletteILl/17) 
7285 VIETNAM Vof Vietnam Hanoi in EG 1100, ID, econ nx, cmntry re "development", p (Barbour NH1/8) 
7295 MALAYSIARTMRadio 4 Kajang in EG 1100, ID, nx, pop rx, poot audio, ham QRM (Alexander PA 1/10) 
7300 RUSSIA VofRussia via Aimavii in EG 2140, "Musical Taies", tlk on piano composées, f (Fraser ME/14) 
7340 BOTSWANA VOA relay in Kmyarwanda(p) 0337, tlks, VOA jingle for ID (Paszldewicz WI 2/4) 
7365 VATICAN CITY Vatican R in EG 2005, nx re children soldiers in Myanmar, Libyan WMD's, Algerian 

oil, ID at 2010, f-p with fades (Barbour NH 1/20) 
7380 SOUTH AFRICA V of Biafra Int. relay in EG *2100, local mx, tlk re Biafra, ID as "Voice of Biafra 

International coming to you from Washington, D.C.", strong signal (Alexander PA 1/31) 
7395 TAIWAN CBS Taipei in CH 1645, tlks by YL/0M, severe jamming stn over top, jammer off at 1700 

when Taipei pops in the clear for 1 minute during their 1700 s/off ancmts, poor to 1700, good for 
1 minute after jammer quits thus allowing Taipei to complété s/off procédure (Treibel WA 2/3) 

7507usb PUERTO RICO AFRTS relay in EG 0110, coverage of basketball game b/w Southern Mississippi & 
South Florida from the Sundome, g, //5446.5 and 12133.5 (Clar NY 2/14) 

9280 TAIWAN CBS Taipei in CH 1048, 0M/YI tlks over mx, eut off abruptly 1059, f (Barbour NH 1/6) 
9405 PHILIPPINES FEBC Manila via Iba in CH 1306, OM/YL tlks, mx, fair with fades (Barbour NH 1/3) 
9445 INDIA AIR Bangalore in EG 2104, ID, tlk re mx, fine violin/stringed instrument, strong signal 

but muffled (Field FCDX-PA 2/8, Muehling NH 2/7) 
9445 RUSSIA FEBA relay via Novosibirsk in EG 1357, IS, ID, "Spotlight", "Captains of Industry , about 

steel magnate, web site, weak w/static and fades (Barbour NH 1/16) 
9505 CUBA RHC Havana in EG 2108, "DX'ers Unlimited" feature, g, //11760 (Fraser ME 1/12) 
9510 ROM ANIARR/Bucharest in EG 2120, interview abt women in Romanian sodety, g (Muehling NH 2/7) 
9525 SWAZILAND TWR relay in FR1937, long relig tlks, orch mx, s/off anmts/IS at 1949 (Barbour NH 1/20) 
9530 UNITED KINGDOMRSawa relay via Wooferton in AR 2106, mxby Madonna, ID, f (Muehling NH 2/7) 
9535 THAILAND R Thailand in EG/GM 1955, SC ballad, IS, end of EG svee 1959, one min silence and 

into GM service at 2000, another IS, f-p (Barbour NH 1/20) 
9580 AUSTRALIARAustra/fainEG 1320,intervieww/Australiaclassicalcomposer,g (MuehlingNH2/7) 
9655 TURKEY V of Turkey in EG *2300, IS, ID, pips, fqy, sked, national nx, fair (McGuire MD 12/24) 
9675 BRAZIL R Cançâo Nova in PT 2343-0020, Catholic Mass live before a large crowd, full ID 0018, 

ment the many stations in their network, armehair réception (Brouillette IL 1/23) ED: Only 10 
kw. xmtr. Not bad! 

9675 ITALY RAI Rome in IT 2345, operatic arias, good sig but faded fast, //11800 (Fraser ME 1/11) 
9705 MEXICO RM/Mexico City in SP 0156-0230, tlk, ID's, UteinstrumTs, fqy drift, p-g (Alexander PA 1/16) 
9745 ECUADORf/CJB Quito in EG 0317, "Spotlight" pgm abt Mickey Mouse, SP ID 0330 (Paszkiewicz 2/4) 
9750 MALAYSIA Vof Malaysia Kajang in IN 1238, nx, mx incl Madonna's "Beautiful Stranger" in EG, fanfare 

stringsatl257,ID,talks,receptionwipedoutatl300bysplatterfromCNRs/onat9755(BarbourNHl/20) 
9780 YEMEN Rep ofYemen R in AR 0339, tlks, fanfares, ID?, flûtes, tlk overs, f-p weak audio (Barbour 1/6) 
9820 INDIA AIR Panajiin Sinhala 1307, Hindumx, tlks, f, //7275 Chennai, 15050 Delhi (Barbour NH 1/27) 
9870nf NEW ZEALANDRZW/in EG 1630, ID for Pacific Service, fqy, ezlrx, off for brief antenna change 1650, 

back on w/IS and DJ w/island mx, pips, ID 1700, strong S-9+ signal (Treibel WA 2/10, Barbour NH 1/9) 
9885 SWITZERLAND SRI/Swiss Info in EG *2330, features on Swiss expatriâtes, upcoming events for 

tourists to attend in Switzerland, //11660 via French Guiana relay (Brouillette IL 1/4) 
9885 NEW ZEALAND RNZI in EG 0940, Peter Fine w/classical mx pgm, mx circa 1950s, nx 1000, ID, 

item on restoration of radio station on NZ's East coast, nx re Iraq, f (Barbour NH 1/10) 
9910 INDIA AIR Aligarh in Tamil 0041, régional mx w/strings, closing anmts and off 0045 (Dybka TN 2/9) 
9935 IRAN VOIRI Kamalabad in AR 0059, tunes in AR, possible nx, occasionalmx, p (Montgomery PA 1/14) 
9945 RUSSIA R Vlaanderen Int relay via Irkutsk in EG/DT1149, interview, tlk on history of 1601-1603 

siege of Qstend by Spanish cavalry, contact info, ID, into DT lang 1200, f-p (Barbour NH 1/12) 
9950 INDIA A/R Delhi in EG 2056, very nice Tabla and Sitar mx, nx 2059 including item on airline crash 

upon takeoff near Shar Jihah in Iran, ID 2104 (Field FCDX-PA 2/10) 
9960 ARMENIA VofArmenia Yerevan in EG 2050, mailbag, tlk abt historical Armenian monuments in the presenttemtoryofTurkey,tlkabtgenocideagainstArmeniansinl915(FieldFCDX2/10,Muehling2/7) 
9965 PALAU KHBN in CH 1344, continuons tlks by QM until 1359, YL w/tlk over mx, ID over fanfare, 

ballads, fair signal through propagation static (Barbour NH 2/6) 
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11625 SPAIN RIE Noblejas in SP 2103, nx, ID 2105, Morse code sounds and into "Espanoles en La Mar" 
pgm consisting of nx items w/field rpts, interview, and numerous sound bites, f (Barbour NH1/13) 

11665 ASCENSION ISLANDBPragfUcrelayinSP *0000, ID,YL/OMtlkg,mxbks,off 0030* (FieldMI 1/17) 
11715 INDIAAiS Panajiin EG 2046, nx re Pakistan andlndia, ment acts of terrorismagainstlndia. Hindi 

mx, Id at 2059 followed by more nx, weak signal (Barbour NH 1/13) 
11715 FRANCE Vof Africa (Libya) relay in EG/FR 1923-2030*, ID, nx in EG, then in FR, strong signal, 

//11635 which continued bcstg after 11715 s/off but with weaker signal (Alexander PA 1/31) 
11730 NETHERLAND ANTILLES fi Waanderen (Belgium) relay in EG *2200, ID, local nx, fair (McGuire MD) 
11750 AUSTRALIA HCJBAustralia in EG 0920, promos, quizre "Disciples of Jésus", contemp relig mx, answer 

To quiz, instrumTs, ID, TC at 0930, feature on "Renewing Your Mind", f-p w/QRM (Barbour NH 1/16) 
11850 PHILIPPINESfi Veritas Asia in CH1314, relig tlksandballads,EGID and fqysat 1327* (Barbour 1/16) 
11860 FRANCE fi Jamahiriya (Libya) relay in EG/AR1825, tlkre Islande women in society according to the 

RevolutionaryCommittee'sraovement.intoARlangat 1835, poor,//11635,11715 (MuehlingNH 1/24) 
11885 SOUTH AFRICA FERA Radio via Meyerton relay in Guragena? 1623, vocal mx loop, tlks, IS, ID over 

organ mx followed by more tlks and mx, poor-best in LSB (Barbour NH 1/20) 
12060 MADAGASCARfiadiol/o/HoperelayinEG0440,tlkabtcontrolofsmallarmsinRwandaandSudan&other 

matters related to neighboring countries in Africa, Afro popsb/witems, ID, s/ off0457 (Barbour 1/10) 
13650 CANADA RCISackville in EG 2110, "Maple Leaf Mailbag", RCI Xmas Party, f, //9770 (Fraser ME 1/8) 
13710 BOTSWANA VOA relay in EG 2030, "Nightline Africa", tlk re soccer & first Africa cup (Muehling 2/14) 
15125 ASCENSION ISLAN D FERA Radio relay in FR 1838, relig tlk, instruml mx, ID, poor (Barbour 1/27) 
15190 PHILIPPINES fi Pilipinas in Tagalog 1920, long-winded tlk in language, ID in EG and s/off 

announcem'ts with fqys at 1930 (D'Angelo FCDX-PA 2/9, Field FCDX-PA 2/9) 
15265 SOUTH AFRICA Channel Africa in EG 1815, nx, mx, and discussions, strong signal (Muehling NH 2/15) 
15280 THAILAND BBC relay in EGO 110, interview with professer on call-in pgm,//15360 (DybkaTN 2/9) 
15395 UNITED ARAB EMIRATES fi Dubaï in AR 1642, 0M discussion, mx to 1700, ID (MuehUng NH 2/1) 
15495 UNITEDKINGD0MDNRadiorelayinEG*1730,"UNToday",tlkrerightsofchildrenduringwartime,cmntty 

re Burundi andTanzanian refugees, Iraq, and cloning, s/off w/sked, 1744, f, //17810 (Barbour 1/20) 
15495 GUAMfiSDA Agat relay ofAWRin EG 1640, mx, testimonial, ID, relig tlk, s/off 1658, f-p (Barbour 1/20) 
15820 Isb ARGENTINA fila Red Buenos Aires in SP 2352-0047, 2 YL's tlk, pips, ID, ads, f (D'Angelo PA 12/20) 
17800 NIGERIA V of Nigeria Ikorodu in EG *1959, NA, nx, pgm abt epilepsy, pop mx, over-modulated 

audio, //15120 w/nice audio (Alexander PA 1/9, Robinson TN 1/28) 
17660 FRENCH GUIANA Swiss fi Intin EG 2005, rpt on poor economy and worse local wx, g (Fraser ME 1/12) 
17780 SOUTH AFRICA Amateur R Mirror Int relay in EG 0900, classic guitar, ID/s, songs, Ham nx by 

0M/YL, heard only on Sundays, f (Botto Fiora ITALY 2/1) 
17870 GERMANYfifihino/ntrelayviaJuelichinEG1534-1600*,tlks,ID,vocals, poor (D'Angelo PA 1/11) 
21470 ASCENSION ISLAND BBCrelay in EG 1945, tlk re musician who wrote "The Lion Sleeps Tonighf'and 

the subséquent history of the song (Muehling NH 1/24) 
21570 SPAIN REE Noblejas in SP 1555, classical mx w/DJ, ID, g, //21510, 21700 (MuehUng NH 2/1) 
21610 SPAIN fiBBNoblejas in SP 1520, "Espanoles en la Mar" pgm, mailbag including greetings to Barbour, 

Craigheadand"yourstruly"adding"Muchasgraciasalostresbuenosamigos,EstadosUnidos"(Bergl/31) 
21655 PORTUGAL RDPI Lisbon in PT, 0M announcing sporting event, p-g, //21830 (MuehUng NH 2/1) 
21745 CZECH REPUBLIC fi Prague in EG 1420, "Czechs Today", interview of award winning film director, 

Miros Forman, nice réception (Fraser ME 1/21) 

Clandestine Stations 
6600 SOUTH K0REA Vofthe People Kyonggyi-do in KR1142, ballad, tlks, weak but audible w/constant 

het, tune-out 1204 (Barbour NH 2/4) in KR 1600, YL w/tlks, local mx (Botto Fiora ITALY 2/13) 
6985 ERITREA? V of New Sudan in AR 0400, Afro chants, continuous mx, same tune, bells 0430, fan- 

fare, short tlks by YL, good signal w/sUght fades but very poor modulation (Montgomery PA 2/4, 
Alexander PA 1/10) 

7380 SOUTH AFRICA V ofRiafra Int relay in EG 2122, long poUt tlk equating situation of Biafrans in 
Nigeria to that of Hebrew slaves in Egypt during Exodus, ID, fqy, good sig w/some QRM (Clar NY 2/14) 

7460 ALGERIA fi Nac de la RASD in AR/SP 2302-0002*, vocal sel prior to closedown of AR xmsn, into 
SP ancmts, continuous mx, nx in SP, sign off ID, short NA, good signal (D'Angelo PA 1/29) 

9820 GERMANY VofEthiopianMedhin relay in Amheric * 1559, flûte mx, ID, nx, chants, f (Fiora ITALY 2/8) 
9820 GERMANY Vo/Oromo Liberation relay in Oromo *1700, ID, Hom of Africa mx, tlks, f (Barbour 1/20) 
17B65nf SOUTHAFRICAfducationa/DevelopmentCcnter"Mustagba/"relayviaMeyertoninSomaU/EG 1203, 

SomaUtlksandHomofAfricamx.mentEDCinbothlangs, deepfades, f (D'Angelo PA,Berg MA 2/10) 
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Plan to attend your favorite forums Friday and 
Saturday. Enjoy meeting with your friends in the 
Hospitality Room. Bring radio related items for 
the swap meet or to donate for the Silent Auc- 
tion. Check ont your friends' receivers, bring one 
of your own for others to tryl 
No frills; just shortwavc, longwave, raediumwave, 
pirates, and scanning. Once again you will enjoy 
the camaraderie of your hobby friends. 

Please note, there is an incentive for you to pre-rcgister, as prices are more expensive for those who 
wait. Registration options are also more flexible than in the past, with new one-day and soldent reg- 
istrations. If you wish to partiel paie in the meals, you must register and infbrtn us that you will 
be attending by Thursday moming, March nth. If you choose not to participatc in the meals, the 
hôtel has a restaurant, and there are other restaurants nearby. 
Your registration must be receivedhy March i, 1004 (note the earlier date) for the best prices; 
registrations received aiter that date arc prieed higher. Sec the registration form below. 
Many things, like the raffle, remain the same: 
grand prize To be announced 
spécial Register early to win a sw portable! One free entry for an early-bird registration received by 
February 15, 2004. 
Please bring items for the Silent Auction. Proceeds are donated to charity. 
Checks should be made payable to winter swl fest. Register directly with the hôtel for your rooms 
by calling the Best Western at (215) 368-3800. For 2004, one spécial rate S7S single or double! Tell 
the hôtel staff you're with the winter swl fest to receive this spécial room rate. You must makeyour 
réservation directly with the hôtel to receive this rate; réservations via the Best Western 800 numher or web 
site are not eligible for this rate. Up to the mimue info, can be found on the Winter swl Fest Web Page 
at http://www.swlfèst.com/ or from http://www.anarc.org/naswa/. 
The Best Western—The Inn at Towamencin is located at Exit 31 of the pa Turnpike Northeast Exten- 
sion-Lansdale Interchange. Improved access from the south with the Blue Route (1-476)—ask for 
détails. Limo service is available from Phila. Ind Airport directly to the hôtel. 
Please submit the following form with your registration amount or send for more information to; 

SWL W1NTERFEST 
P.O. Box 4133 

Clifton Park, ny 12065 

i/tn Annuai 

Winter SWL Fest 

Sponsored by 
March 12-13, 2004 

Best Western—The Inn at Towamencin 
(Formerly Holiday Inn), 

Sumneytown Pike, Kulpsville, Penna. 

_(spouse's name) 

  E-MAILJ_ 
CHECK ONE OR MORE 

REGISTRATION RECEIVED BY 
MARCH I, IOO4! 
  Full ($47) 
 Two-Day Partial ($17) 
  Onc-Day Partial ($9) 
  New! Lunch-only Saturday ($23) 
  Airtt//SpouscLunch-onlySat($i3) 
  Full Spousc / ctc ($32) 
  Banquet only (Spousc) ($19) 
  Studcnt ($5) 

LATE OR ON-SITE REGISTRATION 
RECEIVED AFTER MARCH I, XOO4Î 
  Full ($55) 
 Two-Day Partial ($20) 
  Onc-Day Partial ($io) 
  Onc-Day Partial w/Lunch ($25) 
  Full Spousc/son/daughtcr ($40) 
  Banquet only (Spousc) ($25) 
  Spousc ctc Lunch-only ($15) 
  Studcnt ($5) 

(req. por reg. confirmation) 

BANQUET: 
  Roast Bccf 
  Chickcn 

RAFFLE TICKETS: 
  raffle tickets, please 

($i ca./ 6 for $5/ 13 for $10) 
Registration Fcc Endoscd $_ 
Raffle Tickets Fcc Endoscd $_ 
Total Chcck/Moncy Ordcr $_ 

Registration cancellations afier 2/28/2004 cannot be refunded, however we will refund raffle ticket money if you have to cancel 
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Company Store 
Mike Wolfson KBSTYT • 1842 Mifflin Ave. • Ashland, OH 44805 • mwolfson@bright.net 
  |  ==  

The following items are available through the Company Store. Shipping is extra as noted. 

1 Publications 1 

Shortwuve Listening Guidebook 
by Harry Helms. A beginners guide to shortwave listening covering 
equipment, antennas, propagation, station profiles, utility stations, 
clandestines and QSLing. 315 pages. 

$19.95 
+2.00s/h US/CA 
+3.00s/h world 

Underground Frequency Guide 
by Donald Schimmel. An in-depth look at illégal radio communications, 
pirates, spies and more. Extensive frequency list. A must have for pirate 
and clanny fans. 

$11.00 
+2.00s/h NAm 
+3.00s/h world 

Joe Carr's Receiving Antenna Handbook 
A complété guide to high performance receiving antennas from long- 
wave to the upper end of the HF band by one of the acknowledged 
experts in antenna theory and design. 

$19.95 
+2.00s/h US/CA 
+3.00 s/h world 

Joe Carr's Loop Antenna Handbook 
Comprehensive but readable guide to understanding and building loop 
antennas for LW, MW, SW, and VHF. Includes many diagrams. 

$16.50 
+2.00s/h US/CA 
+3.00s/h world 

Shortwave Receivers, Past & Présent 
by Fred Osterman. A very comprehensive must have book for anyone 
interested in buying or collecting shortwave radios covering over 770 
différent models. Includes amateur and commercial receiver produced 
in the last 55 years. Over 800 photos. 473 pages. 

$21.00 
+2.00 s/h US/CA 
+3.00s/h world 

Communications Receivers: The Vacuum Tube Era 1932-1981 (4th Edi- 
tion) 
by Ray Moore. Covers the golden âge of vacuum tube receivers. If you 
think "real radios glow in the dark" youTl enjoy this book. 141 pages. 

$17.00 
+2.00s/h US/CA 
+3.00s/h world 

Farrell's Confidential Frequency List (12th Edition) 
Compiled by Kevin Nice. A définitive source of information about fre- 
quencies, callsigns and related information for the dedicated ute lis- 
tener interested in signais from 2-30 MHz. 512 pages!! 

$24.50 
+4.00 s/h NAm 
+8.00 air world 

Passport to Worldband Radio 2004 
Considered by many to be a great source of information about short- 
wave stations for new or experienced listeners, frequencies in use and 
schedules. 

$20.95 
+4.00 s/h NAm 
+8.00 air world 

World Radio and TV Handbook 2004 
Long considered to be the bible for shortwave listeners. Newly revised 
and updated for 2003. Includes contributions by Anker Peterson, Paul 
Ormandy, Victor Goonetilleke, José Jacob, Dario Monferini and many 
others. 

$27.95 
+4.00 s/h NAm 
+8.00 air world 

NASWA Country List and Awards Program Booklet $3.00 PP US/CA 
$5.25elsewhere 

Please make ail checks payable in U.S. funds to "The NASWA Company Store". If you want to 
place an order, ITl be able to fill it for you. That's it for now. Have a good month.S-V 
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